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INTRODUCTION

A unique approach to studying chemical bonding environments in diamond thin films on <10 A
scale is the use of solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR). Since conventional surface

science studies of diamond surfaces are difficult, NMR has proved particularly valuable for
examining hydrogen on diamond surfaces. Understanding the incorporation of hydrogen into

polycrystalline films may elucidate some of the mechanisms responsible for film growth and

provide insight into structure-property relationships for CVD diamond. In addition, 13C and 19F

nuclei were used as probes of diamond defect chemistry. A summary of these results and related
work supported by this contract follows below with details provided in copies of the publications

which are attached.

1H NMR

Hydrogen is commonly a key reactant for diamond film growth. Using NMR, my group has
detected as little as 0.001 at.% H in diamond films. We have investigated how deposition and
subsequent thermal treatments alter these hydrogenated defects. Significantly, our NMR measured

hydrogen contents correlate with the optical absorption of polycrystalline diamond in the 8 to 10

micron wavelength infrared region, where transparency is desired. We have also correlated the

distribution of hydrogen to the electrical resistivity and thermal conductivity of polycrystalline

diamond films. This latter data has not yet been published, but is shown below.
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Films remain intact during analysis since our 1H NMR probe was specially designed to accept 0.5
cm by 2.0 cm sections of films deposited onto silicon or free standing films of similar size. Using
multiple pieces can provide > 100 cm2 of single crystalline surface area per sample. By not
employing a conventional NMR sample tube or rotor, background signal is minimized and the
macroscopic integrity of thin-film samples is maintained. Gas purging and surface cleaning

procedures were also developed with the aim of minimizing background hydrogen signals. With
the methodology we have detected as few as 3.5x10 16 protons/sample, corresponding to nearly
monolayer detection on a single crystal surface when >100 cm2 of single crystal surface area

resides in the probe.

A typical 1H spectra of diamond is well represented by two components, a narrow Lorentzian and
a broad Gaussian, indicating at least two different bonding configurations for hydrogen in
polycrystalline diamond. In CVD diamond with relatively high hydrogen concentrations, often

only the broad feature can be resolved. Similar contents and lineshapes have been found in films
produced by hot-filament, microwave plasma and DC arc-jet deposition methods. However, no
hydrogen was detected by NMR in the as-deposited combustion film. Thus, the diamond surfaces
and grain boundaries produced under hot-filament and combustion chemical vapor deposition
(CVD) differ. Exposure to a hydrogen plasma while holding the combustion-deposited film at 800

*C, produces a significant hydrogen concentration which can be detected by NMR. This
concentration is consistent with the passivation of grain boundary sites. In addition, the NMR

spectrum of plasma treated film exhibits a narrow and a broad component, as typically seen for
hot-filament CVD materials. Since bulk diffusivity is likely to be slow, the hydrogen plasma

treatment most likely passivates grain boundary sites in the film. In addition, its fast, non-

exponential 1H NMR spin-lattice relaxation indicates direct communication between protons and
relaxation centers, suggesting that paramagnetic surface states are also present at the grain
boundaries. Since hydrogen atoms are very mobile in diamond films at 800*C, passivation of
defects containing unpaired electrons is possible. The degree of such passivation is expected to
strongly influence hopping conduction of electrons in diamond films.

A "hole-burning" NMR experiment showed these two resolved hydrogen environments are in

close proximity. When a 1 kHz wide region, 20 kHz from the center of the lineshape, was
selectively saturated, uniform attenuation of both components is observed after a 2 ms delay. This
indicates rapid dipolar communication occurs between protons in the two environments, requiring
internuclear distances of <5A. At 100 K, the Lorentzian component is broadened, while the
Gaussian component is not significantly affected. Thus, at room temperature, the narrow
Lorentzian lineshape results from motional averaging, while the broad Gaussian line indicates
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rigidly held hydrogen. The mobile groups are speculated to be OCH3 and NCH3 at grain

boundaries, which also give rise to resolvable CH stretch absorptions in the infrared spectra.

The honionuclear broadening resulting from static distributions of hydrogen bonded in a rigid

polycrystalline lattice can be calculated by the van Vleck equation. For polycrystalline diamond
samples, if all hydrogen in the Gaussian component were randomly distributed as CH, the

resulting linewidth would be more than two orders of magnitude smaller than typically observed
values of -60 kHz. Randomly dispersed CH2 groups also provide too little homonuclear

broadening. These discrepancies indicate locally high hydrogen concentrations, requiring
significant segregation of hydrogen in polycrystalline diamond. However, this analysis cannot

distinguish between isolated small clusters and larger groupings of spins.

Possible locations for segregation are hydrogen decorated defects and voids within the crystal, a

heavily hydrogenated phase stable at the deposition temperature or at the grain boundaries in

polycrystalline diamond. If hydrogen was uniformly distributed on a surface, a density of 3 x
1015 H/cm2 would be required to give the observed Dnl,2 = 60 kHz. This compares favorably

with areal densities of 3.1xl0 1 5 , 2.2x10 1 5 , and 1.8xl0 1 5 H/cm2 for fully hydrogen passivated,
unreconstructed <100>, <110> and <111> diamond surfaces, respectively.

In order to account for the NMR observed bulk hydrogen incorporation of 0.01 to 0.22 at.%,

monolayer hydrogen coverage of films composed of 0.5 to 150 mm cubes is required, dimensions

which compare favorably to observed crystallite sizes in CVD films. The structure of
hydrogenated surfaces present during growth may resemble those preserved at grain boundaries,
which would allow these 1H NMR measurements to act as a potential test of surface chemistry

models of diamond growth.

The assumption of a surface distribution of hydrogen in polycrystaUine diamond films is also

supported by multiple quantum (MQ) NMR studies. Using MQ NMR, up to 20 spins were found
within a -20 A radius despite the very low (< 0.1 at%) bulk hydrogen concentrations in these

films. Thus, MQ NMR confirms that large scale clustering of hydrogen occurs in CVD diamond.
Further analysis of the MQ data reveals that this hydrogen forms a two-dimensional distribution,

consistent with the hypothesis of hydrogen passivation of grain boundaries. Similar MQ data was

obtained for both hot-filament and DC arc-jet films, suggesting similar surface chemistry has

occurred in both types of reactors.
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The hydrogen measurements resulting from this work are among the lowest ever achieved by

solid-state NMR. This work has demonstrated the versatility of solid state NMR and has shown

general applicability of NMR for studying bulk materials and thin films with low hydrogen
content. This capability is important, since hydrogen is an ubiquitous impurity in optoelectronic
materials, either as an undesirable contaminate or as intentional component, introduced to passivate
defects. Such measurements are difficult, if not impossible, by other techniques. In addition, the

ability of MQ NMR to identify the composition of internal surfaces is a powerful new tool for
probing the surfaces of polycrystalline diamond films and potentially other polycrystalline and
nanocrystalline materials.

13C NMR

Our 13C NMR measurements are the first quantitative determination of non-diamond bonded
carbon defects in these diamond films, providing a benchmark for Raman spectroscopy, the
primary tool utilized for characterizing diamond. The isotropic chemical shift of 13C nuclei was
used to resolve sp2 from sp3 bonded carbon. Bulk diamond is characterized by a single resonance
at 36±2 ppm relative to tetramethylsilane. The sp2 carbon peak generally appears between 120 to
200 ppm, with the lower values observed for amorphous carbon films, while soot gives a peak
centered at 189 ppm. The ratio of sp2/sp3 bonded carbon is quantitatively determined from the

ratio of the integrated area under the peaks corresponding to these respective environments and has
been experimentally demonstrated for diamond powder and soot mixture of known weight
fraction.

Unfortunately, sp2 bonded carbon in visibly faceted films produced via hot-filament, DC arc-jet,
or microwave plasma CVD is generally below the 13C NMR detection limit. An sp2 resonance has
been observed in a hot-filament film of poor morphology and no detectable diamond one-phonon
Raman absorption. The static NMR spectra of this film intact on its substrate resolves both broad
sp2 and sp3 peaks at -120 and -38 ppm. The ratio of the areas of these two peaks gives a
quantitative sp2/sp3 ratio of 0.1 1±.2, indicating that -10% of the carbon in this film is bonded in
an sp2 configuration. The MAS linewidth of the sp3 peak narrows to only Dn 1/2= 690 Hz,

indicating some disorder in the sp3 environment, while the lineshape of the sp2 peak remains
relatively unaltered, indicating a high degree of disorder in this phase.

As expected, Raman is extremely sensitive to sp2 bonded carbon, identifying small amounts below

the detection limit of the NMR spectrometer. Comparison of the two techniques, however,
indicates that Raman spectroscopy may be so sensitive to sp2 bonded carbon that sp3 bonded
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carbon in films containing as much as 90 % sp3 bonded material may remain undetected. This is
undesirable when new deposition conditions are being explored, since conditions which yield a
majority of sp3 bonded sites can be overlooked by the Raman analysis.

These two techniques also differ in that NMR spectroscopy is sensitive to short-range order, while
Raman spectroscopy probes order over a longer range. NMR provides only information averaged

over the entire sample volume and requires relatively large samples and long acquisition times.
Raman has the advantage of giving fast, spatially resolved information. A combination of the two
techniques is desirable for obtaining reliable information for all types of diamond.

Isotopic enrichment was sometimes employed to decrease sample size requirements. In addition,

selective 13C labeling was used to gain insight into the chemistry of diamond formation when
more than one chemically distinct carbon is present in the gas-phase reactant mixture. Films were
grown using acetone, selectively 13C labeled at either the methyl or carbonyl site, as the reactive
carbon source. The degree of enrichment which results in the film was determined from the
linewidth of the sp3 diamond peak in the static 13C spectra which is dominated by homonuclear

dipole broadening. Measuring the resulting 13C concentration in a pair of otherwise identical
films, determines the relative efficiency at which the methyl and carbonyl sites from the selectively
labeled acetone incorporate into diamond. When such experiments were carried out in a hot-
filament reactor, both labels are incorporated equally when a tantalum filament is used. In contrast,

diamond deposits preferentially from the methyl site when a rhenium filament is employed.
However, some growth from the carbonyl site is still observed when rhenium is used. Such

experiments demonstrate the importance of heterogeneous chemistry at the filament in this type of
CVD reactor.

19 F NMR

The lower substrate temperatures which have been achieved using fluorine containing CVD
reactants, opens the possibility of depositing diamond onto materials of low thermal stability, such

as organic polymers. In addition, fluorination has been proposed to enhance the chemical inertness
and lower the coefficient of friction of diamond surfaces. Thus, knowledge of surface passivation
of diamond by fluorine is desirable.

Solid-state 19F NMR has been used to characterize the surfaces of diamond powder after 100%
CF4 and 98% CF4/2% 02 radio frequency plasma treatments. The pure CF4 plasma results in 7.1

x 1014 F/cm2 , a coverage equivalent to approximately half of the available surface bond density.
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With the addition of 2% 02, the equivalent coverage is reduced by roughly an order of magnitude,

to 7.4 x 1013 F/cm2 . MQ NMR reveals the 19 F is not distributed uniformly on either surface.

High-speed magic-angle-spinning NMR was used to average the effects of chemical shift
anisotropy. On both surfaces, only CFx (x=1-3) functionalities were observed, with the majority

species being carbon monofluoride. Only 5 to 10% of the fluorine was bonded as CF3. The
isotropic chemical shifts were resolved and assigned relative to CFC13 as follows: CF = 148±1

ppm; CF2 = 106±2 and 123 ppm; CF3 = 78±1 ppm. The peak at 123 ppm was only observed in
the CF4 /0 2 plasma-treated sample and is speculated to be the result of atomic fluorine etching of

diamond.

RELATED STUDIES

To relate the NMR work to other studies, complementary characterization techniques were
employed throughout: infrared, Raman, UV-visible, and secondary ion mass spectroscopy,

scanning and transmission electron microscopy, x-ray diffraction, and thermal conductivity

measurements. Some of this analysis was obtained in collaboration with other researchers, as

indicated in a section which follows.

In order to obtain greater control over the sample available for our characterization work and in

order to interpret our results, we constructed and modeled a hot-filament diamond deposition

reactor. The influence of radiation and hydrogen atom recombination on substrate temperature

uniformity was calculated and verified by experimental measurements. A two-dimensional finite

element model was developed to examine the relative importance of heterogenous and
homogenous chemistry in the production of atomic hydrogen. Our calculations show that catalytic

activity is responsible for at least 95% of the atomic hydrogen production. In addition, the

concentration of atomic hydrogen at the filament is far below thermal equilibrium values. The

effect of recombination of hydrogen atoms at the growing surface was also studied. An analysis of

experimental data reveals an activation energy of 150 kJ/mol for the filament-catalyzed reaction.

From these measurements, a kinetic expression is developed to explain catalytic production of

atomic hydrogen at the surface.Work on using zeolites as a novel substrate for diamond deposition

was also pursued in this reactor.
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CARBON BONDING ENVIRONMENTS IN CVD DIAMOND FILMS INVESTIGATED

VIA SOLID-STATE NMR

Karen Mary McNamara and Karen K. Gleason

Department of Chemical Engineering
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, MA 02139

INTRODUCTION

Diamond films are typically produced by both plasma and
thermally assisted CVD using methane as the carbon source in
an excess of hydrogen'. Although these films have been
characterized using a wide variety of techniques, nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy can yield valuable new
information. Both hydrogen and carbon-13 NMR spectroscopy
can be used to examine polycrystalline diamond films 2 , even
those with a hydrogen content of < 1%. NMR, however, has not
been used extensively to date.

NMR is quantitative in that each nuclei gives rise to the
same integrated NMR signal, regardless of its chemical
environment, provided complete spin-lattice relaxation occurs
between averages 3 . Gem-quality natural diamond can have a
spin-lattice relaxation times > 1 day, making averaging
painfully slow. The presence of paramagnetic defects
decreases the relaxation time of neighboring 13C nuclei to
several seconds 4 . Increasing the 13C concentration reduces
the spin-lattice relaxation time of 13C nuclei removed from
the defect site through increased homonuclear dipolar
communication as well as increasing the total signal. In
addition, 13C enrichment, if done selectively, can be used to
gain insight into diamond chemistry.

Very high enrichments will, however, limit spectral
resolution of sp2 versus sp 3 carbon due to 13C homonuclear
dipolar line broadening. Resolution can be restored by magic-
angle spinning, but this requires crushing the sample,
destroying its physical integrity. Unlike magic-angle
spinn.ing, static NMR experiments do not require sample
destruction. In fact, slivers of diamond films can be
inserted directly into the NMR coil while intact on their
substrate. Also, the low-energy radio-frequency irradiation



used in NMR is unlikely to result in chemical alteration of
the diamond samples.

In materials with high hydrogen concentrations, like
polymers and diamond-like carbon films, cross-polarization
enhances the carbon-13 spectrum3,6. At the low hydrogen
concentrations found in polycrystalline diamond films, carbon
nuclei located far from hydrogen are less effectively cross-
polarized, and thus, the quantitative character of the NMR
experiment is lost. Direct-polarization 13C NMR, while
requiring larger samples, is a means of obtaining
quantitative sp2 /sp 3 ratios.

To date, Raman spectroscopy is used to identify sp2 and sp3

bonded carbon in diamond films. However, the Raman results
are difficult to quantify since the scattering efficiency of
sp 2 bonded carbon differs from sp3 bonded material. These
scattering efficiencies may vary from film to film, as well.
The sensitivity of Raman spectroscopy is also controlled, in
part, by the spot size of the instrument. With a small spot
size, it is possible to overlook inclusions of graphitic
carbon and overestimate the quality of the film.

NATURAL ABUNDANCE CARBON-13 FILM

A free-standing polycrystalline diamond film was provided
by Dr. James E. Butler of the Naval Research Laboratory. The
film was produced from 0.5% methane in hydrogen in a hot-
filament reactor. The total pressure was 34 torr, and the
substrate temperature was -1150K. After 93 hours, an opaque,
almost black film was obtained. The micro-Raman spectrum,
obtained by Dr. Butler, is shown in Figure la. Several
locations were probed, and the micro-Raman indicated the
presence of sp 3 bonded carbon, only. The static direct-
polarization NMR spectrum of the -0.1 g sample was obtained
on a commercial 4.7 T IBM Instruments spectrometer. Two
peaks are present, one centered at 34 ppm and the second
centered at 120 ppm, indicative of sp3 and sp2 bonded carbon,
respectively 4 -6.

Thus, NMR has detected sp2 carbon in a black, opaque CVD
diamond film which was not apparent from the Raman spectrum.
Differences between the NMR and Raman spectrum could arise
for several reasons, as discussed in the introduction. The
NMR spin-lattice relaxation behavior for this sample has not
yet been determined. When the period between averages is
adjusted for the relaxation time, the relative intensities of
the sp2 and sp 3 peaks may vary. In order to reduce concerns
about relaxation time and to decrease total deposition time,
carbon-13 enriched films were examined.

CARBON-13 ENRICHED FILMS

Oxygen containing carbon sources such as acetone, ethanol,
and carbon monoxide have been used to produce films at higher
growth rates and/or with improved morphology 7 . 8 . Although
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there has been much speculation about the role of oxygen in
such depositions, little has been proven at this time.
Choosing acetone as a reactant and using selective isotopic
labeling, resulted in higher growth rates, reducing reactant
costs, and allowed insight into the role of oxygen in the
deposition.

Two polycrystalline diamond films were deposited in a hot-
filament reactor. The carbon source was 33% 13CH3CO13CH3 or
66% CH313COCH3 in normal acetone, for an overall 22% gas-phase
13C enrichment. The acetone and hydrogen flowrates were 2
sccrn and 100 sccm, respectively. A 1" diameter silicon
substrate was seeded with natural diamond grit prior to
deposition. The filament was a 2 mm diameter tantalum wire
maintained at a temperature of -2600K, and the substrate
temperature was -1150K. The total pressure in the reactor
was 150 torr.

Figure 2a shows the silicon substrate after 3.5 hours of
growth in the carbonyl-enriched reactant. The area exposed
during deposition is covered with a 12 pm thick
polycrystalline film. Figure 2b is an optical micrograph of
the film, showing a highly faceted surface with primarily
<111> crystal planes and typical crystal sizes between 5 and
10 pm. Similar results were obtained with the methyl-enriched
reactant. The 4 mm x 9 mm slivers, cut using a diamond saw,
were inserted directly into the NMR probe, allowing non-
destructive evaluation of the sample.

The static direct-polarization NM spectra of the enriched
films were obtained on a home-built, 6.3 Tesla spectrometer.
Both spectra of the films produced from the methyl (Figure
3a) and carbonyl (Figure 3b) labeled reactants contain onlv
one peak, centered at 34 ppm, indicative of-sp3 bonded
carbon. Any signal upfield near 120 ppm,.where sp2 bonded
carbon would be found, was below the noise level in our
spectra.

The carbon-13 concentration in the films can.be calculated
from the second moment of the NMR lineshapes using the van
Vleck equation for a spin-1/2 nuclei9,

<A02> = 20 •Cy72rjk-6

where
<A)2> is the second moment;

C is the fraction of sites occupied by 13C;
7 is the gyromagnetic ratio of the nuclei;
Sis Plank's constant/2x; and,
rjk is the internuclear distance between sites j and

k, determined from diamond's crystallographic
structure.



The dashed lines in Figure 3 represent the best Gaussian fit
to these lineshapes. For a Gaussian, the full-width at half-.
maximum (FWHM) equals 2.35 <Aw2>1/2. For both of the-films,

the FWHM is 45±2 ppm at 67.7 MHz corresponding to a carbon-13

concentration in the film is 22±1%, identical to the degree
of gas-phase enrichment.

ANALYSIS OF HETEROGENEOUS CHEMISTRY

The incorporation of carbons from the carbonyl position of
the acetone reactant raises questions about the role of
oxygen and the chemistry within the reactor. There are three
possible pathways for carbonyl-carbon incorporation into the
diamond film - as CO incorporated directly from the gas
phase, through homogeneous gas-phase conversion to a
precursor species, or through heterogeneous conversion to a
precursor species. The first, direct incorporation of CO
from the gas phase, might be expected to follow a pathway
analcgous to the Boudouard reaction, (2 COqa, -4 C02 +

C~o1ld ), for soot formation, although no evidence for this
process in diamond growth has been found to date 10 .. The
kinetics of the Boudouard reaction are greatly enhanced by
surfaces and iron contamination, suggesting the importance of
heterogenous chemistry. There are many possible rou s :fo
the second method of incorporation, homogeneous carbon
scrambling, but based on published homogeneous reaction rate
constants for CO in the combustion literature, these are
likely to be slow. in addition, through isotopic studies it
has been shown that homogeneous scrambling of CO is
minimal 11 . Scrambling of hydrocarbons, on the other hand, is
essentially complete2,1 3. One final possibility is that the
enol form of the acetone reactant provides a pathway for
homogeneous conversion. Harris has measured a CO
concentration of 0.018 mol% in the gas-phase when 1.0 mol% of
02 enters the reaction z6ne14. This is close to the
equilibrium CO concentration of 0.017 mol% at the filament
temperature. Similar agreement was found at the other oxygen
concentrations checked between 0% and 3%. However, the
pathway by which this CO would form, directly from carbonyl
carbons or through other homogeneous reaction, has not been
determined.

We have used secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) to
evaluate the role of heterogeneous exchange between the
carburized tantalum filament and gas-phase carbonyl-derived
carbons. Figure 4a shows the SIMS spectrum obtained from a
filament exposed for several hours to normal acetone in
excess hydrogen. The peaks at mass 193 and mass 195
represent Ta 12C and its hydride, TaI 2CH2 , respectively. The
peaks at. mass 197 and 198 are TaO and TaOH, respectively.
Figure 4b shows the SIMS spectrum of a tantalum filament
exposed to normal acetone anc, hydrogen in the same manner as
the first and then exposed to carbon-13 enriched acetone
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labeled at the carbonyl carbon and an excess of hydrogen for
several hours. The peaks at mass 193, 195, 197, and 198
appear as before. Two new peaks appear, however, at mass 194
and 196 indicating Ta13C and TaI3CH 2 . Depth profiling to >
2000 A indicates that exchange has also occurred in the
interior of the filament.

CONCLUSION

Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy provided a non-
destructive means of quantitatively evaluating diamond films.
It was sensitive to the local environment throughout the
sample and identified sp2 bonded carbon in a film where it
was not apparent from Raman analysis. Isotopic enrichment
was used to decrease sample size requirements and spin-
lattice relaxation times, increasing sensitivity. This will
allow quantitative sp 2 /sp 3 ratios to be obtained. Selective
isotopic labeling was used to raise questions and gain
insight into the chemistry of diamond formation as well. NM
has shown that the carbonyl carbons from acetone are
incorporated into diamond films, and SIMS has been used to
show that heterogeneous exchange reactions in the filament,
involving the carbonyl carbon, occur.
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Selectively 13C-enriched diamond films studied by nuclear magnetic
resonance
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The quality of hot-filament chemical-vapor-deposited diamond films has been quantitatively
assessed by 'H and 13C nuclear-magnetic-resonance (NMR) spectroscopy. As the
carbon mole fraction increases from 0.053 to 0.074 in the gas phase, film quality in terms of
sp2 carbon content, bonding disorder, and spin-lattice relaxation times deteriorates, in
agreement with the qualitative results of Raman spectroscopy and scanning electron
microscopy. Selective isotopic labeling of the acetone reactant and subsequent 13C
NMR analysis shows that the carbonyl carbon of acetone is incorporated into the growing
diamond films. Secondary-ion mass spectroscopy reveals that heterogeneous exchange
reactions, involving the carbonyl carbon at the tantalum filament, are responsible for this
phenomena.

I. INTRODUCTION 1017 protons7 while 13C NMR is typically performed on
samples containing greater than 5<X 1018 "3C nuclei. Both

The commercial exploitation of diamond in many ma- of these direct-polarization techniques provide quantitative
terials and electronic applications is limited by the ability information that is unattainable by other techniques.
to produce high-quality, defect-free diamond films and NMR is quantitative in that each nuclei gives rise to
coatings. The successful production and use of such films the same integrated NMR signal intensity, regardless of its
requires greater understanding of these materials, their chemical environment, provided complete spin-lattice re-
structure, and the chemistry of their formation. In recent laxation occurs between averages, and broadening from
years, a large research effort has been devoted to the study paramagnetic centers is insignificant. Gem-quality natural
of low-pressure diamond deposition by various methods. diamond can have spin-lattice relaxation times > I day,8

Films can be deposited from hydrogen-hydrocarbon gas making signal averaging unreasonably slow. The presence
mixtures,I as well as mixtures containing oxygen and halo. of paramagnetic defects decreases the relaxation time of
gen species. 1-s the neighboring 13C nuclei to several seconds. However,

Diamond is typically produced by plasma or hot-fila- 43C nuclei within a 2 A radius of a paramagnetic center
ment chemical-vapor deposition (CVD), and the carbon may be shifted in frequency to such an extent that their
source is usually methane. However, studies of carbon resonance is indistinguishable from the baseline. Fortu-
sources containing oxygen have shown promising results. nately, only a small fraction of the nuclei in the sample are
Acetone,2'3 ethanol,3'4 and carbon monoxide5 are among in such close proximity to a paramagnetic center, and the
the species that have been used. Both oxygen and atomic effect can usually be neglected. Comparison of the observed
hydrogen are thought to play important roles in diamond NMR signal intensity to that calculated for the number of
formation and in inhibiting the growth of graphite through ' 3C nuclei in the sample, based on weight and enrichment
selective etching, although the exact mechanisms for these
processes are not fully understood.' Although these pro- estimates, insures the entire sample is represented. In ad-
posed reactions indicate the importance of heterogeneous dition to increasing the total signal, increasing the 13C con-
chemistry in the diamond reactor, the majority of the ki- centration reduces the spin-lattice relaxation time of a3C
netic models of diamond formation proposed to date focus nuclei removed from the defect site through increased
primarily on homogeneous gas-phase reactions. Heteroge- homonuclear dipolar communication. The '3C enrichment,
neous reactions occurring at the hot-filament surface have if done selectively, can also be used to gain insight into

received little attention. diamond chemistry.
Diamond films are characterized using a wide variety Very high enrichments will, however, limit spectral

of techniques.1-6 However, nuclear-magnetic-resonance resolution of sp2 vs sp3 carbon due to homonuclear dipolar
(NMR) spectroscopy has been largely neglected. Both line broadening. Resolution may be restored by magic-an-
'H 7 and 13C NMR spectroscopy can be used to examine gle spinning (MAS), but this typically requires crushing
polycrystalline diamond films, even those with hydrogen the sample and destroying its physical integrity. Unlike
contents of <0.5 at. %. While these low hydrogen con- magic-angle spinning, static NMR experiments do not re-
tents prohibit the use of cross-polarization techniques to quire sample destruction. In fact, slivers of diamond can be
enhance 13C signals, direct polarization of carbon is cer- inserted directly into the NMR coil while intact on their
tainly possible. Larger samples are required, however, to substrates. Also, the low-energy radio-frequency irradia-
obtain sufficient NMR signal. Hydrogen NMR spectros- tion used in NMR is unlikely to result in chemical alter-
copy may be performed on samples containing as few as ation of the diamond samples.
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TABLE I. Summary of data for Alms A', B, C, and A. indicatins that as the carbon mol % in th ps-phm increases, the quality of the Alms deteriorate
in tram of sp2 content, disorder of the V phase, spin-lattice relazation-time constants, crystallite siz and sj intensity in the Raman spectra.

sp3
linewidth

(kHz)

Site of Carbon at. % T at. % Crystallite
Film enrichment mol % sP, Static MAS (s) H size (p&m) 11332/l11o

A methyl 5.3 0*2 2.8 0.15 18 0.50 10 2.44
B methyl 6.4 0+ 1 2.8 0.20 4 0.05 5 1.68
C methyl 7.4 10: 2 4.2 0.69 1 0.42 ... 0.00
A' carbonyl 5.3 0*A 1 2.8 ... 20 0.39 8 1.99

II. EXPERIMENT effects caused by the substrate, and a broader distribution
of bond angles. In addition the broadening caused by these

A series of three polycrystalline diamond films were effects may result in an asymmetric line. These broadening
produced in a hot-filament reactor using acetone as the mechanisms, as well as the isotropic part of the chemical-
carbon source. All of the substrates were silicon, seeded shift interaction, are linearly proportional to the applied
with 0.25t m natural diamond particles. After 2-3 h of field and are reported in units of parts per million (ppm) of
deposition, the films were examined under optical micro- the applied external field. Thus, for our 7 T spectrometer,
scope. The thickness varied from 5 to 10 pm, and the films t ppm is equivalent to 75 Hz for o3C.
were nearly continuous over the I-in.-diam substrate. To Stpmis eiventol 75izafor '3CN
facilitate 13C NMR measurements, the acetone was labeled Static direct-polarization 3C NMR was performed by
with 13C at the methyl site to provide an overall gas-phase inserting slivers of diamond directly into the NMR coil
enric h ment of 22%. The acetone flowrate was varied in while they remained intact on the silicon substrate. The
enrichmeun tof 22%. thel caceone lwanthe was varied in spectra were obtained on a home-built, 7.0 T NMR spec-
each run to give total carbon mol % in the gas feed as trometer with quadrature detection. Background carbon
shown in Table I. The hydrogen flowrate was held fixed at concentrations in the static NMR probe were below the
100 sccn. The filament used to thermally activate the gas detection limit of 5 X 10" for natural abundance
feed was a tantalum wire, resistively heated to -2600 K. sp2-bonded 13C atoms. This detection limit was determined
The temperature of the silicon substrate was - 1150 K, experimentally using test mixtures containing sp2-bonded
and the total pressure in the reactor was 150 Torr. A soot and natural diamond powder of known quantities, and
fourth film was also produced at these conditions, this time the relaxation-time constant for each material was deter-
using acetone labeled at the carbonyl carbon to give a 5.3 mined independently. The detction limit for sp3-bonded
carbon mol % in the gas phase. This selective labeling al- carbon of 1 i 10t is lower than that for sp2-bonded mate-

lowed us to examine differences between chemistry experi- rial due to sp3 carbon's narrower linewidth. Between 3000
enced by the carbon atoms in each bonding environment of and 50000 free-induction decays were signal averaged for
the acetone molecule. The samples were prepared for each sample, as determined by the desired signal-to-noise
NMR studies using a diamond saw to cut the silicon sub- ratio of the final spectrum. The delay between averages was
strate into 4 x 9 mm slivers. five times the spin-lattice relaxation-time constant of the

The carbon-13 concentration in the films can be calcu- film, ensuring that the 13C nuclei return to equilibrium
lated from the second moment of the NMR line shapes with the static magnetic field between averages.
using the van Vleck equation 9 for a spin-1/2 nuclei, Spin-lattice relaxation is the process by which the

(AOa 2) = (_j)C7Ar2- 6 , (1) 13C nuclei exchange energy with the surrounding lattice
and typically follows the Bloch equation,'0

where C is the fraction of sites occupied by "3C, r is the
gyromagnetic ratio of the nuclei, A is Planck's constant M(t) - (-• (2)
over 2r, and rjk is the internuclear distance between sitesj - M - exp ,T)2
and k, determined from diamond's crystallographic struc-

ture. For a Gaussian line shape, the full-width at half- where M(t) is the net magnetization parallel to the exter-
maximum (FWHM) equals 2.35 (Aw 2 )1. 2 . A FWHM of nal magnetic field at time t, M0 is the initial magnetization
3.0 kHz, therefore, corresponds to a sample enriched with at t = 0, and T, is the exponential spin-lattice relaxation-
22% 13C. In natural diamond, calculation of the enrich- time constant. In natural diamond, the relaxation-time
ment based on the experimental linewidth yields 1.1% constant is extremely long and may exceed 24 h.8 In syn-
13C, as expected for a natural abundance sample. The line- thetic diamond, however, grain boundaries, unterminated
width due to dipolar interactions is independent of the bonds, and other paramagnetic defects, and ferromagnetic
static magnetic field and is given in units of kHz. defects provide additional mechanisms through which re-

Additional broadening may occur in CVD films due to laxation may occur, reducing observed relaxation-time
chemical-shift anisotropy (CSA), magnetic susceptibility constants to minutes or even seconds.' Relaxation due pre-
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FIG. 2. Magic-angle spinning spectra of film A. Only sp3 carbon is oh-FIG. 1. Static 13C NMR spectrum of natural diamond powder. The Peak served, having a similar chemical shift to natural diamond (Fig. 1) and a
at 36:2 ppm is characteristic of sp3-bonded carbon, and its -0.5 kHz narrow linewidth (0.15 kHz), indicating a low degree of bond angle
linewidth corresponds to the 1.1% natural abundance of '3C. The absence disorder in the CVD diamond.
of a peak in the 120 ppm region indicates the sp2-bonded carbon is below
the detection limit of 5OX loll 13C per sample.

technique known as magic-angle spinning (MAS). While
the isotropic chemical shift remains unaffected by MAS,

dominantly to paramagnetic centers may exhibit behavior bro pic che sA may unated broadi

dfeetfrom that predicted by the Bloch eqution.11' 12  broadening due to the CSA may be eliminated. Broadening
different cat pid by the such athat due to bond angle disorder, however, cannot be eliminated
However, in the case of rapid spin diffusion, such as that by MAS. MAS NMR has often been used in the study of
found in our enriched samples, it is likely that an exponen- amorphous carbons.13"14 For this measurement, samples
tial decay will be observed even in the presence of para- must be crushed into fine powders to allow high-speed
magnetic centers.- Here, spin-lattice relaxation times were spinning. Crushing the films reduces magnetic susceptibil-
measured by the saturation recovery technique. ity effects by reducing spatial variations within the sample

For comparison with deposited films, a static direct- and averaging orientation effects. In order to eliminate

polarization 13C NMR spectrum of natural diamond pow- broadening due to a given type of interaction, the spiinatg

der is shown in Fig. 1. The peak centered at 36 : 2 ppm, is pedof the sample tye of that
typcalof he sotopc cemial hif o spbodedCaron speed of the sample must exceed the frequency of thattypical of the isotropic chemical shift of sp3-bonded carbon interaction, usually requiring speeds in excess of 3 kHz.

relative to that of tetramethyl silane. The diamond peak is

nearly symmetric, revealing little CSA, as expected for a III. CARBON CONCENTRATION STUDIES
tetrahedrally symmetric bonding environment. As antici-
pated, we see virtually no intensity in the region near 120 The integrated area under the 'H NMR line, by com-
ppm, where sp2-bonded carbon is typically found. The sig- parison with a known sample, was quantitatively used to
nificant separation of the sp2 and sp3 carbon chemical shifts determine the hydrogen concentration of each sample (Ta-
allows us to resolve these features in all but the most highly ble I). In all cases, the total hydrogen content was less than
enriched samples. Since the static linewidth of the symmet- 0.5 at. %. This low hydrogen content prevents the use of
ric NMR peak is related to the "3C concentration in the cross-polarization techniques in analyzing our films.
film by the van Vleck equation [Eq. (1)], lines become However, the direct-polarization 13C NMR spectra
broader and more difficult to resolve at higher enrich- were obtained for film A, produced with 5.3 carbon mol %
ments. in the gas feed. The MAS-NMR spectrum of the crushed

With additional broadening by other interactions, such film (Fig. 2) compared favorably to the spectrum of nat-
as the CSA and magnetic susceptibility effects, the resolu- ural diamond (Fig. 1). The sp3 NMR line is completely
tion of sp2 and sp3 carbon peaks may be difficult. To im- narrowed to 0.15 kHz, indicating little broadening due to
prove this resolution, the peaks may be narrowed by a bond angle distribution. A single peak is centered at 36
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sociated with amorphous carbon and graphite, in agree-
(a) Static Gas Feed: ment with the NMR results and scanning electron micro-

5.3 mole % graphs (SEM), which show highly faceted, multiply
Methyl-label twinned surfaces with predominantly (111)-oriented 10

jim crystallites.
The static NMR spectrum of film B [Fig. 3(b)], pro-

duced at 6.4 carbon mol % in the feed gas, is similar to
that obtained from film A [Fig. 3 (a)] in that no sp2-bonded
carbon is observed and that the static linewidth is consis-

"(b) Static Gas Feed: tent with a 22% 13C enrichment. Again, the sp3 peak, cen-
4' 6.4 mole % tered at 36 ppm, is narrowed to 0.20 kHz by magic-angle

Methyl-label spinning, indicating that broadening due to bond angle dis-
>,• order is not a significant factor. The Raman spectra of this
L.t film also shows absorbance at 1324 cm -, but additional

absorbance is observed where the isotopically shifted 1350

". and 1580 cm - 1 lines should appear, indicating this film is
of slightly lower quality than film A. This is also in agree-

(c) Static Gas Feed: ment with the SEM data, which shows a randomly ori-
-' •7.4 mole % ented, less faceted surface with 5 Am particles for film B.

Methyl-label Figure 3(c) shows that the static NMR spectrum of
) film C, produced at 7.4 carbon mol % in the feed gas,

C appears quite different from that of films A and B. In this
case, the sp3 line, centered at -38 ppm, is significantly
broader and less symmetric. In addition, a peak centered at
120 ppm appears, indicating the presence of sp2-bonded

(d) Static Gas Feed: carbon as well. The integrated areas under the two NMR
5.3 mole % peaks correspond to 10 h2% sp2-bonded carbon. This sp2

Cformation, however, is not accompanied by a significant
change in hydrogen content. Both sp2- and sp3-bonded car-
bon were also seen by MAS NMR. However, the sp3 peak
of film C is not narrowed to the same degree as those of
films A and B by MAS, maintaining a linewidth of 0.69
kHz, even at spinning speeds in excess of 4.0 kHz. This

-200 .150 -100 -50 0 so 100 I50 indicates that the sp3-bonding environment in film C is
Chemical Shift (ppm) probably more disordered than those found in films pro-

duced at lower carbon concentrations, although less disor-

FIG. 3. (a)-(d) Direct-polarization static 13C NMR spectra of films A, dered than those of amorphous carbon films which have
B, C, and A', respectively. (a), (b), and (d) show a single line at -36 MAS linewidths of 2.25 kHz. The Raman spectrum ob-
ppm having widths characteristic of 22% 13C enrichment. (c) Shows a tained from film C shows only the isotopically shifted 1580
broader sp3 line due, in part, to increased bond angle disorder. Also, the cm - I graphite line and the 1350 cm - 1 disordered carbon
additional peak at - 120 ppm in (c) indicates the presence of sp-bonded line.15 No absorbance is observed at 1324 cm - the loca-
carbon. A deterioration in film quality as the carbon mol % is increased
is observed from film A to B to C. Furthermore, the similarity of the tion of the isotopically shifted diamond line. It is interest-
spectra for films A and A' shows that the methyl and carbonyl carbons of ing to note that Raman spectroscopy failed to detect any
the acetone feed are incorporated with equal efficiency. sp3-bonded carbon, which comprises 90% of film C. This is

undesirable for a characterization tool when new deposi-
tion conditions are being explored, since conditions which

ppm, indicating the presence of only sp3-bonded carbon. yield a majority of sp3-bonded sites can be overlooked by
Prior to crushing film A, the static NMR spectra [Fig. the Raman analysis. SEM confirms the poor quality of this
3 (a)] gives a linewidth of 2.8 kHz at half-maximum inten- sample, showing a dark film with no identifiable crystal
sity. This is broader than that of natural diamond (Fig. 1) facets.
and is consistent with the calculated value [Eq. (1)] for a The spin-lattice relaxation-time constant T, is also an
film enriched with 22% 13C. The poorer signal-to-noise indicator of film quality, since as the number of defects
ratio of the static spectra [Fig. 3(a)] relative to the MAS increases, T, decreases. Table I shows a decline in film
spectra is a result of additional broadening interactions quality, as indicated by the decrease in T1, as the carbon
present in the static spectra. The isotopic shift of the 1332 concentration in the feed increases. None of the values
cm - 1 diamond line in the Raman spectrum to 1324 cm - 1 measured approaches that of natural diamond ( - 1 day),
is also consistent with 22% enrichment. The Raman spec- indicating a high defect concentration. Possible sources of
tra of this film show a strong absorbance at 1324 cm - ' and such defects are tantalum incorporated from the filament
little evidence of the 1350 or 1580 cm - 1 absorbances as- or incorporated nitrogen, both of which would act as para-
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magnetic relaxation centers. The relaxation observed fol- I I
lows an exponential decay as predicted by the Bloch equa- TaO

tion. However, this does not eliminate the possibility of Natural

paramagnetic centers, since nonexponential relaxation be- -U Abundance ' 3 C
havior is only observed in the limit of slow spin diffusion.'1

In our enriched samples, 13C nuclei removed from the de- =
fect site will experience increased relaxation due to in- Tat 2 C
creased homonuclear dipolar communication, and we ex- .L Tat CH2  TaOH
pect to observe an exponential decay. The decrease in T, e
generally follows a decrease in grain size, indicating that
defects at grain boundaries may be important sites for re- .> 1 E c
laxation. C Enriched

C-

IV. SELECTIVE ISOTOPIC ENRICHMENT STUDIES Ta1 3C

Figure 3(d) shows the static 13C NMR spectra of the
film A', produced from carbonyl-labeled acetone at the
same carbon mol % employed in the gas phase as for film Ta CH2
A. As with the previous samples, the total gas-phase ' 3C
enrichment was 22%, and the resulting linewidth is close 190 192 194 196 198 200
to the expected value for a 22% enrichment in the solid
phase. Like film A, produced with methyl labeled acetone, Atomic Mass (amu)
film A' has an sp2-bonded carbon concentration below our
detection limit, gives a high-quality Raman spectrum with FIG. 4. (a) SIMS spectrum taken from a tantalum filament exposed to
strong sp3 absorbance, and shows a highly faceted structure only natural 13C abundance acetone shows peaks at 193, 195, 197, and 198

with 8 jum rectangular crystallites by SEM. u. These are representative of Ta '2 C, Ta "2CH2 , TaO, and TaOH, respec-

The incorporation of carbon from the carbonyl posi- tively. (b) SIMS spectrum taken from a filament initially carburized with

tion of the acetone reactant in film A' raises questions natural abundance acetone and then exposed to 13C-enriched acetone,
labeled at the carbonyl carbon, shows the four peaks observed in spectrum

about the role of oxygen and the chemistry within the (a) as well as additional peaks at 194 and 196 u. These represent
reactor. There are three possible pathways for carbonyl- Ta "3C and Ta "3CH2 and show that heterogeneous exchange does take

carbon incorporation into the diamond film, as CO incor- place in the filament.

porated directly from the gas phase, through homogeneous
gas-phase conversion to a precursor species, or through
heterogeneous conversion to a precursor species, of 0.017 mol % at the filament temperature and reactor

The first, direct incorporation of CO from the gas pressure. Similar agreement was found at other oxygen
phase might be expected to follow a pathway analogous to concentrations checked between 0% and 3%. However the
the Boudouard reaction, pathway by which this CO would form, directly from car-

2COg- C02 -+- Csolid, bonyl carbons or through other homogeneous reaction, has
not been determined. In any case, the fate of the CO car-

for soot formation, although no evidence for this process in bons in the hot-filament reactor is of interest since the CO
diamond growth has been found.16 The kinetics of the species is expected to form in most systems containing ox-
Boudouard reaction are greatly enhanced by surfaces and ygen in the feed gas.
iron contamination, suggesting the importance of hetero- We have used secondary-ion mass spectrometry
geneous chemistry. (SIMS) to evaluate the role of heterogeneous exchange

There are many possible routes for the second method between the carburized tantalum fiament and the gas-
of incorporation, homogeneous carbon scrambling, but phase carbonyl-derived carbons. Since the filament is the
based on published homogeneous reaction rate constants highest-temperature surface in the reactor, it is a more
for CO scrambling in the literature, these are likely to be likely site for heterogeneous reaction than, for example, the
slow. In addition, through isotopic studies, it has been water-cooled aluminum reactor walls. The SIMS spectrum
shown that homogeneous scrambling of CO is minimal.'17" 8  in Fig. 4(a) was obtained from a tantalum filament ex-
Homogeneous scrambling of hydrocarbons at these tem- posed for several hours to an unenriched gas feed at typical
peratures, on the other hand, is quite rapid.' 9 One final reactor conditions. The peaks at 193 and 195 u represent
possibility is that the enol form of the acetone reactant Ta 12C and its hydride Ta 12CH 2, respectively, while TaO
provides a pathway for homogeneous carbon conversion. 20  and TaOH appear at 197 and 198 u, respectively. The

The presence of CO in the gas phase during diamond SIMS spectrum of a tantalum filament exposed to unen-
deposition also occurs when reactants other than acetone riched acetone and hydrogen for several hours in the same
are used in the gas feed. Harris has measured a CO con- manner as the first and then exposed to 22%
centration of 0.01i mol % in the gas phase when 7.0 13C-enriched acetone, labeled at the carbonyl carbon, and
mol % CH 4 and 1.0 mol % of 02 enters the reaction an excess of hydrogen for several hours at typical operating
zone.21 This is close to the equilibrium CO concentration conditions is shown in Fig. 4(b). The peaks at 193, 195,
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197, and 198 u appear as before. Two new peaks appear, ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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Hydrogen incorporated into polycrystalline diamond was found to correlate with the optical
absorption in the 8 to 10 pm wavelength IR region, where transparency is desired. In
this first detailed study of diamond films by 1H NMR, average concentrations were found to
be <0.25 at. % H. However, segregation produces regions of extremely high local
hydrogen density as evidenced by a broad (50-70 kHz) Gaussian NMR component. The
majority of this clustered hydrogen is rigidly held, while a fraction undergoes
motional iaarrowing at room temperature, most likely due to methyl group rotation. Sites at
grain boundaries are capable of accounting for a significant fraction of this hydrogen,
as are defects and voids within the crystal or a heavily hydrogenated phase stable at the
deposition temperature.

Polycrystalline diamond films are desired for many ap- texture was observed by x-ray diffraction. Also, a sharp
plications, including tribological coatings, x-ray litho- 1332 cm - Raman line and a 36 ppm sp3 13C NMR peak,
graphic membranes, and durable infrared (IR) windows, characteristic of diamond, were observed for all three films,
These films are usually deposited from gas-phase mixtures while sp2 bonded carbon concentrations were below the
containing predominately hydrogen. Although the role of detection limit of both techniques.
hydrogen in the diamond growth process has been the sub- The Fourier transformed 270 MHz 'H NMR spectra,
ject of much speculation,' less attention has been focused shown in Fig. 1, represents - 1500 signal averages, per-
on the location and distribution of hydrogen in polycrys- formed at 5 s intervals since all spin-lattice time constants
talline diamond. This information should provide insight were < 1 s. By eliminating the NMR sample tube and
into both deposition chemistry and the effect of hydrogen purging the NMR probe with dry nitrogen, the back-
incorporation on bulk film properties. ground signal was reduced below the detection limit of

Previously, concentrations of <0.25 at. % H in poly- -5 x 1016 H/sample. Integrating these spectra yielded
crystalline diamond films were measured by nuclear reac- concentrations ranging from 0.017 to 0.219 at. % H (Table
tion analysis. 2 In contrast, > 50 at. % H can be incorpo- I). Each spectrum was least-squares fit to the sum of a
rated into amorphous carbon films.' This difference in broad Gaussian and a narrow Lorentzian component. The
hydrogen content reflects both the increased atomic order full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) and at. % H of
and higher deposition temperatures of the polycrystalline each component are also given in Table I. These two line
film. To date, little has been reported on hydrogen bonding shapes indicate two different bonding configurations for
configurations in polycrystalline diamond. hydrogen in polycrystalline diamond.

This letter will examine if the low concentrations of Figure 2 shows the IR absorbance spectra for samples

hydrogen, incorporated during hot-filament diamond dep- A, B, and C. Absorbance in this context is defined as

osition, affect optical absorption in the 8 to 10 pm wave- A = In(rToT) where T is the measured transmittance and
length IR region, where transparency is desired. In this
work, quantitative hydrogen concentrations and inforr-a- TABLE 1. Sunmary of deposition conditions and characterization results
tion on hydrogen spacing and motion are provided by first for the three diamond friar studied.
detailed 'H nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) study of
diamond films. Complementary data on CHx stretching A B C

modes, as well as absorption in the 8 to 10/pm region, were Filament tempera.
measured by Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectros- ture (C) 2150 2100 2150
copy. Pressure (Torr) 300 100 tOO

The diamond films were deposited from a feed of 2% Film thickness (pm) 190 420 342
Growth rate (/pm/hr) 3.96 1.83 1.38

CH4 in 1.0 /mrin H 2 onto a rotating 1 in. diameter silicon at. % H-Total 0.219 0.049 0.017
substrate positioned 4 mm from a hot tantalum filament. at. % H-Gaussian 0.217 0.047 0.015
For each film, the remaining deposition conditions are at. % H-Lorenuzan 0.002 0.OO2 0.0012

listed in Table I. Then, the substrate was removed by a FWHM (kI-z)

HF/HNO2 etch, leaving a free-standing film. In all three Gaussian 51.5 560 66.5
Lorentzian 3.6 4.1 6.6

samples, large (30 to 60 /m), well-faceted crystallites were Film texture (100) (100) (110)
observed by electron and optical microscopy, while film
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FIG I. NMR spectra (solid triangles) of samples A, B. and C at room FIG. 3. For sample B, the 1H NMR spectra (solid lines) taken at 300 and
temperature normalized to the same peak height. The best fit of each 10}0 K show the sharp Lorentzinn component broadens as temperature is

spectrum (solid line) to the sum of a broad Gaussian and a narrow lowered, consistent with the behavior of rotating methyl groups. A 300 K
Lorentzian component indicates the existence of two different hydrogen hole-burning NMR spectra (dotted line) shows uniform attenuation of
environments. The fraction of the Gaussian component decreases from both components of the line shape after a small frequency band, Av,,. has
sample A to C as revealed by the increasing sharpness of the Lorentzian been saturated, indicating spacial proximity of the two hydrogen environ-
peak. ments.

To is an appropriate polynomial base line fit used to elim- mally disallowed in pure diamond. These absorptions be-
inate the estimated contributions arising from internal and come active in the IR in CVD diamond films as a result of
surface scattering processes. The spectra are dominated by defects which disrupt the translational symmetry of the
two phonon absorptions in the range 1333-2666 cm - host lattice and have been discussed in detail elsewhere. 3

which are intrinsic to pure diamond. Below 1333 cm - Hydrogenated defects are one of many potential sources of
single-phonon absorptions are observed which are nor- such a disruption. In Fig. 2, the intensity of the one-pho-

non regions is observed to follow the same trend as those of
the CH, stretch region (2800-3000 cm- 1) and the CH'
bending modes ( > 1340 cm - 1), as well as the NMR de-

termined at. % H, but no quantitative relationship was

Wch• found between any pair of these measurements.
To determine if these two hydrogen environments are

spatially isolated, a "hole-burning" NMR experiment was
employed.4 A "hole" in the NMR spectrum, I kHz wide

D• a and 30 kHz from the center of the line shape, was created
by selective saturation, which directly reduces only the in-

fltammd -3ihmown tensity of the broad Gaussian line shape. After completing
the selective saturation and allowing a 2 ms delay, the

magnitude of the Lorentzian component will be attenuated

only if rapid dipolar communication occurs between pro-
tons in the two environments, requiring short < 5 AL inter-

4-A nuclear distances. The observed uniform attenuation of the
NMR hole-burning spectra of film B, shown in Fig. 3,

-B indicates that both bonding configurations for hydrogen
are in close spacial proximity.

Rotational or translational motion involving species
containing hydrogen, such as H,, H20, or CH 3 groups, can

owproduce a temperatur-dependent NMR linewidth. Figure
Wave Number (cm't) 3 shows that when the temperature of sample B is de-

creased to 100 K, the Lorentzian component is broadened,
FIG. 2. IR spectra of samples A. B, and C. revealing the one- and two- while the Gaussian component is not significantly affected.
phonon vibrations as well as a CH, stretch absorption peak. The intensity
of the one-phonon and CH, stretch grow with the increasing NMR mea- Thus, at room temperature, the narrow Lorentzian line-
sured 'H content. shape results from motional averaging, while the broad
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Gaussian line indicates rigidly held hydrogen. NMR relax- grain boundary sites to account for a significant fraction of
ation studies have shown that methyl groups in polymer the observed hydrogen. Films with large crystallites and a
systems, while capable of rapid rotation at room tempera- low degree of secondary nucleation would provide the low-
ture, will slow suficiently at 100 K to produce a broadened est grain boundary area for potential hydrogen passvation.
line.' Trapped H2, as observed in amorphous silicon films,6 The chemical structure of hydrogenated surfaces preserved
would also give rise to a narrow line at room temperature. after film growth is complete may resemble those present
However, this line would not be significantly broadened at during deposition, providing a potential test of surface
100 K. No evidence of absorbed H20 is seen in the IR chemistry growth models.
spectra. Hence, the narrow Lorentzian component most Film growth conditions influence hydrogen incorpora-
likely arises from methyl groups, which rotate at room tion in polycrystalline diamond. Decreasing the filament
temperature. temperature by 50"C (film B to C) maintains a (110)

For static distributions of hydrogen, such as CH and orientation, but increases the growth rate by 30%, incor-
CH2 bonded in a rigid polycrystalline lattice, the van Vleck porating 2.6 times more hydrogen (Table I). Changing
equation' for a Gaussian line shape due to homonuclear deposition pressure from 100 to 300 Torr (film C to film
dipolar broadening of chemically equivalent protons i and A) has the more dramatic effect of producing a threefold
j reduces to increase in growth rate and a 12-fold increase in hydrogen

1/2 content. This observation is consistent with previous work

FWHM= 189.6( X rii-6) (A&3 kHz), (1) where increasing CH4 pressure during deposition led to an
j•i / increased absorption in the CH, stretch region.' Of the

revealing a strong dependence on ri the interproton dis- three films, film A had the highest density of small ( < 3
tance. Thus, the dipolar linewidth is usually dominated by pim) secondarily nucleated crystallites, providing more

couplings occurring over distances of < 10 A. For the grain boundary area for possible hydrogen passivation.

polycrystalline diamond samples, if all hydrogen in the In conclusion, these polycrystalline diamond films had

Gaussian component were distributed uniformly as CH, low-average bulk concentrations of <0.25 at. % H. The

the resulting FWHM range would be more than two orders NMR spectra reveal that hydrogen is segregated into re-

of magnitude narrower than observed. Evenly dispersed gions of extremely high local density. The majority of this

CH 2 groups would only give rise to a 34 kHz linewidth.3 hydrogen is rigidly held but is intermingled with a smaller

This discrepancy indicates locally high hydrogen con-:en- fraction of hydrogenated species undergoing motional nar-

trations, requiring significant segregation of hydrogen in rowing at room temperature, most likely corresponding to

polycrystalline diamond. the rotation of methyl groups. Sites at grain boundaries are

The local hydrogen concentrations required for the ob- capable of accounting for a significant fraction of the hy-

served linewidth are of the order of those in amorphous drogen, as are defects and voids within the crystal, or a

carbon films, in which 35 at. % H gives rise to 78 kHz heavily hydrogenated phase stable at the deposition tem-

Gaussian linewidth.9 However, during deposition, the sub- perature. Among the hot-filament grown films studied,

strate temperature exceeds the 600 "C anneal required to there is a strong qualitative correlation between film

remove sp3 CH, from amorphous carbon films'° and most growth rate, the degree of secondary nucleation, the con-

likely exceeds the 800 C required for little or no hydrogen centration of rigidly held hydrogen measured by NMR and

to remain in diamond-like amorphous carbon films.' Also, the absorption in the one-phonon region of the diamond IR

the majority of intensity in the CHx stretch region occurs spectra.

t < 2960 cm - 1, indicating H is bound predominately to The authors wish to acknowledge the National Scienceat3 <2960cmn , furtheicostrining tH e is ndpredminatey to sFoundation Grant No. CTS-9006705, the Office of Navalsp carbon, further constraining the identity of such a Research and the Naval Weapons Centers for partial sup-
heavy hydrogenated phase. pr fti ok

Another possibility is a hydrogen passivated diamond port of this work.
surface. For example, a 60 kHz FWHM would result for
four nearest neighbors at 1.77 A, equivalent to 3X 10"eH /MI R. C. Devries, Atom. Rev. Mawe. Sci. 17, 161 (1987).
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ble for different diamond orientations. Unequal hydrogen 3C. A. Klein, T. M. Hartnett, R. P. Miller, and C. J. Robinson, Proceed-

spacing would reduce the surface density required for a ins 2nd International Conference on Diamond Materials (Electrochem-
given linewidth, as would having two opposing hydroge- ical Society, Pennington, NJ, 1991), pp. 435-442.4J. A. Reiner, R. W. Vaughan, and J. C. Knights, Phys. Rev. B 24,3360
nated surfaces in a microvoid or at a grain boundary. At (1981).
this surface coverage, a grain boundary area of -3 C. P. Slichter, J. Polym. Sci.: Part C 14, 33 (1966).
/sm 2/1AM3 is required to account for the observed 0.046 'J. B. Boyce and M. Stolzmann, Phys. Rev. Lett. 54, 562 (1935).

at. % H in film B, which corresponds to the surface-to- 'A. Abragam, Principles of Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (Oxford. Lon-
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Hydrogen concentrations in polycrystalline diamond films were found to correlate well with the
integrated intensity of the CH-stretch region in the infrared (IR) spectrum for films with a total
hydrogen content <0.10 at. %. Comparison of IR to nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
measurements yielded an effective absorption coefficient for the CH-stretch region of
4.3*0.8X 103 /Mol - I cm - 2, similar to literature values for condensed-phase hydrocarbons. In
several films, the dominant stretch modes occur at -2850 and 2920 cm -, typical of CH,
groups. The presence of these modes is accompanied by an increase in the Gaussian linewidth
in the NMR spectrum, indicating a decrease in the interproton spacings within the film. In films
with higher total hydrogen contents, a simple linear relationship between hydrogen content and
intensity in the CH-stretch region is no longer applicable.

I. INTRODUCTION FTIR. In addition, solid-state NMR equipment is not rou-
tinely available in many laboratories. Thus, it would be

Polycrystalline diamond films are suitable for many appli- beneficial to determine a correlation between the hydrogen
cations, including those requiring transmission in the 8-10 content measured using NMR spectroscopy and the inte-
/.m region of the infrared (IR). Most other materials grated absorption in the infrared spectrum.
which are transparent in this region are soft, making dia- In addition, information on the distribution and motion
mond's durability very attractive. However, while gem- of hydrogen can be obtained from the solid-state NMR
quality diamond exhibits no absorption in this region, syn- spectrum. Earlier work2 has shown that the 'H NMR line
thetic polycrystalline films often do. Increased absorption shape of polycrystalline diamond contains two compo-
in the 8-10 jm region is usually associated with a similar nents. One is a narrow Lorentzian line shape most likely
increase in absorption in the CH-stretch region, qualita- caused by rotating surface methyl groups. The second is a
tively indicating an increase in total hydrogen content."" broad Gaussian component rising from static closely
In this paper, we extend earlier findings and report the first spaced hydrogen and accounts for more than 90% of the
quantitative correlation of the infrared absorption in the total hydrogen. It has been proposed that hydrogenated
CH-stretch region and the total hydrogen content, deter- grain boundaries may account for a significant portion of
mined by solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) the hydrogen observed in this component.-
spectroscopy.

Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy is an
attractive technique for analyzing hydrogen in synthetic II. EXPERIMENT
diamond since it is nondestructive and may be performed A set of ten polycrystalline diamond films (Table I)
relatively quickly. In addition, FTIR can be used to iden were produced at a variety of conditions in a hot-filament
rify specific hydrocarbon groups responsible for absorp- chemical vapor deposition (CVD) reactor, yielding dia-
tion. Quantitative information may also be obtained for mond films with varying hydrogen contents. The reactant
materials with similar absorption coefficients. Absorption gas contained between 1% and 2% methane, diluted in
coefficients observed in the literature for systems which hydrogen. For each run. the tantalum filament was placed
may be similar to synthetic diamond, such as alkanes." between 3 and 4 mm from the substrate, and the filament
paraffinic hydrocarbons. 4 and a-Si:C:H," show only small temperature, measured by optical pyrommetry, was be-
variation, indicating that it may be possible to identify an tween 2100 and 2475 K. resulting in growth rates ranging
effective absorption coefficient characteristic of polycrystal- from I to 4 Mm/h. For nine of the samples. the total pres-
line diamond and obtain quantitative information from the sure was 100 Torr. while the tenth sample. film J. was
FTIR spectrum of these materials, deposited at 300 Torr. The I in. silicon wafer substrate was

Solid-state NMR spectroscopy is a quantitative method rotated to improve film uniformity. After growth, the sub-
for examining hydrogen contents in polycrystalline din- strate was etched away in a solution of HF/HNO", leaving
mond. The integrated intensity under the 'H NMR line a free standing diamond film between 45 and 600 pim thick.
shape is directly proportional to the number of hydrogen Scanning.electron microscopy (SEM) showed crystallites
nuclei in the sample, independent of bonding between I and 100 pm. with thinner films showing smaller
environment.•' 7 This technique is also nondestructive but crvstallites. Secondary nucleation resulted in small 2 to 3
may require longer sampling times than' those used in pim crystallites also being observed in some of the thicker.
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TABLE 1. Process conditions for ten polycrystalline diamond films.

Film

A B C D E F 0 H I j

Dj, .(mm) 3.5 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 3.5 4
Tj (K) 2425 2425 2375 2475 2150 2375 2375 2200 2100 2150

P (Torr) 100 100 100 100 to0 100 100 100 t00 300
d (Mum) 600 342 45 50 135 420 350 83 50 135
(Rate) 1.75 1.38 1.87 ... 1.78 1.83 1.52 2.07 1.06 3.96
(Mm/h)

larger grain size films. The high quality of these films was Iff. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
confirmed by Raman and 13C NMR spectroscopy, yielding
sharp 1332 cm - lines and 36 ppm sp3 resonancesi and Three representative 'H NMR spectra are shown in Fig.
little evidence of sp2 bonded carbon. 1. The total area under these spectra is directly propor-

Hydrogen contents for the films were obtained by solid- tional to the number of hydrogen atoms in the film and
state NMR as described in our earlier work.-2 Comparison decreases in these three samples from I to H to B. In
of the total integrated area under the 'H NMR line with addition, these spectra and those of the remaining samples
that of a polymethyl-methacrylate (PMMA) standard en- are well represented by two components, a narrow Lorent-
ables us to determine the number of hydrogen nuclei zian and a broad Gaussian, as observed previously.2 This is
within the sample. Spectra were obtained on a 270 MHz shown by the solid line least-squares fit to the data. The
home-built 'H NMR spectrometer. Approximately 1500 theoretical full-width at half-maximum of the Gaussian
signal averages, performed at 5 s intervals, achieved the (FWHMG) component can be calculated using the Van
desired level of signal-to-noise. The 5 s interval was chosen Vleck equations which reduces, for a polycrystalline mate-
to allow the system to come to equilibrium with the static rial with densely spaced protons, to
magnetic field between experiments, since the spin-lattice
relaxation time constant for these films is < I s. Spin-lattice
relaxation time constants T, were determined using the
inversion recovery technique and subsequent application of
the Bloch equation7

Met1) -- M•fM0 -- Meq = exp( - (/T,), (1)

where MMt) is the net magnetization parallel to the exter- Z
nal magnetic field at time t;: M, is the equilibrium magne-
tization; and M° is the initial magnetization at time t - 0.
The detection limit for 'H in our spectrometer is 10t" pro-
tons. For a film with 0.05 at. % 1 H this corresponds to -4 .4

mg or 1.13 10- 3 cm3.
FTIR spectra were obtained for all samples. Contribu- z

tions due to surface and internal scattering processes were H 0

estimated using an appropriate polynomial base line fit.
The absorbance A is then defined as A = ln(TW/T). where
T is the measured transmittance; and To refers to the base B 0.017 a.%

line fit. The frequency range of the spectra extends from
1000 to 3500 cm - 1. Two-phonon absorption, intrinsic to
pure diamond, occurs in the range 1333-2666 cm - 1. Below -20 1 ,00 200

1333 cm - , absorptions in pure diamond are disallowed
due to lattice symmetry. These lower wave number absorp- Frequency (kHz)
tions appear in synthetic diamond as a result of defects
and/or impurities which disrupt the symmetry of the host Fiu. 1. Solid.state hydrogen NNMR spectra for three representative dina-
lattice. Absorption in this region is observed to follow the mond films. 1, H. and B. respectively from the top of the figure. The

trends observed in the region between 2750 and 3050 dashed line represents the data. while the silid line represents the best
cm - ', known as the CH-stretch region. 2 It is the absorp- - rin to the data. The 0aunsian component may be attrib-

utcd to closch ,paced static hydrogen. %hile the Lorentzian may be at-tion in the CH-stretch region which correlates with the trihuted to mobile surface methyl groups (Ref. .The area under the

hydrogen content measured by NMR spectroscopy. :urve is directly propiortional to the hydroge, content in the sample.
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TABLE 11. Data from IR and NNIR measurements for ten polycrystalline diamond films.'

Film

A B C D E F G H I J

at. % H <0.001 0.017 0.031 0.039 0.045 0.049 0.067 0.078 0.136 0.219
at. % HG <0.001 0.015 0.022 0.035 0.036 0.047 0.058 0.058 0.129 0.217
FWHM0  ... 66.5 62.2 58.0 71.7 56.0 71.5 56.1 69.7 51.5
(kHz)
A, ... 3.47 3.11 4.86 5.49 3.58 3.43 4.57 6.49 7.06
(xlO'/mol''cm 2)

Asymm. CH, ... w w w s w s s s w

"G= Gaussian compon.nt; w = weak; s = strong.

6/2 sorptions in the CH-stretch region, indicating lower hydro-
FWHM 0 = 189.6( E r,- 6) , 3 kHz (2) gen contents in agreement with NMR determinations. In

addition, no absorptions corresponding to sp2 bonded CH.
showing the strong increase in linewidth as the interproton groups ( > 3000 cm - 1) appear in any of the IR spectra.
spacing rq decreases. Therefore, information about the dis- Both films I and H exhibit strong absorption modes at
tribution of hydrogen within the film can be obtained by 2850 and 2919 cm- , due to the symmetric and asymmet-
comparison of the calculated FWHM0 for a given config- ric stretches of sp3 bonded CH2 groups, respectively.9 Sev-
uration with that measured experimentally. The expert- eral other films show similar absorptions, as indicated in
mental Gaussian linewidth and total hydrogen content of Table II. Film B, like the remaining films in Table II, does
each film is given in Table II. Measured values of the not show the strong CH, absorptions. All films show some
FWHMG are large, falling within the range of 50 to 70 kHz evidence of a shoulder at - 2960 cm -, which may be
corresponding to an average interproton spacing of 1.9 to attributed to the asymmetric stretch of CH. groups.' This
2.0 A, significantly smaller than those predicted for ran- is particularly pronounced in the spectrum of film H (Fig.
domly distributed hydrogen at the observed concentra- 4) and is consistent with the interpretation of the Lorent-
tions. This indicates a locally high hydrogen concentration. zian component of the NMR line shape as a mobile surface
requiring significant segregation of hydrogen within dia- methyl group.2

mond films.2 ehlgop
mOnd fosiim y iSeveral features were noted in the IR spectra outside of
One possibility is that hydrogen segregates at grain the CH-stretch region (see Fig. 5). Absorption in the 8-10

boundaries in polycrystalline diamond. For uniformly j•m region was qualitatively observed to increase with in-
spaced hydrogen, a 60 kHz FWHMg corresponds to a sur- creasing absorption in the CH-stretch region, consistent
face density of 3 X 10'5 H/cm2, which is in the range of with earlier findings."-' Several films showed a weak absor-
values possible for various orientations of diamond sur- bance at - 1600 cm - . which is often associated with the
faces. Unequal spacing of hydrogen and opposing grain stretching mode of a C=C double bond (see Fig. 5)." Both
boundaries would tend to reduce this density requirement. 13C NMR and Raman spectroscopy, however, failed to

Assuming only surface hydrogen at a density of 3 x 101l
H/cm2, Fig. 2 shows the average at. % H of a film com-
posed of simple cubic crystallites as a function of crystallite
size. The crystallite size required for the range between our 1o0
detection limit and a hydrogen content of 0.22 at. % is 0.5
to 150 jm. which compares favorab!y to observed crystal- ,0

lite sizes. As the hydrogen conter,' ia the film increases, the
observed crystallite size in the scanning electron micro-
graph (SEM) decreases. Figure 3 shows the SEMs of sam- Hnm

ples A, D, and J which contain <0.001, 0.039, and 0.210
at. % H, respectively. The average grain sizes observed in 0
these films are approximately 100, 15. and <I j1m, respec-

tively, consistent with the predictions in Fig. 2. Variations 00, Ntetion
in crystal shape, dimension, orientation, and surface sin
roughness in real polycrystalline films may allow grain o00 .
boundary sites to account for large portions of the hydro- 01 i 1 ,0 10o ý30 101:,
gen incorporated into these films. size (um)

Figure 4 shows the IR spectra in the CH-stretch region
(2750-3050 cm - 1) for the three films whose NMR spectra Fio. 2. A plot of the crstallite size required So provide sufficient surface

are shown in Fig. 1. Film I has the second highest hydro- area with a surface coerage of 3-. 10'" H/cm to account Ifor the ot'-
served a~erage at. '- H. The range of sizes required betneti our dtcection

gen content of all the films studied, and shows an intense limit and 0.22 it. % H is -0.5 to 150 pm. The expennienially obserJed

CH-stretch absorption. Films H and B show weaker ab. grain .izes, in poIl.crystalline diamond films fall into this ranle.
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!..

-e

< H

B

2750 2650 2950 3050

'Wave Number (cm - )

t Fio. 4. CH-stretch region of the IR spectra (2750-3050 cm ')ofthree

.. - representative diamond films whose NMR spectra are shown in Fig 1,

-2M5 and -2920 cm -'due to the symmetric and asymmetric CH,
stecims mo adeB. Film Bshow anH broadh lsho dominent absorptionsoe ath
CH-stretch region. Film H exhibits an absorption at 2824 cm -'whose

source is uncertain. The shoulder at - 2960 cm -'is typical of an asy m-
~\y ~ ~memric CH, stretch.

~ detect any sp2 bonding environment in these films.

.,h An effective absorption coefficient A,,T was calculated for
the CH-stretch region (2750-3050 cm - 1) in each sample.
Spectra were calibrated to the two-phonon absorption of

(b)

10.0 1.0 Pm 5.0 pa 4.Opn 3.0 pan

(c)

Fit;. 3. Scanning electroni micrographs (SEMs) of samples A. D. and J.WaeNm r(c-)
demo'nstrating the otmerved decrease in crystallite size with increasing Wv ubr(n 1
total hydrogen content. The magnification for samples A and D is 500\.
whaile the magnification for samplu J is SO(Xx. The total hydrogen con- Ftu. 5. JR spectra of film J over full range from 1000 to 3500 cm
tent- for these films are <0.1101. 0.039. and 0.2 19 at. 17. respectively, %howing the greatest absorption observed in all ten samples in both the
while the average grain %izc% are approximately Iffl. 15. and < I Jim. CH-stretch and the 8-10 jum region. Abswrption is also observed at
respectively. =1600 and at 2820 canm the source of which is not well understood.
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TABLE Ill. Comparison of diamond absorption coefficient with literature fa( u)d x 10-3

values. C = 4.3 :0.8( mol - I cm-2 (4)

AXO 1 for the total hydrogen content. The concentration c is
species Vcm /mol ofCH bonds) given in mol 1- 1 which can be converted to atomic frac-

CHI in *.octane (Re. 3) 3.6 tion by dividing by (c + 292) based on a diamond concen-
CHI in paraffinic hydrocarbons (Ref. 4) 3.75 tration of 1.76X 10l2 atom CM-3 Thus, the hydrogen con-
CH in a-Si:C:H (Ref. 5) 2.83 t
CH, in polycrystalline diamond (Fig. 4) 4.3 tent can be estimated directly from the IR spectra when

the integrated intensity of the CH-stretch absorption is be-
Slow - 1500 cm - .

Both films with hydrogen contents >0.10 at. % yield
natural type lib diamond to allow this semiquantitative absorbance values which fall outside of the above range.
calculation. This absorption coefficient can be defined as' Figure 5 shows the IR spectrum of one of these, film J. The

NMR determined hydrogen content for this sample is ap-

A, l = Ic I a(v)dv, (3) proximately half that predicted by Eq. (3) as indicated by
f' the calculated absorption coefficient for this film, 7.1 x 103

where c is the concentration of C-H bonds in mol t-, (moi- Icm- 2 (Table I1). Similar discrepancy is found
fa(u)dv is the integrated intensity of the CH-stretch re- for film I, as well. Thus the correlation in Eq. (4) is only
gion in cm - 2, and Air is in (tmol - I cm - 2. Values of A,fr for accurate over the investigated range where at. % H < 0.10.
each film are given in Table II. For samples with hydrogen Additional information is required to determine higher hy-
contents < 0.10 at. %, the values for Alr are 4.1 t 1.4 x 103 drogen concentrations from the absorption in the CH-
imol - cm - 2. Literature values of A for a variety of stretch region.
condensed-phase carbon-hydrogen compounds are given Film J differs from the remainder of the films in that it
in Table III. The absorption coefficient determined for was produced at a higher pressure of 300 Torr which re-
polycrystalline diamond is in good agreement with those suited in a higher growth rate. In addition, the orientation
given for alkanes and for CH, in paraffinic hydrocarbons. of the film is (100) textured, while the other nine films

Correlation of the intensity in the CH-stretch region show a (110) texture. The CH-stretch region of the IR
with the NMR determined total hydrogen content indi- spectrum of film J is also atypical. While the absorbance of
cates that a majority of the hydrogen is covalently bound the symmetric and asymmetric CH, groups are still
to carbon. The integrated intensities in the CH-stretch re- present, additional absorbance is present at -2875 cm - 1,
gion and the total at. % H, for samples containing <0.10 typical of the symmetric CH 3 absorption9 and a strong
at. % H, are shown in Fig. 6. The linear least-squares fit to absorption is observed at -2820 cm - 1. The source of this
the data gives absorption, which is present but much weaker in several

other samples (Fig. 4), is unclear. Literature values for
absorption of CH., groups are normally above 2840
cm - .". It is possible that the intensity at 2820 cm - 1 is

0.081 a combination band of the absorptions observed at 1445
and 1375 cm - 1 (Fig. 5). Normally, such bands are weak,

06 but they can be enhanced by the presence of absorption at
a nearby frequency. Such combination bands in the CH-

Z stretch region would cause Eq. (4) to underpredict the
a ,hydrogen content as is observed. The 2820 cm - absorp-

'M J 0 tion decreases at lower hydrogen contents, where a good

*correlation between the intensity of the CH-stretch absorp-
S 0.02- tion and the hydrogen content is observed.

IV. CONCLUSION

M0.o - In conclusion, we have observed low hydrogen contents
0 20 460 600 " "0 la0 12o and a characteristic two-component NMR line shape in

Integrated Intensity CH-Stretch CVD diamond samples. We have shown that the absorp-
(cm", by IR) tion in the CH-stretch region of the IR correlates well with

the total hydrogen content in the films as measured by

Fic. 6. A plot of total hydrogen content, determined from the integrated NMR for films containing <0.10 at. % hydrogen, indicat-
area under the NMR line. vs integrated absorption in the CH-stretch ing that a majority of the hydrogen in the sample is co-
region and the line corresponding to a linear least-squares regression. The valently bound to carbon. The effective absorption coeffi-
effective absorption coefficient determined from the slope or the line is cient for diamond films in this range is 4.3:i=0.8x 103
4.3-0.S ×103 /mol 'cm 2, similar to literature values for condensed- tmol - 1 cm - 1, similar to literature values for condensed-
phase hydrocarbons. This correlation is only applicable % hen hydrogen
content is <0.10 at. % and becomes more complex at higher hydrogen phase hydrocarbons. At higher hydrogen content. this sim-
content. pie correlation to the intensity of the CH-stretch region no
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longer holds, and additional information is needed to de- 'S. A. Franih,, J. Phys. Chem. 18. 861 (1950).
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SYNTHESIS OF FULLERENES (C6o AND C~o) BY COMBUSTION
OF HYDROCARBONS IN A FLAT FLAME BURNER

S. Mitra. C. J. Pope, K. K. Gleason. Y. Makarovsky, A. L Lafleur. and J. B. Howard.
Department of Chemical Engineering, Center for Environmental Health Sciences and Energy
Laboratory, M.I.T. Cambridge. MA 02139.

ABSTRACT

Fullerene (C6o and C7o) synthesis by combustion of ethylene and benzene in a flat flame

burner was investipted. This method of fullemne synthesis is particularly attractive because
of its potential of scale up. Also the ability to change the flame conditions and conuol the
yield of C6o and C7o makes this method versatile. No fullerenes were found in soot samples
collected from the ethylene flame. However. fullerenes were formed in a benzene flame with
C/O - 0.88 and operated at 40 tonr, with cold gas velocity of 25.3 cm/s (273 K) and
containing 10% argon. The concentration of fullerenes in this flame was found to depend
strongly on the height above the burner surface. It exhibited a strong maxima at about 1.0cm
above the burner height suggesting the presence of both growth and destruction mechanisms.

INTRODUCTION

When carbon vapor is fonned in an inert gas atmosphere (argon or helium) either by laser
irradiation I I or by resistive heating of graphite (2-41. fullerenes (C 1o and C70) are found to
be formed. In addition, macroscopic quantities of both C6o and C70 have now also been
synthesized in flames operating over a wide range of conditions 151. The possibility that
fullerenes can be generated in flames was first suggested by Smalley and his coworkers 16.71
and by Kroto and McKay 1I1. Indeed, all-carbon ions having the same W/e ratio as fullerenes
were subsequently detected by mass spectroscopy in sooting acetylene and benzene flames by
Homann and coworkers 19,101.

An advantage of synthesizing fullerenes in flames lies in the fact that by tuning the flame
conditions, the fuilerene yield can be varied. Also, since design of industrial scale burners is
an established technology, fullerene synthesis by combustion offers the possibility of scale
up. Hence, an understanding of the processes leading to fullerene synthesis in flames isparticularly important.

The yield of both C1o and C70 depends on the chamber pressure, equivalence ratio
(normalized CIO ratio), temperature and the residence time in flames 15,111. In this work we
investigated the formation of fullerenes as a function of residence time in the flame. Soot
samples were collected with a quartz probe at different heights above burner (h) from a
moderately sooting benzene/oxygen/argon and ethylene/oxygen/argon flame. The extracted
soot was weighed and sonicated in toluene. Both C60 and C70 are easily soluble in toluene
and their amount was estimated from high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC)
measurements. The experimental details are described below.

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Premixed laminar benzene/oxygen/argon and ethylene/oxygen/argon flames were
stabilized on a water cooled burner. The burner, which was designed to produce a one-
dimensional flat flame, was a circular copper plate of diameter 10 cm with I mm holes drilled
on the surface at regular intervals. It had two scoarate regions. The inner core reuion (of

MaL flee. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 270. 1 1992 Materials Research Society
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diameter 7.0 cm) supported the experimental flame while a non-sooting ethylene/oxygen
flame was burned in the outer annular region. The outer flame acted as a shield to the core
flame allowing it to be approximated to a one-dimensional flame. This ensured that both
temperature and species concentration varied only with the distance from the burner surface.
The entire burner was placed in a steel chamber which was connected to a vacuum pump. AU
flames were operated under subimnospherc pressures. The details of the burner and the fuel
delivery system can be found elsewhere (121.

The flame characteristics depend on a number of parameters. The flame conditions
depend on (a) equivalence ratio, (b) pressure, (c) cold gas velocity, and (d) diluent. The
effect of the various parameters are described briefly.

This quantity describes the carbon to oxygen (CIO) rati of the flame and is defined as the
actual fuel to oxidant ratio normalized with respect to the stoichiometric ratio and is continled
by the amount of fuel and oxygen that is fed to the burner. As # is increased the flame
changes from non sooting to heavily sooting. The onset of sooting for benzene under present
conditions is at - 1.9 (i.e. 00 = 0.76) and is called the critical equivalence ratio.

Pressur (P)

Pressure is an important parameter that must be controlled carefully. Many chemical
processes in flames, including those in which collision activation or stabilization is important,
(e.g. radical recombination and unimolecular isomerization) depend on the opeating
pressure. An increase in pressure increases the rate of bimolecular coagulation of soot
particles and their polyaromatic precursors thus increasing the soot produced in the flame.
Note that the critical value of # at which sooting begins is not affected by pressure.

Cold gaj velocity (y)

For a given burner of surface area A. the total gas flowrate determines v. As v is
increased, the flame front stabilizes farther from the burner surface and the heat lost to the
water cooled burner surface decreases. Consequently, the flame burns hotter.

EffsaUdwam
An inert gas, argon in this work, is generally added to the premixed gas mixtue. Its

vidition affects the rate of reaction by providing additional third bodies thereby accelerating
radical recombination which reduces the radical pool and thus slowing down all the flame
processes. The thermal conductivity of the diluent gas also plays an important role since its
determines the amount of heat that is conducted away.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Premixed laminar flames of ethylene and benzene were investigated in this work. In
either cases argon was added as a diluent. The soot samples were collected with a quartz
probe tapered to a 0.08 cm diameter orifice at its tip. The probe, whose inner surface was
lined with an aluminum foil and pyrex wool, was connected to a vacuum pump and the flam
gas pulled through the probe was collected in an inverted water column. Since the probe is
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assumed to collect samples from a position located about 2.5 times its orifice diameter
upstream of its tip, all heights above burner (h) values quoted in this work have been
corrected accordingly. Once soot samples ame collected. toluene was added and the fullerenes
were extracted by sonication.

Two moderately sooting flames were operated at P = 40 tort. v = 25.3 t 0.2 cm/s at 296
K with 10% argon and 00 ratios of 1.3 (* = 3.9) and 1.0 (* = 3.0). In both cases, soot
samples were collected from the chamber walls and with a quartz probe placed 4.0 cm above
the burner surface. The samples were analyzed using the procedure described above and
there was no evidence of fullerene formation in either flames.

lirn:

A sooting benzene flame containing 10% argon operating at 40 tort, v - 25.3:t0.2 cm/s at
273K. and C/O--0.88 (#=2.2) was studied in considerable detail. Soot samples of mass
ranging from 2.4 to 12.5 mg. were collected at different values of h and the fullerenes were
extracted by sonication of the soot samples in toluene and the content estimated by HPLC.

A flame is a region of sharp thermal and concentration gradients. The variation of the
volume fraction of soot F, (which is defined as the ratio of the volume of the soot collected
and the corresponding volume of flame gas pulled through the probe) and the flame
temperature at various heights above burner is shown in Fig. I. The temperature profile
shown here was taken from an earlier work on an identical flame 1121. Note that the
temperature profile exhibits a maxim at 1.0 cm above the burner surface while the measured
value of F is the largest at about 0.5 cm from the surface. The general trend of F, is in good
agreement with the results of McKinnon which clearly show a peak in this region of the
flat=.

The gas phase concentration of both C6o and C70 in the flame as a function of the height
above burner (h) is shown in Fig. 2 and contains several important features. First, the
concentration of C 70 is greater than that of C6o at all values of h. This result should be
contrasted with other commonly used methods of fullerene synthesis like laser irradiation and
resistive heating of graphite where CWo is more abundant than C70. The molar ratio (R) of
C70 and C60 as a function of position in the flame is demonstrated in Fig. 3. It is clear that
C70 is more prevalent than C60 in benzene flames operated under a wide range conditions
15,11.131.

The second interesting feature in the profile in Fig. 2 is the presence of a strong peak 1.0
cm above the burner surface. Note that though most soot was collected 0.5 cm above the
burner surface (Fig. 1), little or no fullerenes were present in this soot. At 1.0 cm from the
burner surface. F, clearly decreases while the amount of fullerenes found in the soot shows a
sharp increase. The error in the concentration profile of the fullerenes is estimated to be less
than 20% for the first thre points and less than 50% for the remaining points. A similar peak

at about the same region in the flame has also been observed in a 0 - 2.3 flame with other
parameters being constant (131. The presence of the peak in the profile implies the occurrence
of both formation and destruction, with the two being in balance in the region of the peak.
The rate of formation first exceeds and then becomes less than the rate of destruction as the
flow proceeds from upstream to downstream of the peak concentration. Three possible
destruction mechanism may be (a) oxidation, (b) unimolecular decomposition and (c)
heterogeneous reaction at the surface of the soot particle, with subsequent soot surface
growth incorporating the fullerene carbon into the soot structure. Note that this does not
imply that fullerenes contribute to the formation of the soot nuclei.

The fullerene profiles bear similarities to the observed flame profiles of planar PAHl
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(polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons) 114-161. High molecular weight planar PAH have long
been considered soot precursors 1171. Like PAH, the fullerene profiles peak early in the
flame in the region where soot grows rapidly and reaches its maximum concentration, then
show a sharp decline followed by a flat or gradually rising region. This implies that
fullerenes are products of the same kind of growth and destujction processes as PAH, that of
successive addition of light hydrocarbons (mostly C2H.2) to a growing aromatic structure with
simultaneous oxidative and pyrolytic destruction.. Fullerene formation is therefore expected
to occur in much the same way as planar PAH, but with fullerene precursors being curved.
and therefore strained PAH and thus having different reactivities (compared to planar PAH) in
the growth and destruction processes 1181.

There is notable difference from planar PAH profiles in that the peak in the fullerene
profile occurs after the soot peak, similar to previous observations reflecting both structural
and thermodynamic barriers to fullerene formation 116,191. The curved PAH precursors are
strained, requiring more energy for their formation, and concurrently slowing formation rates
for strained rings with respect to planar PAH formation. The decline in planar PAH
concentration precedes the peak soot concentration since they react together or coagulate to
form soot nuclei 1171. This gives further evidence that fullerenes do not greatly contribute to
soot particle inception.

Clearly additional work is needed to understand the various mechanisms involved in the
synthesis of fullerenes in flames. Currently, a systematic study is underway to investigate the
formation of fullerenes by changing the various flame parameters.
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Abstract

The quality of chemically vapor deposited diamond films was assessed in terms of sp',sp3 content as determined by solid-state
nuclear cnagnetic resonance (NMR) and Raman spectroscopy. While the results of the two techniques are in qualitative agreement.
only t'- NMR spectra yield quantitative values for the sp 2isp3 ratio. Only spJ carbon was observed in the NMR spectra of very high
quality hot-MUament, microwave plasma, and d.c. arc-jet chemically vapor deposited films. As expected, Raman spectroscopy is
extremel, sensitive o sp- bonded carbon, identifying small amounts below the cdetection limit of the NMR spectrometer. Comparison
4( the too teciniques. hcwe-.er. indicates that Raman spectroscopy may be so sensitive to sp; bonded carbon that sp 3 bonded
.arbon in films coniainini3 as much as 90% sp3 bonded material may remain undetected. NMR linewidths indicate that the spJ
carbon in such material showF a. .'e disorder than that found in high-quality polycrystalline films.

1. Introduction ability to distinguish between different forms of carbon.
Raman spectroscopy is non-destructive and is readily

Polycrystalline diamond films have been produced at available to most laboratories [3-15]. The observed
low pressure by several techniques using a variety of "Raman" spectra are often the sum of contributions
processing conditions [1, 2]. The deposition of diamond from the Raman scattering of the excitation photons, as
under conditions where it is metastable appears to well as fluorescence-photoluminescence from states
involve a kinetic competition of the deposition and excited in the material, and resonance Raman contribu-
removal of various forms of carbon ranging from dia- tions due to nearby electronic states [16]. This latter
mond (tetrahedral sp 3 bonded carbon), through amor- effect is particularly important when experiments are
phous carbons (sp3 and sp 2-, to graphitic carbon (sp2 ) performed with photon energies exceeding the band gap
[3]. Many of the potential applications for such films of components in the material analyzed [17]. Care must
require high quality, defect-free diamond. Consistent be taken in assigning bands in any single spectrum
reproduction of such high quality material requires an because of these interfering effects. A simple method to
understanding of process conditions and their affect on distinguish Raman scattering from fluorescence-
diamond structure and properties. While many tech- photoluminescence is to change the energy of the incident
niques have been used to evaluate diamond fibn quality, photon source and observe changes in the inelastic
few provide the quantitative data necessary to evaluate energy loss shift or intensity of the band. An example
process conditions and achieve controlled, reproducible of this technique is found in Fig. 1, where the Raman
results. In this work, we compare two analysis techniques spectra of a diamond film at two different incident
sensitive to the nature of the carbon bonding and energies are shown. Only the features with the same
structural order existing in the diverse types of carbon shift are attributed to Raman effects.
materials: vibrational Raman spectroscopy and nuclear The single phonon (first order) Raman spectra of
magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy. carbc-, produced using visible photons (e.g. 514.5 nm

Raman spectroscopy is one 9i the most common frorr _,n Ar+ ion laser) may comprise four general types
methods of diamond film characterization because of its of features characteristic of diamond (a single band at
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, ,' 3C diamond, the diamond band shifts to 1280cm 1

- from its 1332 cm-' position in a diamond having a
natural abundance of the "3C isotope, 1.1%. The position

S4000- of the 1350 cm - band of disordered graphite has also
been observed to shift with changes in the excitation
photon energy [17]. Raman scattering immediately
above the 1332 cm ' diamond phonon band has been
assigned to sp- containing carbon materials [12]. As the

o disorder in the sample increases, the Raman bandwidth
,, 2000- - increases, and the band center may shift slightly.

The spatial resolution of most instruments is of the
order of 0.1-1 mm with standard optics. Raman spectro-
scopy through microscopes can achieve resolutions of
less than I gm and a significant increase in signal collec-

0 tion using high numerical aperture optics [14]. Care
1600 1400 1200 1000 8oo must be taken in micro-Raman spectroscopy to avoid

(a) Wavenumber Shift local heating or burning of the samples due to high laser

power density [29]. Quantitative analysis of inhomogen-
10000 eous or multicomponent carbon materials with Raman

spectroscopy is nearly impossible because of the di&.:'ing
contributions of each component to the penetration of
the exciting photon beam into the sample and the escape

- of the scattered photons. However, the qualitative use
of Raman spectroscopy has been invaluable to the rapid

0
2 development of diamond chemical vapor deposition

5000 (CVD) technology [14, 15].
"A second method by which we can differentiate carbon

bonding environments in diamond films is solid-state
* nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy. In a

magnetic field, atomic nuclei which possess a magnetic
moment will interact with r.f. irradiation, elucidating
information about nuclear spin interactions. Such inter-

0 1500 1300 1100 900 actions, in turn, yield information about the composition

(b) Wavenumber Shift and structure of the sample. For a spin 1/2 nucleus such

Fig. 1. Raman spectra of a hot-filament CVD diamond film at two as 11C, in a uniform external magnetic field, these
different incident photon energies. demonstrating the effect of fluores- interactions can be described by the total Hamiltonian
cence-photoluminescence on the Raman spectra of carbon-containing [30]:
materials: (a) 514.5 nm. (b) 488.0 nm. H ,., = H .+ H (Iji + H d j, + H , + H f(t) + R(t) (1)

1332 cm -) [4, 12, 18], crystalline graphite (a single where %1 is the Zeeman interaction between the observed
band at 1580 cm- ) [4, 12, 19], defective or microcrystal- nucleus and the external magnetic field; Hd.i, is the
line graphite (two broad bands at ca. 1580 and interaction between the observed nucleus and the mag-
1350 cm -) [4, 12, 20], and amorphous carbon (a broad netic field generated by neighboring nuclei of the same
asymmetric band peaking at around 1500 ± 40 cm- 1) species (homonuclear dipolar coupling); Hd.h, is the inter-
[4, 12, 20, 21]. An additional band is occasionally action between the observed nucleus and the magnetic
observed at ca. 1120-1140 cm - [8, 12, 13], which has field generated by neighboring nuclei of a different
not been definitely assigned. The effective scattering species (heteronuclear dipolar coupling); H,, is the inter-
efficiencies vary considerably, owing in part to resonant action between the observed nucleus and nearby bonding
Raman effects [17]. For example, crystalline graphite electrons (chemical shift interaction); Hf(t) is the experi-
has a scattering efficiency approximately 50 times greater mentally controlled Hamiltonian produced by r.f. irradi-
than that of single-crystal diamond [22]. ation; R(t) is the coupling of observed nuclei to

The position of the Raman band for diamond as well fluctuating magnetic fields in the lattice, primarily a
as that of the other forms of carbon is dependent on result of phonon modes or due to paramagnetic centers.
the isotopic composition [6, 23, 24], temperature This last component represents the process by which
[25-27], and stress in the material [4, 26, 28]. In pure the spin system comes to equilibrium with the external
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field and is known as spin-lattice relaxation. The time carbon samples. However, direct polarization experi-
scale for these processes is several orders of magnitude ments which rely on the homonuclear dipolar coupling
larger than for the interactions described above and is Hd., between "3C nuclei are still possible, provided
observed in a separate NMR experiment, sufficient sample can be obtained. The detection limit

The Zeeman interaction is the dominant term in the for 13C NMR is 5 x 10"6 13C nuclei for a 2.5 kHz half-
total Hamiltonian, and the other terms are treated as width. In a natural abundance film, this corresponds to
perturbations on the Zeeman term. The effects of this approximately 10 mg of sample or a 10 pim thick film
term can be eliminated from eqn. (I) by changing the covering an area of 2.8 cm-.
reference frame to one rotating at the resonance fre- In samples which are free of paramagnetic defects,
quency of the observed nuclei. In addition, the manipula- direct-polarization NMR experiments are quantitative
tion of Hrdt) allows selective suppression of the in that each '3C nuclei gives rise to the same integrated
remaining Hamiltonians, simplifying the interpretation signal intensity, regardless of its bonding environment.
of the resulting spectra. In samples containing paramagnetic impurities, a small

The homonuclear and heteronuclear dipolar cou- fraction of nuclei in close proximity to such defects will
plings, Hd.1i and Hd.i,, between NMR active nuclei are remain undetected as a result of extreme line broadening
responsible for a significant portion of the line broaden- due to interaction with the unpaired electron of the
ing observed in the NMR spectra of solids. For diamond paramagnetic impurity [34, 35]. However, such nuclei
films with low hydrogen concentrations, the hetero- comprise only a small fraction (less than 0.1 at.%) of
nuclear coupling term Hde,, is small, and only the the "3C nuclei in diamond films and should not signifi-
homonuclear term will be important. The dipolar cou- cantly affect quantitative results within our detection
pling between "3C nuclei is a strong function of limits. A technique known as spin-counting may be used
internuclear spacing and depends on the angle between to verify this assumption. In this technique, the inte-
the internuclear vector and the direction of the applied grated area under the NMR lineshape is compared with
magnetic field. This broadening can be suppressed by that of a well characterized standard. such as ethylene
sophisticated experimental techniques and equipment; glycol, to estimate the number of 13C nuclei detected.
however, in suppressing these effects, we lose information This value is compared with the expected number of
about the system [30]. 13C nuclei calculated from the mass cf the sample and

The unsuppressed spectral line broadening due to its isotopic enrichment (1.1% for natural abundance
homonuclear dipolar couplings can be related to the 13C) to verify that all of the 13C, within our detection
"•C concentration in diamond films through the van limit, is observed.
Vleck equation [331] for a spin-I/2 nucleus, which defines It is also important to ensure that a sufficient delay
the second moment as is used between signal acquisitions to ensure that equilib-

06 ( rium has been re-established within the sample. This
<Jo2I --(9/20)C,/'hZktrjk) (2) delay is determined by the spin-lattice relaxation rate of

where C is the fraction of sites occupied by 13C; I is the the sample, R(t) as described above. Gem-quality natural
gyromagnetic ratio of the nuclei; h is Planck's constant diamonds require a delay of greater than I day between
divided by 21r; rik is the internuclear distance between signal acquisitions [34]. However, the presence of para-
lattice sites j and k, in the spacings of the diamond magnetic defects, other defects, or an enrichment in 13C
lattice. will significantly increase the spin-lattice relaxation rate

For a Gaussian lineshape, the measured full width at [33-38], R(t), typically reducing delays to less than
half-maximum (FWHM) intensity equals 2.35(w'2)1/2 . nuin, making the NMR experiment reasonable. 13C
Thus, we can determine the enrichment of a diamond enrichment also increases -the NMR signal for a given
film from the width of the NMR lineshape. For example, sample, reducing the overall sample size requirement.
a 22% 13C enrichment corresponds to a 3.0 kHz dipolar Like Raman spectroscopy, NMR is sensitive to both
linewidth. Such linewidths are independent of the exter- the sp2 and sp3 bonding environments of carbon through
nal magnetic field and are typically expressed in units the chemical shift interaction H.,. The position of the
of kilohertz. natural diamond peak at 36+ 2 ppm [8] is typical of

While solid-state 13C NMR spectroscopy has been the isotropic chemical shift of sp3 bonded carbon relative
used in the study of amorphous carbon films [32], it to the standard, tetramethylsilane. The isotropic chemi-
has not been applied extensively to diamond films [33]. cal shift is linearly proportional to the applied field and
These films contain very low concentrations of hydrogen, is reported in parts per million (ppm) of the Larmor
less than 0.5 at.%, eliminating the heteronuclear dipolar frequency of the observed nuclei. For our 7 T spectrome-
coupling Hd.t,, term from the total Hamiltonian and ter, 13C has a Larmor frequency of 75 MHz, thus I ppm
prohibiting the use of cross-polarization techniques nor- corresponds to 75 Hz. The peak for sp2 carbon is well
mally employed to examine polymers and amorphous resolved from the sp3 carbon peak and appears between
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120 and 200 ppm (30, 36, 39-43]. In amorphous carbon environment. In any case, the integrated area under the
films, the sp2 peak is typically observed near the lower curve remains constant and proportional to the number
value (30, 41]. The sp2 peak is generally broader and of NMR active nuclei in the given bonding configuration.
less symmetric than that of diamond, and its center may To demonstrate the quantitative nature of NMR,
vary depending on the specific chemical environment. Fig. 2 shows four 13C NMR spectra for various mixtures
This type of asymmetric broadening can be caused by of natural diamond powder (approximately I pm) and
the chemical shift anisotropy (a result of non-spherically soot (approximately 0.1 lpn). The natural diamond pow-
symmetric bonding environments), magnetic susceptibil- der was purchased from Johnson-Matthey, while soot
ity effects of the substrate, and a broader distribution of samples were produced from benzene in a flat-flame
bond angles and bond lengths within a given bonding burner. The top spectrum is that of pure natural diamond

sp2 -0.0 .•-ý50 -'"50••'
• [•1•(a) Chemaical Shift (ppm)

" sp2/sp3 1.

• :3500 -

"•= sp2/sp3 =3.7 •"2500-

S. --

Sp3 =0.0 -5 '0-35

500

200

1600 1400 1200 10030 SooI (b) Wovenumber (cm-l)

300 200 100 0 Fig. 3. (a) The '3 C NMR spectrum of a high-quality natural "3 C

Chemical Shift (ppm) abundance diamond film produced at the Naval Research Laboratory
using the hot-filament CVD technique. The spectrum shows only one

Fig. 2. Four NMR spectra of natural-diamond-soot mixtures with peak, centered at 36.0 ppm and indicative of the sp3 phase. (b) Micro-
varying sp-'sp3 ratios to demonstrate the quantitative nature of a3C Raman spectrum from the same sample, showing only the 1332 cmn-
NMR. The spectra are shown for samples having sp 2/sp 3 ratios of diamond band and no indication of sp2 bonded carbon at either
0:1, 1.9:1, 3.7:1 and 1:0. from top to bottom of the figure. The 1580 cnm- or 1350cm'-. These results are typical of a large number
integrated area under the curves gives ratios of 0:1, 1.6 ± 0.3: 1, of high-quality diamond films produced by a variety of techniques
3.5 ± 0.3: 1 and I : 0 respectively. The spectra are offset for clarity. (see Table 1).
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powder, showing only one peak at 36 ppm. with a half- films may remain intact on the substrate when inserted
width at half-maximum intensity of 0.40 kHz, indicative into the NMR sample coil. In order to ensure that the
of ordered sp3 bonding. The bottom spectrum is that of substrate does not influence the NMR results, it must
pure soot. It shows a broad, slightly asymmetric line be non-magnetic, have low conductivity, and contain no
centered at 189 ppm and no evidence of an sp3 bonded "3C. Conductive samples may be observed but present
phase. Much of the broadening is a result of the bond additional tuning problems, affecting the signal-to-noise
angle disorder in the sp2 phase. The middle two spectra ratio, which leads to difficulty in obtaining accurate
are those of mixtures of natural diamond powder and quantitative information from the spectrum. Broadening
soot. In the second and third spectra from the top, the of the NMR line may be observed due to variations in
ratios of sp2 to sp3 bonded carbon, determined by the the magnetic susceptibility of the sample and its sub-
mass of each powder used in the mixture, are 1.9:1 and strate. Since all the 13C atoms are not equidistant from
3.7:1 respectively. The ratio of the integrated areas the substrate, the field experienced by the sample will
under the peaks for these two samples is 1.6 + 0.3: 1 and not be homogeneous, causing additional line broadening
3.5 - 0.3: 1 respectively, confirming that, within experi- effects, hindering the quantitative interpretation of
mental uncertainty, NMR can yield quantitative sp 2/sp 3  spectra. In addition, if the skin-depth for r.f. penetration
ratios in environments similar to those found in diamond into the sample is smaller than the sample thickness,
films. only the outer part of the sample will be observed. In

The absence of a signal between 120 and 200 ppm in all cases here, however, the skin-depth greatly exceeds
the pure diamond spectra confirms our identification of sample thickness. The only restriction on sample size is
the soot peak and eliminates the question of background that of the NMR coil itself, typically 1 cm in diameter
signal from the probe. This background is a problem and 2 cm in length. As mentioned, 13C enrichment
with most commercial NMR probes which are designed enhances the signal, however, very high enrichments
for 'H-' 3 C cross-polarization experiments 4s performed may effect the resolution owing to increased line broad-
on polymers and a-C: H [7]. Since only hydrogenated ening as a result of increased homonuclear dipole-dipole
carbon is detected in the cross-polarization experiment, interactions. For this reason. "3 C enrichment in the
fluorinated polymers are used for construction materials samples discussed here is below 25%.
in these probes. However, diamond films contain little
hydrogen and must be observed by direct polarization.
In this experiment, all "3 C is detected, including that 2. Experimental details
found in the fluorinated material in the probe. A carbon-
free probe was, therefore, designed and constructed in The majority of the films used in this study were
our laboratory for these experiments. produced by hot-filament CVD. Typically, natural 3̀ C

NMR spectroscopy provides information on local abundance films were produced using 0.5%-2% me-
bonding environments from the entire sample. Diamond thane in a bulk hydrogen gas feed at a total reactor

TABLE 1. NMR and Raman results for sp3 bonded carbon in diamond films

Deposition Source 13C enrichment NMR NMR Raman Raman
method 0/) frequency half-width frequency full-width

(ppm) (kHz) (cm - ) (cm- 1)

Hot filament' NRL 1.1 36.0 0.35 1332 6.1
Hot filament' Raytheon 1.1 35.5 0.45 1332 7.5
Hot filament' Raytheon 1.1 36.0 0.31 1332 8.75
Hot filament' Raytheon 1.1 36.0 0.40 1335 15.0
Hot filament' Raytheon 1.1 35.5 0.34 1332 11.0
Hot filament' Raytheon 1.1 36.5 0.50 1334 10.0
D.c. arc-Jet' Norton 1.1 36.0 0.35 1332 10.5
Microwave plasma' NWC 1.1 36.0 0.45 1334 9.7.
Microwave plasma' NWC %12 34.0 0.85 1328 17.1
Microwave plasma' NWC %12 35.0 1.10 1328 11.1
Hot filament' LL 22 36.0 1.40 1324 9.3
Hot filamentb LL 22 36.0 1.40 1324 16.4
Hot filamentb LL 22 38.0 2.10 None None

' Methane as carbon source.
bAcetone as carbon source.

NRL Naval Research Laboratory, NWC Naval Weapons Center, LL Lincoln Laboratory.
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pressure of 100 Tofr, and a filament temperature of the silicon substrate for support. The substrate was 635 pm
approximately 2350 K. The tantalum filament was placed thick and had a resistivity in excess of 10 kQ. All samples
4 mm from the substrate, which was rotated to improve were cut to fit the NMR sample coil with a diameter of
film uniformity. For the sample produced at the Naval I cm and a length of 2 cm.
Research Laboratory (NRL), the filament was tungsten, Macro-Raman spectroscopy was performed on all
and the sample was stationary. The substrates were silicon natural abundance films, with the exception of the NRL
which could be etched away in HF-HNO 3 to leave free- sample. The frequency of the incident beam was
standing diamond films for characterization. These free- 647.1 nm, and the power was 120 mW. The results of I
standing films were on the order of 100 gm thick. Enriched to 5 scans were averaged to obtain a reasonable noise
films were produced at Lincoln Laboratory from "3C- level. Micro-Raman experiments were performed for all
labeled acetone in a hot-filament reactor at a pressure of 13C enriched samples and the sample from NRL. Several
150 Torr as described elsewhere [33], and at the Naval locations on each sample were observed using this
Weapons Center (NWC) from 1

3C-labeled methane in a technique. An attempt to obtain macro-Raman spectra
microwave plasma. Owing to the enrichment, a film of for these samples was unsuccessful or produced spectra
approximately 10 pm thickness provided sufficient sample with very low signal-to-noise ratios owing to the large
for the NMR measurements. Some of these films were degree of scatter caused by the substrate.
discontinuous in some areas and remained attached to The NMR data for all films were obtained on a home-

(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 4. Scanning electron micrographs of three hot-filament CVD diamond films produced with 11C enriched acetone- (a) film A, (b) film B. and
(c) film C.
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built 7.0 T solid-state NMR spectrometer in our labora- linewidth, we can eliminate both the broadening due to
tory. Static direct-polarization experiments were carried the magnetic susceptibility of the substrate and the
out by inserting slivers of free-standing diamond films chemical shift anisotropy of a given 11C site [36]. Any
or films still attached to the silicon substrate directly broadening which remains after the magic-angle spinning
into the NMR coil. Between 3000 and 50 000 scans were can then be attributed to a wider distribution of bond
signal avenged to produce spectra with the desired level angles and lengths in the sample.
of signal-to-noise ratio. Sufficient delay was used between
averages (typically greater than or equal to 30 s) to
ensure that the nuclei had returned to equilibrium with 3. Results and discussion
the static magnetic field between averages. In this way,
we preserved the quantitative nature of the resulting Figure 3 shows the static ' 3C NMR and macro-
NMR spectra. Raman spectra of the first sample listed in Table 1, a

The process by which "3C nuclei exchange energy natural abundance, free-standing diamond film. The film
with the lattice and come into equilibrium with the static was produced from 1% methane in H, at 34 Torr. The
magnetic field is spin-lattice relaxation. The spin-lattice "3C NMR spectrum shows only one peak, centered at
relaxation time constant is typically defined by the Bloch
equation [41],

M(t - Meq = exp( - 'T1 ) (3) Film A
Mo - Meq

where M(t) is the net magnetization parallel to the
external magnetic field at time t; Mo is the initial
magnetization at t = 0; T, is the exponential spin-lattice
relaxation time constant. This relaxation is'observed in
samples free of paramagnetic defects and in all samples
with rapid spin-diffusion, such as "3C-enriched samples
[35, 38]. In magnetically dilute systems which may
contain paramagnetic defects, such as natural '3 C abun-
dance diamond films, this behavior may not be observed Film B
[34, 37]. Such impurities increase the spin-lattice relax-
ation rate and give rise to non-exponential behavior.

Spin-lattice relaxation times were determined using
the saturation-recovery technique. Polycrystalline dia-
mond films showing well faceted scanning electron
micrographs have significantly faster T, values (typically
less than 30 s) than those measured for natural diamond
(approximately 1 day) [17, 18]. In the CVD diamond,
defects at grain boundaries, unterminated bonds, and
paramagnetic and ferromagnetic impurities all provide Film C
additional relaxation mechanisms for '3 C nuclei. Enrich-
ment in 13C will further enhance the relaxation rate by
increasing the rate of spin-diffusion in isotopically
labeled samples.

The ratio of sp2 /sp 3 bonded carbon is determined
from the ratio of the integrated area under the peaks
corresponding to those environments. Information about
the extent of disorder in a bonding environment can be
obtained from its linewidth in the static NMR spectrum.
A distribution of bond angles and bond lengths will .200 .150 .100 -50 0 ;0 100 150

cause the chemical shift to be distributed over a wider Chemical Shift (ppm)
range of values. Since we can determine the expected
linewidth due to dipolar broadening [31, 33], we can Fig. 5. 11C NMR spectra from the same three samples shown in Fig. 4.

identify any additional broadening. As mentioned, there For films A and B only one peak, at 36 ppm is present, indicating
only sp' bonded carbon. However, for film C, two peaks, at 38 ppm

are several possible sources of such broadening. By and 120 ppm exist, indicative of sp' and sp' carbon respectively. The
crushing the sample and performing a magic-angle spin- ratio c' the peak areas is 0.11, and the sp' peak is broader than
ning experiment at a spinning rate greater than the 13C expected tor a 22% enriched film, indicating disorder in the system.
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36.0 ppm shift relative to the tetramethylsilane reference seven natural-abundance, high-quality diamond films
standard. The peak is symmetric and narrow, having a and are shown in Table I. These films were produced
half-width at half-maximum of 0.35 kHz. This width is from methane by hot-filament, d.c. arc-jet, or microwave
comparable with that of natural diamond powder plasma CVD.
(0.40 kHz), indicating order in this sp 3 phase. The Raman Figures 4, 5, and 6 show the scanning electron micro-
spectrum, likewise, contains only one peak, centered at graphs, '3 C NMR and micro-Raman spectra obtained
1332 cm-', indicative of the diamond phase. This peak from three samples produced with "3 C-enriched acetone
is also relatively narrow, having a width of 6.1 cm-', respectively. The "3 C enrichment in these films is 22%,
only slightly larger than that of natural diamond increasing the observed NMR linewidth and shifting the
(2 cm-1) [4], thus supporting the NMR identification Raman frequencies. Film A was produced with a gas-
of an ordered phase. The amount of sp2 bonded carbon phase carbon concentration of 5.3%, while film B was
in this film, if any, is below the detection limit of both produced at a concentration of 6.4% and film C at 7.4%
techniques. Similar results were obtained for the next [8]. All other conditions were identical for each run.

a) b)
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Fig. 6. Micro-Ratman spectra from the same samples shown in Figs. 4 and 5. For films A and B (()and (b%) sharp peaks ame seen at 1324 cm-t
the isotopically shifted position of the diamond band. In addition. there may be evidence of spl bonded carbon. present in quantities below the
detection limit of the NM I. Film C (c) gives a spectrum showing only the shifted gpraphite and amorphous carbon bands at 1570 cm-` and
1330 cm - I respectively. There is no evidence of the diamond band, even though the quantitative NMR results show it makes up approximately
90% of the sample. This demonstrates the sensitivity of Ramnu spectroscopy to sp' bonded carbon, and the need for caution in interpreting
results.
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The NMR half-width of a diamond lattice enriched contrast to the quantitative NMR results which show
with 22% "3 C can be calculated from the van Vleck that 90% of the sample has an sp 3 bonding configura-
equation [31] (eqn.(2)), yielding a value of 1.5 kHz, tion. However, the NMR spectrum indicates disorder in
consistent with the observed broadening in films A and this sp3 phase. Thus, it is possible that the symmetry of
B (Figs. 5(a) and 5(b)). The symmetric lineshape indicates tetrahedral bonding is no longer present, disallowing
little chemical shift anisotropy, as.expected for a tetrahe- this transition in the Raman spectrum, explaining the
dral bonding environment, or magnetic susceptibility absence of the 1332 cm -' band.
broadening from the substrate. In addition, upon grind- There are several other possible explanations for the
ing the sample and performing magic-angle spinning results observed in Figs. 5(c) and 6(c). Recalling that the
"3 C NMR, the majority of the broadening could be Raman scattering efficiency of sp 2 bonded carbon greatly
eliminated to give a linewidth of only 0.15 kHz, indicat- exceeds that of sp 3 bonded material, it may be that the
ing that the broadening was not caused by disorder in sp 3 signal is simply obscured by the strong amorphous
the sp 3 phase. carbon peak. This has serious implications for quantita-

The corresponding micro-Raman spectra, for films A tive evaluation of film quality using Raman spectroscopy.
(Fig. 6(a)) and B (Fig. 6(b)), contain a sharp diamond In some cases, the sp3 content of the film may be much

'l nd shifted to 1324 cm- I owing to the isotopic enrich- higher than that anticipated from the Raman spectrum.
ncnit. In addition, some evidence of an sp2 bonded In addition to differences in scattering behavior, the sp'
environment is observed in each spectrum in a band at and sp 3 bonded carbon may have different absorptivities
approximately 1550 cm -' corresponding to isotopically which can lead to non-uniform sampling as a function
shifted graphite and in a broadening at the base of the of depth in the film. These and other sampling difficulties
1324cm ` band caused by overlap with the isotopically have been discussed previously [5].
shifted amorphous carbon band at 1330cm -'. The One final hypothesis is that the micro-Raman
Raman spectrum of film A has a lower intensity in these spectrum was simply obtained at a position within the
bands than observed for film B. as expected for a film film containing no sp 3 bonded carbon while the NMR
produced from a lower gas-phase carbon concentration. spectra is indicative of the entire sample. With a I gim
In each case, the amount of sp2 bonded material is spot-size, this may be a reasonable concern. To determine
below the detection limit of the NMR spectrometer. whether this was the case, seven or more locations in

The NMR and Raman spectra, shown in Figs. 5(c) films B and C were sampled. A map of the sampling
and 6(c), were obtained from film C, produced with 7.4% pattern is shown in Fig. 7, and the three typical corre-
carbon in the gas phase. At this higher carbon concen- sponding spectra are shown in Fig. 8. Note the non-
tration, we see an expected deterioration in film quality uniform sampling in film C reflects the non-continuous
revealed in both the micro-Raman and 13C NMR nature of the sample. As these figures show, there was
spectra. The "3C NMR spectrum shcws two broad peaks
at approximately 38 ppm and 120 ppm, indicative of sp 3  Film B

and sp2 bonding respectively. The sp 2 peak appears at 3 6 7 10

a shift closer to that observed in amorphous carbon
films than to that observed in pure soot. The ratio of
the area under these two peaks gives a quantitative sp2/ 5 mm 2 5 8 11
sp3 ratio of 0.11 ± 0.2, indicating that approximately
10% of the carbon in this sample is in an sp2 bonding
configuration. When magic-angle spinning NMR was 1 4 9 12

performed on this sample, the sp 3 peak was only partially
narrowed to a "aewidth of 0.69 kHz, indicating some Film C

broadening due to disorder in the sp3 bonding environ-
ment. The sp2 peak narrows very little, consistent with
the greater bond angle and bond length variation 5mm 7
expected in this phase. 3 8

The micro-Raman spe~trum of film C (Fig. 6(c)) con- 2 4
tains two isotopically shifted peaks-one indicative of 1 5 6
graphitic carbon at approximately 1570 cm -' and one
indicative of amorphous carbon at approximately
1330cm- t . Both bands are extremely broad (greater 12 mm
than 60 cm indicating substantial disorder, in Fig. 7. Map showing the micro-Raman sampling pattern for

agreement with the NMR results. This micro-Raman 5 x 12 mmz slivers of enriched films B and C. Note that the pattern
spectrum shows no evidence of a diamond phase, in for sample C reflects the non-continuous nature of this sample.
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Fig. 8. From top to bottom. three fficro-Ranmn spectra from positions (a) 7. 8. and 9 in film B and (b) 1. 5. and 7 in film C as indicated in Fig. 7.
These demonstrate the consistency of the spectra obtained throughout the samples. Thus. variation in quality with sample location does not
explain the differences between the Raman and NMR results for film B vs. film C.

little variation in the Raman spectra as a function of tion of the two techniques is necessary to obtain reliable
sampling position in each case. Some decrease in the information for all types of diamond films.
quality of the Raman spectra was observed at the
outermost edge of film B. However, the Raman spectrum
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Radiative heat transfer In hot-filament chemical vapor deposition
diamond reactors
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Hot-filament chemical vapor deposition is a common method employed for diamond deposition.
Due to the filament-substrate proximity, large temperature variations across the substrate is
often possible. Variations in substrate temperature need to be minimized in order to deposit
polycrystalline diamond films of uniform thickness over large areas. Thus heat transfer
calculations which consider radiation from the filament to the substrate, radiation from the
substrate to the reactor walls, and finally conduction in the silicon wafer have been developed to
predict substrate temperature profiles as a function of the filament shape and geometry. The
calculated values are found to be in reasonable agreement with experimentally measured
substrate temperatures. It was found that hydrogen atom recombination makes a significant
contribution to the absolute substrate temperature, but that the normalized temperature profiles
are determined primarily by the radiation flux distribution. The effects of the other deposition
parameters are also discussed. Comparison with experimental results show an apparent
correlation between growth rate profiles and radiation flux profiles from the filament as
predicted by the calculations.

I. INTRODUCTION the filament induces temperature variations across the sub-
strate even in the presence of external heating. In order to

In the past decade there has been considerable increase obtain a deeper insight into these effects, heat transfer in a
in the study of polycrystalline diamond films. -'° The im- hot-filament CVD reactor has been numerically modeled
petus for these studies has been provided by the discovery and the resulting predictions have been compared with ex-
that diamond films can be grown on a variety of substrates perimental substrate temperature measurements. The cal-
under metastable conditions. 2

.
3 Diamond films have now culations were used to determine the substrate temperature

been grown using a variety of deposition techniques and profiles as a function of filament temperature, material, and
under & wide range of conditions." Since, in most of these substrate separation. In addition this model was then used
methods diamond films are deposited in subatmospheric to compare different filament geometries and the effect of
pressures and relatively low substrate temperatures, it is rotating the substrate with the goal of improving substrate
anticipated that many of the unique mechanical and opto- temperature uniformity.
electronic properties of diamond can now be commercially
exploited.

Hot-filament chemical vapor deposition (hot-filament II. EXPERIMENT
CVD) has been used extensively to deposit diamond films. A schematic diagram of the hot-filament CVD reactor
Typically in this method, a dilute mixture (0.5%-3%) of used in this work is shown in Fig. 1. A mixture of acetone
a carbon containing gas such as methane or acetone inl vapor and hydrogen was introduced through the bottom of
hydrogen is thermally activated at subatmospheric pres- the reactor and heated by tantalum filaments held between
sures ( -- 25-300 Torr) by a filament held at -2500 K. A 0.5 and 2.0 cm from a 4-in.-diameter silicon wafer. The
substrate is held between 0.5 and 1.5 cm from the filament, filaments were supported by zirconium rods to ensure a
resulting in substrate temperatures of 900-1200 K and constant filament-substrate separation during operation.
polycrystalline diamond is deposited at rates - I ijm/h. The operating conditions unless noted differently were 100
Advantages of this method are its simplicity and potential Torr and Tf= 2600 K. For each condition a separate run
for scale-up. However, the ability to grow films of uniform in the absence of a substrate allowed the filament to be
thickness and high quality over large areas and at accept. viewed directly. By matching its color to that of one inter-
able growth rates demands an improved substrate temper- nal to a pyrometer the filament's temperature was ob-
ature inniotformtym tained. A copper plate with holes of diameter 1/16 in.

Variations in the substrate temperature in hot-filament drilled at 45* increments on circles of radii 0, 1, 2, 3, 4. and
CVD are a result of high filament temperatures and a small 5 cm was placed on top of the quartz plate external to the
filament-substrate distance. Thus the radiation flux from reactor. The temperature of the unpolished backside of the

silicon wafer, which faces the quartz plate. was measured
tuthor to whom correspondence should be addressed. by a Raytek optical pyrometer model S3AHTCF4 operat-
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Pyromneter2 
L l

Copper Piate U02 nGa -- - Gas Out L

4" Silicon Substrate 1) I I

Y dA1

______FIG. 2. A schematic of a simple filament geometry. The radiation flux to
a differential substrate area is proportional to the shape factor, the frac-

Gas In tion of radiant energy leaving the filament that is incident on the substrate
"Z w Ih )at that point.

FIG. I. A schematic diagram of the hot-filament CVD reactor used in III. HEAT TRANSFER CALCULATIONS
this work. For temperature profile measurements, a copper plate with
holes drilled at regular intervals was placed on top of the quartz plate. Three possible mechanisms are available for heat trans-

fer from the filament to the substrate: radiation, conduc-

tion, and convection. Since the filament temperatures are
very high (typically around -2500 K), radiative heat

transfer dominates over both conduction and convection.ing at 2.2 ptm with a spot size of 0.2 cm at its focus. The The Peclet number, a measure of the relative importance of
accuracy of the pyrometer was * 1.0% of the temperature convection to conduction,14 is estimated to be _ 10-4 and
reading. The temperature at various locations on the sub- consequently the heat loss by convection can be safely ne-
strate was measured by aligning the pyrometer over the glected. The effect of conduction in the gas phase, though
holes in the copper plate to ensure reproducible position- small, is not negligible. In addition, it has been observed
ing. The introduction of the copper plate was not found to that the recombination of hydrogen atoms on the surface
change the substrate temperature within experimental ac- increases the substrate temperature. 5 The contributions of
curacy. Care was taken to hold the pyrometer perpendic- these two effects were examined experimentally and are
ular to the surface of the copper plate in order to ensure discussed later in the text. As both of these effects are
greater accuracy of the profiles. A one-dimensional steady- minimized at low pressure, radiation is assumed to be the
state energy balance calculation on the 500-prm-thick sili- only mechanism in heat transfer from the filament to the
con wafer indicates the difference in temperature between substrate.
the front (growing) and the back surfaces is < I "C, which Consider the simple filament geometry as shown in
is smaller than the rated accuracy of the pyrometer. Con- F:.•. 2 of a straight filament of length 2L, temperature Tf,
sequently, the temperature indicated by the pyrometer is centered at the coordinates (0, 0, hf). In Fig. 2, df is the
equal to that of the growing surface. The temperature pro- diameter of the filament and 401 is the angle formed by the
file measurements were taken after the reactor had attained vector r joining dA1 and dA 2 and the substrate normal, n 1.
steady state conditions for at least 1 h. This ensured com- The position of the differential filament element dA2 is de-
plete carburization of the tantalum filament and thus elim- fined by the distance from the filament center, x, and its
inated any changes in its emissivity with time. The temper- surface normal, n2. The angle a (0,a<2r) is formed be-
ature at the center of the substrate was monitored at tween n2 and nf, the normal vector in the plane containing
regular intervals to monitor any long term drift of the r and the center of the filament. Likewise, the angle 02 is
operating conditions. formed between r and nf. The shape factor between the two

At each point, the substrate temperature was calcu- surfaces depends on r, a, 01, and 0•2 Since r is much
lated from the pyrometer reading of black body tempera- greater than the filament radius, the magnitude of r is
ture using the temperature-dependent grey body emissivity nearly independent of a. Thus, the dependence on the an-
of the substrate. This temperature dependence cannot be gle a can be treated by integrating over a cylindrical ele-
ignored since the emissivity of silicon, the substrate used in ment of area irdfdx which yields an effective surface area
this work, has a strong increase from 0.3 at 500 K to 0.85 dAf= dfdx, radiating in the direction nf. The shape factor

for diffuse radiation between the filament and a differentialat 900 K, beyond which it decreases slowly with tempera- 1

ture. 13 Measurements at each open position on the copper substrate area dA1 simplifies to
plate immediately yield temperature profiles which can be
directly compared with those predicted by the heat transfer ffL cos ' 1 cos 06 2 df dx
calculations. L=J r
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For the substrate element dA 1 fixed at coordinates 1.0
= (X,Y,0) and a filament at (-L<x <L, 0, hf), the terms
in Eq. (1) become: 0.

r= [ (x-X)2 + Y 2+ 2]h}0 3, (2)

Cos (3) OA % ,

cos y2oi(-

r E~

Eq. ) o a1 2 3 4

Upon substitution into Eq. (1), one obtains an expression Distance from Filament (cm)
for Ff, that is only a function of x that can be evaluated
analytically at each gr01 !oint, (X,, Y., 0). When multiple FIG. 3. A comparison between normalized calculated temperature pro-

filaments are used the shape factors of the individual fila- files for a single filament at y=O cm, length =9 cm, df= 1.27 mm, and
ments are simply superposed. For filaments that are not hf= 1.6 cm. Radiation flux from filament (...). radiation balance (-).
straight the shape factor must be computed numerically, radiation balance plus lateral conduction (---).

Finally, the radiative heat absorbed by a differential sub-
strate area dA, from the filament QfA is given by calculations. Initial guesses for the minimum and maxi-

Qf,=Ff3ftTAjedsdl (W) (5) mum substrate temperature provided the starting values,
and successive substitution was used to solve for new tem-

where ef and e, are the grey-body emissivities of the fila- perature values, and the entire process was iterated until a
ment and substrate, a is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant convergence criteria of 0.25 K was met.
(5.67 X 10-"2 W/cm2 K4 ). In the final calculation, the effect of lateral conduction

Three calculations were compared to illustrate the rel- of heat in the wafer was also included. The amount of heat
ative importance of various factors. In the first, only the Q, conducted between a grid point on the surface and one
radiation flux from the filament was considered, while ra- of its four neighbors can be written as
diation from the substrate to the reactor walls was ignored.
It follows from Eq. (5) that the radiation flux from the Q,=kj(T5)t,(T--Tn) (W). (8)
filament at any given point on the substrate is proportional Here t5(cm) and T, are the thickness of the substrate and
to the shape factor at that point. Assuming a constant the temperature of a neighboring grid, respectively. The
filament tempermture, the problem in this case reduces to temperature dependence of the thermal conductivity of sil-
evaluation of the shape factor at different points on the icon, k5 ( T,) (W/cm K),'14 is accounted for by the polyno-
substrate. It is assumed that the substrate temperature is mial,
propor.ional to Qf, and thus, only normalized temperature
profiles can be predicted which depends only on the fila- ks(Ts) =2.4408-5.1269 x0 2 T5 +4.2304Xl0 6 T•
ment shape and geometry through Ff, - 1.2292X 10- 9 T71. (9)

The second calculation improves upon the first by con-
sidering heat losses from the substrate to the reactor walls Temperature prefiles were calculated as outlined previ-
by radiation. The water-cooled walls of our reactor (Fig. ously, except now there are four additional terms of the
I) are assumed not to reflect incident radiation and hence form of Eq. (8)-one for each neighboring grid-that
are modeled as infinite heat sinks. Thus, the energy lost by must be included in the energy balance. The final calcula-
the substrate to its surroundings Q,w is given by tion will be used throughout the final results and discussion

Q,.=2,E1(T 5) T4dA1 (W), (6) section unless otherwise indicated.

where T. is the substrate temperature and e,(T 5 ) is the IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
temperature dependent grey-body emissivity of the sub- A. Comparison of heat transfer calculations
strate 13 which was fitted to a third degree polynomial for
500 K < T, < 1200 K, The temperature profiles, as predicted by the three cal-

10- 6  culations, were compared for the simplest case of a single,
E5( T) = -2.8324+ 1.0379X 10- 2 T,-9.653 X T11 straight Ta filament of 9 cm length. The temperature vari-

+2.963 x (7) ation on the centerline of the substrate perpendicular to the
(7)~ filament is shown in Fig. 3. It is clear that even when only

The factor of 2 in Eq. (3) accounts for heat loss by both radiation flux is taken into account, the predicted temper-
surfaces of the substrate. At steady state conditions, Qf, ature profile is in reasonable agreement with the other two
equals Q, and T, is determined from Eqs. (5) and (6). profiles representing the radiation balance and radiation
For each calculated temperature profile, the wafer surface plus conduction.
was divided into a mesh of square grids of area 0.25 cm 2. A consequence of lateral heat conduction in the wafer
Further grid refinement did not alter the results of the is that it reduces both the maximum substrate temperature
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) .. ..... FIG. 5. Comparison between calculated temperature contours (K) for
, ....... .- .50"" three parallel tantalum filaments at y=O, * 1.5 cm under vacuum and

measured data. 950-1015 K: solid squares, 850-950 K: open triangles,

2 " 650 750-850 K: solid circles, 650-750 K: open squares. Filament parameters
-7were df= 1.6 mm, hf=O.9 cm, length=6.2 cm.

--------------------

S. . contains no adjustable parameters. The experimental data
agrees well considering the filaments tend to bend during

.2 ,./ operation.

... ............................. The calculation neglects heat transfer due to conduc-

'-- .- ' tion and hydrogen atom recombination. In order to esti-
-4 -2 _0 _ _2mate and distinguish the effect of these two contributions

-2 0 2 4 the temperature of the center of the substrate was moni-
x (cm) tored in a vacuum, and at 30 Torr in helium and in hydro-

gen. Raising the pressure from vacuum to 30 Torr in he-
FIG. 4. Temperature contours for a single filament of length 9 cm s, lum resulted in a 20 C increase in the center temperature.
diameter 1.27 mm, T"=2600 K, and ef=0.5 as calculated from (a) a Repeating the experiment in hydrogen resulted in a 90 °C
radiation balance and (b) with lateral conduction, increase. Based on the thermal conductivities of the two

gases, approximately 60 -5 °C of the temperature rise is
attributed to the H atom recombination and 25 + 5 °C to

and the gradients across the s.ubstrate. The predicted con- conduction. These findings are in good agreement with pre-
tour plots are drawn for a single straight filament of 9 cm vious observations.15 Further increasing the reactor pres-
length for the radiation balance with and without lateral sure up to 300 Torr did not effect the substrate temperature
heat conduction (Fig. 4). The maximum temperature (lo- in either gas. No change in conduction is expected as the
cated at the center of the wafer) as predicted are 975 and thermal conductivity of gases is nearly invariant to pres-
790 K, respectively. The temperature gradients along the sure. However. the insensitivity to pressure also indicates
direction perpendicular to the filament axis are also smaller that the H atom recombination rate at the center of the
when the effect of lateral heat conduction along the wafer substrate is limited by the surface reaction under these
is also taken into account. For instance, the distance be- conditions. From the difference observed in substrate tem-
tween 100' contoulb is -0.5 cm for the radiation only perature between vacuum and a hydrogen atmosphere, it is
calculation, but takL place over -0.9 cm distance when calculated that the contribution by H atom recombination
conduction is included. Increasing the wafer thickness or and conduction to the energy flux from the filament to the
mounting the wafer on a solid support would increase the substrate at deposition conditions is 33+-5% of the flux
effect of conduction and improve temperature uniformity. due to radiation. The recombination of H atoms at sub-
However, the general sbape of the profile imposed by ra- strate temperatures is a very exothermic reaction1 6

diation will remain.
H+H=H2  (AH,=-444 kJ/mol of H 2). (10)

B. Calculation versus measurement From the heat of reaction and estimated energy flux,

The substrate temperature profile predicted by the final the H atom recombination rate was calculated to be 5
calculation was compared to values measured under vac- X 10-6 mol/cm 2 s. Using recent measurements of the H
uum for the case of three parallel tantalum filaments (Fig. atom concentration in a hot-filament CVD system by
5). Since the experiment was performed in vacuum, the Hsu, 7 it is calculated that H atoms bombard the substrate
calculation considers all means of the heat transfer and at a rate of 1 X 10-4 mol/cm 2 s. Although these are rough
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4 TABLE 1. Emissivity of common refractory materiai.s
S.......... a ........... 750

a W Re Ta

0 A 0.66 pm 0.36 0.41 0.38
---. 1.... 1.6 prm 0.29 0.30 n/a

E 2.6p m 0.22 0.21 n/a
O j I A U U 'A

>, ' • .' 8See Ref. 21.

A DA-2. • *. A • ,

S...... ....... "but also on the filament material. Table I summarizes the

",4 ,-emissivity data of refractory metals commonly used in hot-

filament CVD.2'
-0 2 4 Calculations with the same filament geometry show

x (cm) that the maximum substrate temperature is sensitive to Ef
[Fig. 7(a)]. For example a change from 0.3 to 0.4 increases

FIG. 6. Comparison between calculated temperature contours (K) for the temperature by 73 K. Note that both tungsten and
three parallel tantalum filaments at y=O, * 1.5 cm at 100 Torr, and tantalum form carbides during deposition, and variations
measured data. 1050-1100 K: solid squares, 950-1050 K: open triangles, in emissivity may significantly effect the substrate temper-
850-950 K: solid circles, 750-850 K: open squares. Filament parameters ature during carburization.
were df= 1.27 mm, hf= 1.2 cm, length=7 cm. Though radiation flux from the filament is propor-

tional to Tf, the maximum substrate temperature increases

estimates, the differences in magnitude indicate that the only linearly with T" since this effect is balanced by in-
surface reaction is indeed rate limiting at the center of the creased radiation from the substrate to the wall [Fig. 7(b)].
wafer. The substrate temperature only varies 10' with a 25*

Radiation-based calculations were compared to tem- change in T". Therefore, errors in our optical determina-
perature profiles measured under diamond growth condi- tion of the filament temperature will not significantly effect
tions (Fig. 6). The overall shape and gradients of the pro- the results of the calculations. For deposition of high qual-
dicted contours show good agreement with measurements, ity material for optical and electronic applications, a more

but the actual temperatures were - 100 "C greater than important concern is the strong temperature dependence of
the vapor pressure (Pvap) of common filament mater-

predicted, as can be accounted for by H atom recombina- ials such as Ta, W, and Re.22 For example, P,,p for tanta-
tion and conduction. The importance of atomic hydrogen lum is almost five times greater at 2600 K than at 2500
in the deposition of diamond has been reviewed.18 The K.21 Thus, the concentration of impurities from the fila-
concentration of atomic hydrogen in the gas phase depends
on the carbon concentration, filament diameter, and fila- nt incorporated into the growing film depends strongly

17,19,20 iteisfthat on temperature as demonstrated by Jansen and co-
ment temperature. Therefore,it is expected that the workers22 for rhenium filaments. Thus the level of accept-
number and shape of the filaments will have an effect on able impurity concentration would determine the upper
the quality of the film, perhaps in a complicated way. The limit of the operating filament temperature. The lower
agreement of experimental and calculated temperature gra- limit appears to be 2400 K, the temperature required to
dients in Fig. 6, despite the omission of hydrogen chemis- thermally activate the necessary gas-phase c
try, suggests that the H atom flux has a similar dependence A better way to control the substrate temperature is
on filament geometry as the radiation flux. through variation of the filament diameter. The maximum

substrate temperature is strongly dependent on filament
C. Maximum substrate temperature diameter as the radiation flux is directly proportional to the

The effect of parameters like filament diameter (df), filament diameter [Fig. 7(c)]. The substrate temperature

emissivity (Ef), temperature (Tf), and the filament- increases by 105 *C as df increases from 0.5 to 1 mm.
substrate separation (hf) has a profound effect on both the Increasing the filament-substrate separation, hf, de-
substrate and gas-phase temperatures, which influence creases the maximum substrate temperature because it de-
sbsthhegrowthrate and gas-phase tem raitu thic. Varying creases the view factor [Fig. 7(d)]. However, the temper-
both the growth rate and the quality of the film. ature drops only 10* for a 1 mm increase in hp. However,
one of the first three variables does not appreciably change the effect of hf will be more pronounced for filaments close
the substrate temperature profiles, but they influence the
magnitude of the surface temperatures and thus can be t h usrt < m.Teefc f/~o h eprmagntud ofthesuracetempratresandthu ca be ature contours is discussed further in the next subsection.
examined through consideration of the maximum substrate
temperature. The effect of these parameters are not inde- D. Substrate temperature uniformity
pendent of each other. Thus, the growth conditions are
altered in a complex manner. The model provides a convenient tool to investigate

Aii experimental determination of the true filament novel filament geometries to improve temperature unifor-
temperature requires knowledge of the emissivity of the mity. First, the effect of the number of filaments and their
filament, which not only depends on the surface roughness spacing was examined. The temperature profiles for paral-
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FIG. 7. The dependence of calculated maximum substrate temperature on (a) filament emissivity ci, (b) filament temperature T"/, (c) filament diameter
/,and (d) filament-substrate separation hr. Calculations for three 10 cm parallel filaments at y=0, *2 cm. The other parameters used are df= 1.25

mam, hf= 1.2 cm, E/=0.4, Tf= 2500 K.

lel filaments separated by 2 cm are shown in Fig. 8. Corn- tions by Goodwin and Gavillet.24 These values are summa-
paring contours for 1, 5, and 15 filaments demonstrates rized for important species in Table II.
that temperature uniformity is significantly improved when An alternative to increasing the number of filaments is
the filament number is increased [Figs. 8(a), 8(b), and using unique filament shapes. The calculations were used
8(c)]. The difference between minimum and maximum to design the filament shown in Fig. 9(a). The solid line is
substrate temperature in the three cases is 225, 45, and the actual shape of the filament used and the dotted line is
15 "C, respectively. Hence, increasing the number of filia- the straight filament approximation used for the calcula-
menits improves temperature uniformity at the expense of tions. The measured substrate temperature over the shaded
simplicity and increased energy consumption. 2 x 6 cm area was 1060-*-30 K, while the calculated con-

In addition, temperature uniformity is improved as the torwihswsT9030Kvetesaera[Fg
filament-substrate separation, hf, is increased while the dis- 9(b)]. Note that for this filament geometry the difference
tance between filaments is held constant. For an infinite bewncaultdndm srdvlesi15Khchs
number of long, parallel filaments, it was found that when bewncaultdndmsrdvlesi15Khchs

hfwas 0.75 :h0.05 of the filament spacing, the temperatures accounted for by the H atom recombination and conduc-
across a 4 in. silicon wafer varied by < 10%. These calcu- tion and the approximation of the true filament geometry,
lations suggest that/hf should be as large as the separation but again it did not affect the gradients.
between the filaments to ensure reasonable temperature As mentioned previously, the effect of filament param-
uniformity. However, the transport of species from the hot eters are not independent. These interrelationships may be
filament to the substrate is dominated by diffusion. 23 Con- manipulated judiciously to design filament geometries for
sequently, the maximum value of hf is limited by the need improved substrate temperature uniformity as shown in
to maintain a sufficient flux of H atoms and diamond pre- Fig. 10. Figure 10(a) shows the temperature profiles for
cursors to the substrate. Characteristic diffusion lengths, three parallel filaments of the same diameter and filament-
the distance a species will diffuse before being consumed substrate separation. The maximum substrate temperature
chemically, were estimated for hot-filament CVD condi- is 958 K. By slightly decreasing df of the middle filament
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41 a TABLE II. Characteristic diffusion lengths for several species.a

species Diffusion Lengths (cm)

2 . ... ..... . CH 2  3.0
H 1.0

"E "C-H 0.2-0.8
0 0. CH 4  0.3

"> CH3  0.2-0.007

S•. .... ''See Ref. 24.

-4 _ _ _ R and angular position 0. The average shape factor for a
-4 -2 0 2 given radius is given by

x (cm) 1 2
F(R)as= •-• f Ff,(R,O)dO. (I

b) ...........-.. .The averaged shape factor was used in conjunction

--- --.-... with Eqs. (5)-(9) to generate temperature profiles as be-
2 " fore. Figure 11 shows a comparison between a stationary

/ 'and rotating substrate for three parallel filaments. In addi-
, 1 940 \tion to gaining symmetry, the temperature gradients are

S'e <CZ 7ZZ •much smaller in the rotating case. Rotation decreases the
It I maximum temperature difference across the substrate from

- N .il 220 to 140 K. The reason for this improvement is that the

-4
-4 -2 0 2 4 4

x (cm)
2.

4= , S.. . 4.

4 C --------------

2x (cm)

/b) ............. ....... . " ,748

-4 -2 0 2 4 \ /

x (cm) 2,,5

91
FIG. 8. Comparison of calculated temperature profiles for (a) I filament
aty=Ocm; (b) 5 filaments aty=0, +2, +4cm; (c) 15 filaments at y=0, 0

*2, *4, +-6, +-8, +10, A-12, A-14 cm. In each case length=16 cm, . 12
d 1= I mm, hf= I cm, Tf"= 2600 K. S S

-2.

"\ * - /..

and hf of the outer filaments, an 18 cm 2 area is obtained -4 .2 0 2 4

where T,=915*15 K [Fig. 10(b)]. X (Cm)
To investigate another method of achieving substrateTemp nertur ate u niformitthercalculationsawerevused nate FIG. 9. Comparison of (a) 2 filament geometry (solid line) and area of

measured temperature uniformity and (b) calculated temperature con-
lyze the effect of rotating the substrate. Equations (1 )-(4) tours for straight filament approximation (dashed line). Other parame-
were used to compute the shape factor for points at radius ters: df= 1.27 mm, h1= I cm.
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x (cm) -44 -2 0 -

4.4
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FIG. 10. Comparison of calculated temperature profiles for (a) 3 fila-
ments at y=0, *2 cut: d1= 1.5 mam, hf=l cm, Tf=2600 K; (b) 1
filament aty=O cm: d 1=l.2 mm, h 1 =ilcm, 2 filaments at y=*2 cm: FIG. 1i!. Comparison of calculated temperature profiles for (a) station-

d 1.5 mam, h1= 0.7 cm. All filaments 10 cm long, "/= 2600 K. ary and (b) rotating substrates. Three 10 cm filaments separated by 2 cm.
Other parameters are df= 1.0 mam, h1/= 1.0 cm, T/= 2600 K.

entire substrate comes in close proximity to the filaments at
some point during rotation.

the deposition rate was independent of filament diameter.22

E. Relationship to growth rates The normalized radiation flux is also independent of the

Jansen and co-workers22 have studied diamond depo- filament diameter, depending solely on the filament posi-
sition rates for various filament geometries. Film thick- tion and length.
nesses were measured at different distances perpendicular Another explanation is that the variations in growth
to the middle of the filament(s) and found to be a strong rate may result from a spatial distribution in the flux of
function of position and filament geometry. Our normal- gaseous precursors and/or the H atom. As previously dis-
ized radiation flux profiles calculated from Eqs. ( 1 )-(2) cussed, the H atom flux may have a sinmilar dependence on
were compared with their reported normalized film thick- filament geometry as radiation.
ness profiles (Fig. 12). Since the deposition time for thes There is, however, a marked departure from this linear
films was kept constant, it is clear that the growth rate relationship for case D (two 4 in. filaments separated by 20
profiles closely follow the variations in radiation flux. The mm) where the growth rate at the center of the substrate
maximum growth rate (on an absolute scale) for both case deviates from the radiation flux profile. An explanation for
A and B was found to be the same, in agreement with the this deviation may be depletion of gas-phase diamond pre-
fact that the substrate was held at constant temperature. cursors due to Soret diffusion.25 In this case a hot zone
Thus, the consistently higher growth rates observed away between the two filaments is created where the relatively
from the center for the longer filament is due solely to heavy carbon containing molecules are displaced by hydro-
geometry. Though the substrate was held at a nominal gen molecules and atoms. In case C (two 4 in. filaments
temperature of 900 °C by external heating, temperature separated by 9 mm) this zone is much smaller and enough
variations across the substrate may remain due to radiation precursors can diffuse in from the sides so as not to limit
flux from the filament. In addition, the authors found that the growth rate.
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/1> rently, an effort is under way to use these results to develop
filament geometries capable of depositing diamond filmsD(IID over large areas.
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ABSTRACT

Heterogeneous carbon scrambling at the hot-filament in thermally assisted diamond chemical vapor deposition has bee investigated
through otopic l g studi. Fims were produced Using acetone, preferentially labeled at either the methyl or carbonyl carbon, and
'C incorporaion was determined from the shift of the first-order diamond one-phonon band in the Raman spectra. A comparison of the
effects of carbide-forming materials, such as tantalum, and non-carbide formers, such as rhenium, is made. Results indicate that heteroge-
neous scrambling is limited in the rhenium case, which may prove useful in selective isotopic labeling studies. This study demonstrates the
importance of heterogeneous reactions at the hot-filament and thus, has important implication for the modeling of these systems.

Hot-filament chemical vapor deposition (CVD) has been used gas-phase or heterogeneous surface reactions which scramble or
extensively to produce diamond films at low-pressure. 4 One of the rearrange carbons from different sites in various species. Such
reasons cited for choosing this technique is the simplified gas- scrambling is often rapid between hydrocarbon species. 1 How-
phase chemistry with respect to plasma systems. Species meass- ever, this type of scrambling is not necessarily complete under all
urements have shown that the gas-phase concentrations of many conditions. Chu et al. have shown that in cases where only partial
carbon species in a typical hot-filament CVD environment, such as scrambling occurs, selective isotopic labeling can be used to gain
C2H2, CO, and CH4. approach those calculated at equilibrium for insight into the kinetics of diamond formationY•
the filament temperature and reactor pressure."' In addition, there The heterogeneous chemistry at carbide-forming filaments is a
has been extensive kinetic modeling of the gas-phase chemistry particularly interesting method by which carbon labels may scram-
within these systems."" While these homogeneous reactions ble. If this type of reaction proceeds to a significant extent, the
have been explored in some detail, little information is available results of labeling studies may differ from those found in systems
concerning the heterogeneous chemistry within the system. Of par- using method which do not form carbides. This has important impli-
ticular interest are heterogeneous reactions at the hottest surface in cations for the modeling of hot-filament CVD where, to date, such
the reactor, the filament, which is often a carbide-forming refractory reactions have not been considered.
metal, such as tantalum or tungsten. Metals which do not form Heterogeneous chemistry at the filament has been examined
carbides, such as rhenium, have also been used successfully for using hot-filament deposition under the operating conditions shown
filaments in diamond deposition. Comparison of these types of in Table I. Acetone was used as the carbon source, introducing the
materials by selective isotopic labeling of the carbon source may effects of oxygen on both the homogeneous and heterogeneous
shed light on the importance of heterogeneous reactions at the chemistry in the system. The acetone was selectively labeled at
hot-filament, either the methyl or carbonyl carbon, as in previous work. Acetone

Selective isotopic labeling has been used successfully to study was chosen as the carbon source because it is expected to readily
the kinetics of combustion systems."=° In many systems, however, yield methyl radicals and CO. Although selectively labeled hydro-
the application of this technique is limited by rapid homogeneous carbons in the gas-phase are expected to scramble completely in
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T~le L Will Nommn CVD upewn Mia~ne

Filament temperatur 2500-2600 K
Subemtrt temperatur 1100 K
Rismenvtb*strate distance 1 cm
Total pressure 200 Tarr
He flowrate l00 acom
Acetone flowrate 2 sccrn a
Seed -ntua dimn -odr < 5p
Substrate material silicon

gee phase reactions 2" Isotopic labeilng studies have shown that '
homogeneous gee-phase scramnbling ot CO with hy~drocerbone.
under conditions simila to thos In our system, is mnlmnal-."L
Equilbriu calculations Indicate tha the final CO concentration at
equhilbrium Is 90.999% of the Initial carbonyl concentration.

The level at irprtof l( 1CInto the growing dimaond film
was determined from the Isotopic s*iA in the first-order Reman
frequency. In this work, the"1C cr entraio Is determined from a
second-order polynomial fit to the experimental data of Banhotzer I 1340 1410 1#80 1500
and An",~ wh use "ýC labeled high pMsure synthetic dia- WAVENUMME SiWrr Ccm-0
mond to measure the change in Raman frequency as a function of
l3C concentration.n Thlaw results have been confirmed by Chu P~.1. illsro-Ronan spectra of fbMe with tuitalmiad 32.5
Oat. for CenichedW diamond films as well.'"m The uncertainty In an 66% veq enrichmentsr for the cuboniF "t) aMd
fth Reman peak position Is roughly ±:2 cir' for macwRm anW; "~' (ee)IlrepcVy.The tag (embenyl) shew
±1.5 cnr' for micro-Raemn. This correponds to an uncertainty of dwfbv- in' @~*s at 81321 cIII, while thabewn
Inse than 4 and 3% in the "3C eWnricmet for the Macro- and ('I~edwOsft le 13065m
micro-Ramnan, respectively. There is greater unosulalnty in macro-
Reman due to a decrease in the signal-to-noise ratio.

There ar other factors, such as temnperalure'" and stesin enrichment Of 22% (samples TaM2 end TaC2).9 Again, the 'ýC
the fln~mM ~ which can also cause the Rean band to shft. How- NMR spectra of these films shows only one peak at 36 ppm, Indic-
ever, the temperature of the sample can be controlled by lowering tive of Wp bondinig. The overlap of the micro-Reman diamond one-
fth incident laser power, and stres shifts are typically e~ail (a5 phonon bands for these two fims (Table 11 and Fig. 2) suipport the

wavenumnbers). To minimize the effects of stress; shkt the same earlier findings that In both the methyl end carbonyl labe case, the
substrate material was used in all experiments, reducing the varia- enrichmnent of the sold film closely matches that of the gee phase.
tion from samnple to sample. In addition, the Reman frequency Secondary lIon mass spectroscopy (SIMS) was used to determine
measured for natural abndanc9-e samples produced on silicon un- If the filament contributed to heterogeneous Isotopic scramlngh of
der similar conditions was 1332 cnr', indicating that st aess shift fth carony labe. The filament was first pre-carburizd in natural
observed on this material will be small. ab'Jndance acetone before exposure to carbonyl-labeled sctow*.

In the first samples In Table 11 (TaMI and TaCi), the acetone SOga" from the "C containing species were detected at a Isve
source (Cambridge Isotope, Inc.) wae 99% "C-enriched at the severa orders of magnitude higher than for the same experiment
selected carbon, givin overall ges-phase enrichments of 65 and run under natural abundance acetone. The signal persised
32.5% for the rnetii and carbonyl-lbele case, respectively, mhe throughout the 2000 A SIMS depth profile of the tantalum filament
filament was tantalum, pre-carburized In natural-abundance (1.1 % exposed to the enriched acetone, indlicatin that significant: hetero-
"3C) acetone for -3 h. Runs were carried out for 3-4 h atsa growth gone"u exchange of the carbony carbon occurs even Ofte the
rate of -3 pmih to yield 10 to 12 ism thic contin uous films. These inita carburization period.'
ffilns were pale gray In appearance and showed well-defined facets To further test the assertion that heterogeneous exchange at the
under optical microscopy. These films were further characterized tantalum filament contributes to ca"bny carbon Incorporation in
by "3C nuclear magnetic resonanc spectroscopy (NMRT,. which the growing film, experiments were carried out under nominally
showed only one peak, indicative of Wp bonded carbon.

The macro-Ramean spectra of the films are found In Fig. 1, shw -______________________

Ing fth shifted one-phonon diamond band. The positions of fth first
order diamond Raman bends are tabuated in Table 11, as anf 1500-
calculated "3C concentrations calculated using the experimental
second-order polynomial. The concentrations determined wereI A
65±t4% and 32±14%, for the methyl and carbonyl-labeled case, I ~
respectively, Identical to the overall gas-phase enrichments within I \

scrambling of "3C. which is surprising since CO carbons are not 100oooabo
expected to undergo hmgnosscrambin In fth gas-hae ? ~ 40 A330 M5 1358
under these ccnditions."9 C02vWj* a

To veril othi result, a simnilar experiment wim carried out using r
selectively "C-enriched acetone with the same overall gas-phase

Z' 500
Tabe N. Resuls of "3C enrichment studiesm

Diamond

Filamnent remnan shift

Sample material Label % "3C,.. %"C. V i(cm') 0 10

TAWi Ta methyl 65 65±t4 1305 WAVENUMBER SHiFT
TaM Ta carbonyl 32.5 32±t4 1321
TaM2 Ta meth" 22 22 ±3 1325 Zg 2. M1cro-Ifeman spectra of di-mond time produced with
TAC2 Ta carbonyl 22 22 ±3 1325 e tantelum tlMsntr and a 22% 9Me-phas ennichient. Inset
ReM Re met~hyl 22 24 ±3 1324 shows -both thermethyl (bottom) mid the -- =bonyl (op) spe1M
ReC Re carbonyl 22 8 ±3 1330 trum have adlamedpask slulftedto135dcur.
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sdon, wll behave eimilarly to tantalum. Thie has important iniplica-
ldon for 0) modeing of chemistry in these. sysernsms which to date
has not k...o.j"'1 such reactions.
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1H NMR studies on the effects of annealing on chemical-vapor-
deposited (CVD) diamond

S. Mitra and K. K. Gleason*
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Abstract

A proton nuclear magnetic resonance O'H NMR) spectrum of diamond produced by chemical vapor deposition typically exhibits
both a narrow lorentzian and a broad gaussian line. The spin-lattice relaxation time constants of the t%%o components are different
in one sample and var. from sample to sample. Typical values are in the range of approximatel% 50 ms to I ý. There is little or no
hydrogen evolution on annealing in a nitrogen atmosphere at temperatures less than 7.'51 C. Hoake~er. T, increases on annealing
and the line shape changes as the contribution due to the narrow component decreases. The magnetization reco~crs as Ml =
Mo[l - expi -t T,•], where 0.5 <-n < I. The values of n and T, increase with annealing indicating a change in the number of
relaxation centers present in the sample.

I. Introduction the sample is hydrogenated in a hydrogen plasma for a
few hours at elevated temperatures. Consequently. the

Widespread interest in synthetic diamond was nature of the electrically active sites and the role of
renewed with the discovery that diamond films could hydrogen in passivating these sites remain interesting
be deposited at low temperatures and pressures using problems.
chemical vapor deposition [I]. In most of these Earlier studies in this laboratory on large bulk igreater
processes. a carbon-containing gas (typically CH, or than 4 carat) single-crystal natural and synthetic dia-
(CH3)2 CO) and hydrogen are activated by a hot mond have failed to detect measurable quantities of
filament. microwave plasma or other means. Typical hydrogen due to either an absence of bulk hydrogen or
growth conditions employ excess hydrogen in the gas long relaxation times [5]. Contrary to expectations. the
phase and. consequently, the deposited films often T, values for hydrogen in chemical-vapor-deposited
contain hydrogen. (CVD) diamond are short. It is %%ell known. for example.

The role of hydrogen in diamond films is still not that in the absence of paramagnetic centers. typical
completely understood. In other electronic materials the values of T, are very long [7-10]. However. electron
defect sites are passivated by hydrogen. thereby spin resonance (ESR) measurements on both hot filament
improving the quality of the material [2]. For example. films [S] and microwave plasma CVD films [I I] have
defect states due to dangling bonds in amorphous silicon shown that the spin density is typically about lots cm-3

and grain boundaries in polycrystalline silicon can be and due to dangling bond.; from unsaturated carbon
passivated by hydrogen. This reduces the number of bonds. This is a rather high spin count and. consequently.
trapping sites and thus impro\es the opto-electronic the relaxation mechanism \ia the paramagnetic centers
properties of the film. In diamond. hydrogen incorpora- is expected to play an important role. Initial proton
tion has been found to correlate well with the integrated nuclear magnetic resonance (tH NMR) work on dia-
intensity of the CH stretch mode in the 8 10 pm IR mond films has shown that most of the hydrogen in
region and is thus detrimental to its use as an IR window CVD films is highly segregated and resides in regions of
material [3-5]. In addition. the electrical resistivity of high density. These regions are thought to be surfaces

diamond has been shown to be closely connected to the of grain boundaries or crystallites. The NMR spectrum
amount of hydrogen incorporated in the film. Landstrass typically consists of a narrow lorentzian and a broad

and Ravi [6] have shown that on moderate annealing gaussian component. The lorcntzian line is attributed

the resistivity increases by a few orders of magnitude. motional narrowing of rotating methyl groups wl ;-J,

However, this change is reversible since the original are in close spatial proximity to the hydrogen whiu.,
values of the electrical resistivity can be recovered when gives rise to the broad gaussian component 5]. The

'_H spin-lattice relaxation rates are generally less than
*Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. I s and appear in some cases to be temperature indepen-
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dent, suggesting that paramagnetic species are the domi- value of n is indicative of distribution of both
nant spin- lattice relaxation centers. paramagnetic centers and the 'H nuclei.

For each value of the recycle delay time t, the NMR
spectrum was fitted to a narrow lorentzian and a broad

2. Experimental details gaussian line. If the spin-lattice relaxation time for each
component is the same, then the line shape of the

The polycrystalline CVD diamond film HF-I was spectrum will be independent of t. However, if they are
deposited in a hot filament reactor. Sample AJ-l was different the line shape will be a function of t.
prepared by d.c. arc-jet. The thickness of both of these
films was greater than 100 pm. Electron microscopy
revealed that while HF-I was multifaceted, AJ-I showed 3. Results and discussion
a ball-like surface morphology. The samples were of
reasonable quality as their Raman spectra exhibited a 3.1. Unannealed samples
strong peak at 1332cm-' with little or no graphitic A common feature in the 'H NMR spectra for all
component, unannealed and annealed samples is the presence of a

The NMR experiments were performed on a home- narrow lorentzian and a broad gaussian line. The line-
built spectrometer operating at a 'H frequency of widths at half-width at half-maximum (HWHM) for
270 MHz. The probe was designed such that very low both arc-jet and hot-filament deposited samples are
levels of hydrogen (approximately 5 x 10"s) could be typically 4 + I kHz and 29 + 2 kHz respectively. These
detected. During the acquisition of the NMR spectra, values can be compared with those quoted by
the NMR probe was continuously purged with nitrogen McNamara et al. [3]. They obtained linewidths ranging
to eliminate any signal due to ambient moisture. Both from 1.8 to 3.3 kHz for the narrow line and 25 to 33 kHz
the NMR line shapes and spin-lattice relaxation (TI) for the broad line. The NMR line shapes of AJ-i and
were measured at room temperature for the as-deposited HF-I are shown in Fig. 1.
films and again after each annealing step. The total hydrogen content [HT1] the spin-lattice

Since the total area under the NMR absorption relaxation time constants of the broad gaussian compo-
spectrum is proportional to the number of spins, the nent (TIG), the total signal (TIT) and the corresponding
hydrogen content in the diamond films can be obtained exponential parameter n (see eqn. (I)) for the as-deposited
by comparison with a reference standard. Care must be and annealed samples are summarized in Table 1. Both
taken to allow for full spin-lattice relaxation of both samples contain less than 0.5 at.% of hydrogen with
components before such comparisons are made. relatively short T,.

The spin-lattice relaxation time constant T, was The percentage of total hydrogen which contributes
measured using the saturation recovery technique [12]. to the narrow lorentzian line [XL] varies in the range
In this method, a (90'-t-90-). pulse sequence is applied 40%-50% in both samples. In HF-I this ratio is a
and the intensity of the NMR signal is measured for strong function of t, the recycle delay time in the
various values of the recycle delay time t. The magnetic saturation recovery experiment (Fig. l(b)). In fact, [XL]
relaxation was found to deviate from a pure exponential varies from 16% at t = 20 ms to a maximum of approxi-
and was thus fitted to the empirical form given by mately 47% at t = 2 s. Interestingly, the narrow compo-

M = M0[l - exp( - t/T1 ] (I) nent of AJ-! does not exhibit a similar dependence on t.

where Mo is the equilibrium magnetization and n is a
constant constrained to values between 0.5 and 1.0. Since
paramagnetic centers produce significant time varying
magnetic fields at nearby 'H, they are efficient relaxation t
centers. Thus spin-lattice relaxation can occur by direct t6s t s

interaction with a paramagnetic center. The rate of this I

process decreases as the separation between the 'H and ii
the center increases. In addition. 'H far from the center 'I
can also relax indirectly by communicating with 1H t 20 ms
close to the center via spin diffusion. The value of it in (a) ,- (b).
eqn. (I) determines the relative rates of direct relaxation __,
and of spin diffusion. In the case where spin diffusion is - 00 0 100 - 100 0 100
rapid, n= I indicating a standard exponential Bloch Frequency (kHz) Frequency (kHz)

decay. When direct relaxation to the paramagnetic center Fig. I. Typical 'H N.IR spectra of unannealed samples AJ-l (a) and

dominates, the limiting value of n is 0.5 [7-9]. Thus the HF-I (b). For HF-I. [XL] depends strongly on the recycle delay time r.
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TABLE I. Summary of NMR results on as-deposited and arnncalcd samples on annealing at temperatures up to 750 C.
.amples. The uncertainties in i and T, are estimated to be less than However, the NMR line shapes show marked changes

5*% and 15% respectively from that of the as-deposited samples even at moderate
SanIt T, (is) anneal temperatures of 497"C. indicating rearrangement

temperature t int.%) (gaussian) [ of hydrogen within the system. Figure 2 shows the effect
e u G Tu of annealing on the NMR line shapes.

Comparing the line shapes in Fig. 2 with that for the
AJ-I As-deposited 0.4 0.55 63 as-deposited samples (Fig. I) shows that a clear effect of

497 0.5 0.62 1 3 annealing is the reduction of the narrow line. This
650 0.45 0.70 215
850 Trace - - _ component, which comprises approximately 50% of the

total signal in both AJ-I and HF-I. decreases in strengthHF-I As-deposited 0.2 0.50 50 210

750 0.2 0.55 106 118 to approximately 6%-10% after annealing at 650'C
and 750 'C respectively. Annealing also has a large effect

on Ti. In order to understand the relaxation mechanism
This systematic increase in the ratio of hydrogen of hydrogen in diamond, only TtG and its corresponding

giving rise to the lorentzian component reflects a longer value of n are considered in the following analysis.
relaxation time than its gaussian counterpart. Although In both AJ-l and HF-I, TtG and n increase after each
not listed in Table I, the spin-lattice relaxation time for annealing step. The correlation between n and the spin-
the lorentzian component (TlL) was calculated to be lattice relaxation time of the gaussian component is
approximately 0.9 s (with n = 0.65) in HF-! and is thus demonstrated in Fig. 3. An increase in n suggests that
much longer than the corresponding TtG.

As mentioned earlier in this paper, although the total
hydrogen content in the diamond films is low, it exists
in regions of high density [2]. Consequently, magnetic : i t=1s
relaxation by spin diffusion is also expected to play an
important role. It is evident from the values of n (see I
Table 1) that the magnetization recovers as exp( - ti TI)" I t I S

where n<l. This deviation from a pure exponential
suggests that spin diffusion is not fast enough to equili-
brate the magnetization in the entire system. Since the
values of n lie between 0.5 and 0.75, it is an indication (a)
that relaxation via paramagnetic centers plays an impor- ..

tant part. This is not surprising considering the typical -

spin densities expected in these samples [8, 11]. In -100 0 100 -100 0 100
addition to spin diffusion (which is due to homonuclear Frequency (kHz) Frequency (kHz)

dipolar coupling) and nuclear coupling with paramag- Fig. 2. Effect of a 2 h anneal on the NMR line shapes of samples
netic centers, another source of relaxation centers is the AJ-M (a) at 650 C and HF-I at 750 C (b) (note the decrease in
rotating methyl groups. Since these constitute a substan- the intensity of the narrow component).
tial percentage of the total signal, they also play a major
role. Since the rotation of the methyl groups can be
slowed by lowering the temperature, a temperature-
dependent T1 study should be able to differentiate " A-I

between the two types of relaxation centers. 0 HF-I

200

3.2. Effects of annealing
The total hydrogen content [HT], the spin-lattice S

relaxation time Ti, the parameter n and the NMR line 2
shapes after each 2 h nitrogen anneal are summarized in 000 n
Table I. The largest change occurs in sample AJ-1 after
an anneal at 850 C. Subsequent NMR on this sample
reveals that most of the hydrogen is evolved, since little
or no signal can be observed even at a relatively long 0 . 0 0 0 '
recycle delay time of I s. Visually, the sample also turns 05 06 07 06

black indicating some graphitization. Interestingly, there n
is little or no evolution of hydrogen from any of the Fig. 3. The dependcnce of T10 on n.
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relaxation by spin diffusion becomes increasingly impor- the standard exponential Bloch decay. On annealing.
tant, This speculation is further supported by the corre- the intensity of the narrow component decreases. This
sponding rise in T,,; which suggests that the number of decrease is accompanied by a corresponding increase in
relaxation centers (paramagnetic centers and or rotating both n and T,(,. Since grain boundaries are regions of
CH 3 groups) decreases with annealing. Thus. on high defect density. and most of the hydrogen is likely

annealing, hydrogen from the methyl groups may to reside in this region, it is thought that hydrogen from
become available to passivate unsaturated carbon bonds the broken methyl groups becomes available to passivate
resulting in fewer paramagnetic centers and longer T,(-. the carbon dangling bonds. This redistribution of
The preferential breaking of CH 3 is not surprising, hydrogen is observed even at moderate annealing
Thermal desorption experiments on hydrogenated amor- temperatures.
phous silicon, for example. clearly indicate that Sil-12
bonds are broken at a much lower temperature than
Sill bonds [1 3]. In addition. the products formed during Acknoledgments
the loss of h.sdrogen from the rotatLg methyl groups
will be static. Consequently. the hydrogen that originally This work was supported by a grant from the Office
,ae rise to the narrow NNIR line shape now contributes of Naval Research. We wish to thank Dr. Kevin Gray
to the broad component. This redistribution of hydrogen (Norton Co.) and Dr. Cliff Robinson (Raytheon Corpo-
preserves the total signal intensity. Thus while both 7,,, ration) for supplying the samples and Ms. Elizabeth Oh
and , increase. [Hr] remains unchanged. for technical help in the laboratory.
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In this work, solid-state 19F NMR has been used to characterize fluorine on diamond powder surfaces after
CF4 and 98% CF4/2% 02 radio-frequency plasma treatment. The fluorine surface coverage of the pure CF4
treated powder was 7.1 X 1014 F/cm2 while the other plasma yielded a much lower coverage, 7.4 X 1013 F/cm 2.
In both cases, only CF, (x - 1-3) functionalities were observed with the majority species being carbon
monofluoride. Only 5-10% of the fluorine was bonded as CF 3. With high-speed magic-angle spinning, isotropic
chemical shifts were resolved and assigned relative to CFCI3 as follows: CF, 148 :k 1 ppm; CF2, 106 * 2 and
123 ppm; CF3, 78 :k I ppm. The peak at 123 ppm was only observed in the CF4/0 2 plasma-treated sample
and is speculated to be the result of atomic fluorine etching of diamond. In t•fis sample, the loss of spectral
intensity at lower chemical shifts with storage time indicates the loss or rearrangement of CF2 and CF3. NMR
line shape broadening and variation in spin-lattice relaxation with decreasing temperature indicate the CF,
groups possess some degree of motion in addition to the rotation of CF 3 groups about the C3 axis. This suggests
amorphous fluorocarbon deposition, since CF and CF2 on crystalline diamond surfaces are expected to be
essentially static. Multiple-quantum NMR indicates that fluorine coverage is not uniform. Some fluorine is
relatively dispersed on the order of -5 A while the remaining fluorine occurs in aggregates of greater than
40 nuclei. This is consistent with preferential deposition or reaction occurring at and around surface defects.
Finally, these results may serve as a basis for reference in studying fluorine by NMR in fluorinated chemical
vapor deposition diamond materials provided a sufficient amount of material is deposited.

Lltrodoefnc X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) has been very useful
for experimental characterization of fluorinated diamond surface

Synthetic diamond films have typically been grown from an states. The carbon Is XPS peak displays large energy shifts on
activated gas phase of dilute hydrocarbons, such as methane or the order of 1-3 eV as a function of the number of fluorines
acetylene, in hydrogen by a chemical vapor deposition (CVD) bonded to the carbon.' 2 XPS was used to identify a C-F
type process.'.2 Diamond has also been formed from reactant terminated diamond surface grown from a CF4/H 2 plasma. 3 XPS
mixtures which include carbon, hydrogen, and fluorine.3.4 Re- has also been used in studies to evaluate a diamond surface after
cently, diamond films were grown on various non-diamond a variety of fluorination treatments designed to modify the surface
substrates at temperatures as low as 250 °C from a heated gas properties of the diamond."3-"5 For example, atomic fluorine
phase containing some fluorine.5 This last work demonstrates was found to react with the diamond(100) surface to yield a C-F
thepotential forfluonne-assisteddiamonddepositionon substrates terminated surface while molecular fluorine only reacts very
of relatively low thermal stability, such as polymeric materials slowly.' 3

and electronic devices. In other research utilizing other analytical spectroscopies,
In addition, fluorine-treated diamond surfaces are of techno- secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) has been used to

logicalimportance. Fluorinationofdiamondsurfacescanenhance quantify the average bulk concentration of fluorine in synthetic
the chemical inertness and can potentially lower the coefficient diamond. For example, SIMS indicates increasing fluorine
of friction relative to unfluorinated diamond.6 Recent studies content in diamond films made with higher CF4 concentrations
have examined the oxidative resistance of fluorinated diamond in the gas-phase plasma.' Surface-sensitive infrared (IR)
materials. 7.3 Also, the electrical characteristics of a Schottky spectroscopy, specifically diffuse reflectance, was used to monitor
diode made from diamond have been altered by different plasma the formation of fluorine functionalities on the surface of diamond
surface fluorination treatments.9 The surface leakage current of powders as a function of plasma fluorination treatments.$
the diode was decreased by a factor of 10 in going from diamond
treated by a pure CF4 plasma to one treated by a 98% CF 4/2% The objective of this work is to demonstrate the variety of
02 plasma. Thus, the state of fluorine on diamond surfaces information regarding fluorine n diamond materials which is
influences the surface properties, impacting technological ap- available from solid-state 19F NMR experiments. Due to the

plications. relatively low sensitivity of NMR, a significant sample size is

A variety of theoretical and experimental studies have been required. We have initially chosen to study fluorine coverage on

conducted to understand the chemical state offluorinein diamond diamond powder surfaces treated in pure CF4 and 98% CF./2%

materials. Thermodynamic calculations focused on the growth 02 radio-frequency plasmas, where the powder has a high surface

of diamond from a fluorinated diamond(l 11) surface indicate area to volume ratio. The chemical state and environment of

the necessity of atomic hydrogen in the reactant mixture to sustain fluorine can be evaluated by NMR experiments analogous to
crystal growth.' 0 In another theoretical study, the passivation of studies of hydrogen in diamond materials by solid-state 'H NMR
a diamond(100) surface by fluorine was done to examine ways spectroscopy. In addition, 19F NMR is sensitive to fluorine in
inwhichsurfacecarbon atomscouldmaintainsp3 hybridization." both the bulk and surface of a material. Thus, NMR could

potentially be used to study fluorine at the crystalline grain
* To whom camedeac should be addmed, boundaries of CVD diamond films. This information is most
*Abart published in AdVance ACS Abstracts. August 15, 1993. likely unobtainable by XPS and SIMS. The only stipulation, of
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TABLE L' Typical Cmekal Seift AWsohry for CF. TABLE 1- Radi-Fnrqumey Phl.a (13.6 MHs)
Grous Bond to Careso Tradtn Conditiom

CF1 group ae* (ppm) pattern shape diamond 1 (Dl) diamond 2 (D2)
CF 100' axial plasma Composition 100% CF4 98% CF,/2% 02
CF2 (motionally averaged) 50-10094 axial pressure (Tarr) 1 1
CF2 (static) 120-140" asymmetric treatment time (min) 10 10
CF, (rotation about C3 axis) 75' axial rf power (W) 200 200
CF 3 (static) 15W asymmetric

A40 u611-034where1 0andd33arethesmallestaWdlargestofthe nuclei segregation. Solid-state MQ-NMR has been used to
three principal components of the tensor. b Estimated from fluorinated evaluate the state of a spin 1/2 dipole coupled network in materials
graphite C Dybowaki, C. In Solid Slate NMR ofPolymerr, Mathias, L., on a maximum length scale of about 20 A.19 During this
Ed.; Plenum Press: New York, 1991; Chapter I. ' Vep, A. L.; English, experiment, spin /2 nuclei are induced to participate in multiple
A. D. Maoemosecules 196 ,13 ,1635.* Mehring, M.; Griffin, R. G.;Wauglh, J. S. J. Chem. Phys. l197l, 55 (2), 746. spin correlations through strong dipole coupling interactions.20

As the experimental excitation time is increased, weaker dipole
course, is that a significant amount of fluorine must exist in any couplings can be utilized to form larger spin correlatons occurring

cuenvis on t tt an sover greater distances within the material. The distance of 20
particular environment for an NMR study to be be A simply represents the upper limit over which dipole couplings

Essentiallyn the same kinds of experiments which can be become negligible on experimental time scales currently obtain-
performed in solid-state proton NMR can be done in fluorie able.

NMR."6" 7 Fluorine exists in nature as a 100% abundant, spin If thenumberofspin '/ 2nucleiinstrongdipolarcommuniation
1/2 nucleus, 19F, having a magnetogyric ratio -f = 4.005 kHz/G issmall (order 50 orless), than MQ-NMRcan beused toquantify
and, hence, highsensitivity,83%relativeto1H.17 However,ulike the number of nuclei ia this finite dipole coupling network.21
'H, changes in the short-range bonding environment, order one
bond, can induce large 19F isotropic chemical shifts. Fluorine Finite dipole coupling networks have been identified in hydro-
displays a total chemical shift range on the order ofseveral hundred genated amorphous silicona n and in zeolites. and on catalystparts/million (ppm), while for 'H this range is ,- 10 ppm. We particlesu with isolated organic adsorbates.
epartthe/maiin speiesin whilae fluorination of diamond poWder Alternatively, if the number of spin 1/2 nuclei in strong dipolarexpect the main species in plasma thenn arbon iamond powder communication is large (order 1000 or more), than multiple spinto be CF, (x = 1-3) species where the carbon is bound to other correlations will grow without bound as a function of excitation
carbon. As x increases, the fluorine electronic shielding is time.25 The rate of multiple spin correlation is a function of the
decreased, causing a decrease in the isotropic chemical shift. connectivity of the dipole coupling network.262 Spin networks
Typically, CF and CF3 isotropic shifts differ by approximately having larger numbers of nearest neighbors to a given nuclear
70 ppm. site will form spin correlations at a greater rate than those with

Fluorine nuclei also typically display a large anisotropic smaller numbers ofnearest neighbors. Thus, on very small length
component to the chemical shift. In the absence of isotropic scales, MQ-NMR can differentiate between a 3-dimensional
reorientation, powders containing CF, will show a chemical shift network of spins, specifically nuclei distributed throughout the
anisotropy (CSA) powder pattern based on the orientation bulk of a material, and a 2-dimensional network, such as nuclei
dependence of fluorine's electronic shielding tensor,;•, with the terminating the surface of a crystal Analogous results have
imposed magnetic field, B In Table I, the typical width and been observed in "quasi- i-dimenional" distributions of protons
shape of the CSA powder patterns are characterized for CF. , hydroxyapatite. 25

groups. Within a certain band of motional narrowing, CF2 and HnchroughNMR e xei

CF3 groups showaxial patternL As motions are reduced or frozen Honce, throngh NMR experiments, wthe predominan total

with the lowering of temperature, CF2 and CF3 patterns change fluorine content of the sample, identify the predominant fluorine

shape and the CSA width increases. For a sample containing a groups, and monitor the motional dynamics of fluorine groups

single type of CF~group, the CSA pattern behavior may be enough throughvnriationofthesampletemperature. In addition, througi

to characterize that group. However, when a variety of CF. MQ-NMR experiments, the segregation of fluorine in diamond

groups are present, the superposition of CSA powder patterns can be studied by probing the connectivity of the fluorine dipole-

will obscure their identification, since the width of the powder coupling network.

patterns is greater than differences in isotropic chemical shift erin d ion
between CF. groups. We anticipate that fluorinated diamond
surfaces may contain a combination of CF, species, where CF Natural diamond powder (99.9%) was obtained from Johnson
and CF2 groups are essentially static at room temperature while Matthey/Aesar with a size classification of <1 wn, indicating
CF3 rotates about the C3 axis displaying an axial CSA pattern. that the powder had been passed through a 1-pm-mesh sieve.
If fluorinated carbon deposits on the surface, we might expect Significant area available for plasma treatment is required to
additional modes of motion for the CF. species as observed in provide sufficient signal to noise in NMR experiments. Two
Teflon and other fluorinated polymers. As the temperature is fluorocarbon plasma mixtures were used to treat the diamond
lowered, these motions will freeze out, resulting in an incrcase powder. The powder was contained in a bottle roughly I cm in
in the CSA line broadening. Also, 19F-"F dipole broadening diameter, and the particle bed was approximately 1.5 cm deep.
will be increased since the dipole coupling will not be motionally Plasma processing conditions are summarized in Table II. Prior
averaged, to treatment, the available surface area was determined by the

While the static fluorine spectra can be quite convoluted, the Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) method 29 by Micromeritics
total fluorine content of the sample can easily be obtained from Instrument Corp. of Norcross, GA. Other characterization was
the total area of the line shape. Through high-speed magic- done using SEM to examine particle size and shape and XPS.
angle-spinning experiments,' 7 the CSA powder pattern can be All static and MQ-NMR experiments were carried out on a
averaged and information on the number of CF, components and home-built spectrometer operating at an "9F Larmor frequency
their identity may be achieved. In addition, magnetization of 280.8 MHz. The sample probe was also home-built with a
relaxation expcriments't can be performed to gain information static coil roughly 7 mnm in diameter by 25 mm in length and
on motional dynamics and fluorine environment, variable low-temperature capability. Controlled temperatures

The more advanced solid-state NMR technique, multiple- aslowas80Khavebeenobtained usingcooledN 2andaLLakeshore
quantum NMR (MQ-NMR), has been used to ascertain magnetic DRC-91C temperature controller. The r/2 pulse time for all
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experiments was set to approximately 1.6 ps with a typical probe
rinidown of6 us, althlouh the ringdown issomewhat temp ture
dependent. The total fluorine content of diamond samples was
obtained by comparison of the total signal area to a calibration
curve which was generated using poly(tetrafluoroethylene) I
(Aldrich) samples of known mass. Sample mass for NMR
analysis was on the order of I g. The limit of detection, which
is set by signal to noise considerations, is on the order of 107 .9
F/sample on the home-built static probe and spectrometer. The
longitudinal relaxation behavior (TI) was observed with the
invesion recovery experiment.?0 Spin-echo experiments" to
evaluate the homonuclear 1"F dipole coupling strength were done
with an echo delay of roughly 12 us and CYCLOPS detection D2

to attenuate zero noise. Unless otherwise indicated, all data were
collected on samples at least 2 months after sample treatment. DI

The spectrometer is equipped with a digitally-controlled, DI
variable-phase synthesizer to perform solid-state MQ-NMR . _.

experiments. The eight r/2 pulse, even multiple-quantum (MQ) -200 o 20o 4o0
order selective sequence employed for this experiment has been
described in previous studies. 20' The incremental spin prepa- , ti Ci 3
ration cycle time, 7, was set at 31.2 us to compensate for off- Figpe 1. Room temperature free induction decay 1F NMRAspectra of
resonance effects as much as possible. Phasecydingwastypically plasma-treated diamond powders, DI and D2. The chemical shift axis
done with 32 phase shifts, allowing detection of up to 4.16 MQ in ppm is relative to the fluorine of CFCI3. The peak intensity has been

cohereaceorders. Theeffectivenumberofspinscorrelated,N(-), nornialized to one.

whereristhetotalpreparationtime, wasobtainedfromaGaussian TABLE DL HI: b-S MAS "1F Spectra of
fit to the nonzero MQ coherence intensities assuming a statistical Phasina-TreatedDiamond Powders
analysis.2' To allow for more extensive signal averaging, data at % of % Of
the longest excitation time, r - 218.4 us, were collected using a.m fwhh, total r-- fwhhg total
only the first 32 phaseshifts ofa64 shift phase cycling experiment. sample (ppm) (ppm) signal sample (ppm) (ppm) signal
The data were symmetrized and N(W) was evaluated. Similar DI 79 6 5 4 5 D2 78 5 10 * 5
analysis on data taken at shorter indicates little influence on 105 12 25 * 5 107 14 15;k 5
the value of the number of correlated spins. MQ-NMR 148 *:2 70 * 5 123 14 20 *5
experiments were performed at T = 150 K to improve signal- 149 2 55:k5
to-noise considerations as well as to minimize the effects of Full width at half-height.
molecular motion on the spectra.

High-speed magic-angle-spinning (MAS)' 7 spectra were ob- The fluorine content is obtained from the integrated NMR
tained on a Bruker AMX-400, with a fluorine field strength of signal. The total fluorine content was 7.0 X 10"9 F/g for sample
376.5 MHz, by Dr. Doug Burum of Bruker Instruments. The DI and 7.3 X 10" F/g for sample D2. The fluorine content of
sample probe was operated with a r/2 pulse time of 3.5 us at a D2 was determined from a spectrum taken within roughlyaweek
rotor spinning speed of 15 kHz. It was also necessary to subtract of treatment. Thus, the fluorine content per unit surface area is
a probe background signal to obtain reasonable sample spectra. equalto7. X 1014 F/cm2 forDl and 7.4X 10s3 F/cm2 forD2.

The uneconscte surface bond densityofdiamond is a function
Resudb ad DbiIidn of the crystal face and is equal to 3.1 x 10"5 bonds/cm 2 for the

SwfaeCencswm dlemf"F. Significantsurfaceareaavailable (100) face, 2.2 X 1015 bonds/cn2 for the (110) face, and 1.8 X
for plasma treatment is required to provide sufficient signal to 10"s bonds/cm 2 for the (11) face. Not all of these bonds may
noise for NMR experiments. Assuming a diamond powder of be available for fluorine chemisorption due to steric repulsive
monodisperse 1-pm cubes, this powder would have a surface area forces on the (100)25 and the (110) faces. Since the C-F bond
per mass of 1.5 X 104 cm2/g. The BET measurement of the ismostlikelynormaltothe( 11)face, littlerepulsic isanticipated
surface area using krypton yields a value of 9.8 X 104 cm2/g. on this crystal face for CF groups; however, more fluorinated
SEManalysisofthepowderindicatesirregularly-shapedparticles carbon species like CF 3 may encounter steric repulsion. The
on the order of a micron or smaller, which is consistent with a result is that the average bond density available for fluorine
BET surface area measurement higher than the calculated value. chemisorption will be somewhat less than the average bond density

XPS analysis was done on diamond powders before and after calculated from the unreconstructed crystal faces. With this
plasma treatment. Since the particle surfaces are at random stipulation aside, the coverage of sample D1 is roughly half of
orientations to the X-ray beam, it is not possible to orient the the average bond density of diamond, while the coverage of D2
sample such that the surface sensitivity is maximized. Conse- is 10 times less than Dl as a result of 2% 01 addition to the
quently, while we could detect the presence of fluorine in plasma- plasma.
treated powders from the appearance of the F Is signal, Cbemdal e lg Cmflgwadlm If the primary broadening
identification of fluorine species through shifts in the C Is peak mechanisms of the NMR line shapes in Fiqgre I are based on
was not possible, nuclear dipole coupling and CSA powder patterns, then high-

The room temperature "F free induction decay (FID) NMR speed magic-angle spinning should scale these interactions,
spectra for samples DI (100% CF4 plasma) and D2 (98% CF4/ allowing us to resolve individual isotropic chemical shifts. Fig'ure
2% 02 plasma) are shown in Figure 1. The range of shifts 2, a and b, shows the high-speed MAS spectra of samples DI and
displayed is consistent with CF. groups. Both samples show D2, respectively. The irregular base line in Figure 2b is probably,
spectral features centered at 65 ppm and in the range 140-150 the result of background subtraction. Table III Summarizes the
ppm. The complexity of the spectrum of sample D I in the range number of isotropic shifts, their full width at half-height (fwhh),
140-150 ppm clearly shows that these line shapes cannot be and an estimate of the percent of the total signal each component
described by a single fluorine CSA powder pattern convoluted comprises fortheMASspectra. There isgoodagreementbetween
with dipolar broadening. the isotropic chemical shifts, a, and line widths (fwhh) for the
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Flme& RoomtempeitureFlID • NMR specta osmple D2 treated
in a 98% CFu/2% (h plasma. The soli line spectrumi was acquired a
few days after treatnent, while the spectrum outlined by open cirdes was

(b) acquired 2moathslater. Beth anarmalized attheirmazzmum intnsity.

been plotted by normalizing the maximum intensity ince the

-O 2'0 12'0 220 320 later spectrum was not taken under calibrated conditions.
ppm, RELATIVE TO CFCI 3  However, the samplewas containedinan epoxy-sealedglas tube.

Ilm2. Room tmperature high-speed (15 kHz) MAS "FNMRspetra This Io r ofintensityoffthe highfrequency shoukde featurewould

of plasma-treated diamond powder samples: (a) DI; (b) D2, afte be consistent with rearrangement of sterically hindered CF3 (78
subtraction of probe backgrond. The inteaty of the spectra is in ppm) groupsl0 however, it may involve other CF. species as wel.
arbitrary units. Unfortunately, the first NMR data on sample DI were acquired

weeks after plasma treatment so that aging effects could not be
TABLE IV: issrc Chemical Shfts of Sdle Pheel examined in this sample.
Speciesb _ _ _ _ So far, the total fluorineotent and type ofCFzgroups presmt

chemical typical chemical typical have been investigated. TheamountoffluorineinDl is 10times
species" s ran5ie species' cm raW greater than on D2 and would cover roughly half of the available

FOCR3  -150 to-147 F3CR 50 to 100 bonding sites if uniform coverage is assumed. The majority of
FC(O)R -50 to -40 F2CR2  90 to 140 fluorine in both samples exists as CF groups, approximately 70%
FC(O)OR 7to20 FCRi 130to ISO inDland55%inD2. In a previous study, carbon monoflurides

OR is carbon with spi hybridization bCompled from: Dunan, C. werethe primaryresult ofCF4 and 5% CF4/Arplain treatments
H.; Van Wazer, J. R. Cop blati of Rrpoeed PI NMR Chankal of diamond powder as determined by II spectrtacopy.8 The
ShfWidey-Inteuaence New York,1970. Wray.V.Awm.RPp.NMR remaining fluorineisprimarilyintheCF 2statewith 5-10%bonded
Spetomc.; Academic Pres Uodon, 1980;, Vo. 10B. as CF3 . One additional fluorine signal assigned to a CF2 group

is found in D2 (98% CF,/2% 0 2 ) which is not in DI (100% CF4).
three species observed in D1 and the corresponding values for Note that this peak at 123 ppm could not be attributed to
three of the four resonances observed in D2. To determine the oxygenated fluorocarbon species (Table IV). One plausible
type of fluorine signals observed, we compare the isotropic shifts explanation might be that the carbon bonded to fluorine could
of treated diamond to those listed in Table IV. The R group of occupytwodifferent typesofbandmg sites on thediamondsurface.
these fluorine species represents a bond to carbon in the sp3- Each type of bonding site could result in a different amount of
hybridized state. Typical chemical shifts of oxygenated species bond strain to the carbon in the CF2 unit, causing the chemical
such as fluoride esters, acyl fluorides, and hypofluorites fall far shift difference observed between CF2 units.
below the chemical shifts observed in Dl and D2. Based on the Mkedmar Mode.. Motion of fluorinated species on the
typical shift ranges of Table IV, the following assignments are diamond powder surfaces is evidenced in Figure 4,a and b, where
made for the two diamond powders: CF3,78 & 1 ppm; CF27,106 the FID spectra of DI and D2, respectively, are overlaid as a
*2 ppmm; CF, 1481* I ppm. The 123 ppm peak is also likely function of temperature. The broadening of these spectra with
to be assigned to a CF2 bonding configuration. Further support decreasing temperature suggests the loss of motional degrees of
for shift assignments comes from the fwhh of the peaks. We freedom of fluorine-bonded carbons. The increase in fwhh for
expect that fluorine signals in similar environments, such as CF 2, both samples in going from 298 to 150 K is roughly 20 kHz. No
should display similar line shape broadening under MAS further significant changes in spectra were observed for either
Conditions. Indeed, the CF, CF2, and CF 3 peaks in both samples sample upon cooling below 150 K.
as assigned above have fwhh of 2 * 1, 13* l, and64- 1 ppm, One of the contributions to line broadening is an increase in
respectively. Thus, the similar line widths (13 * I ppm) of the 19F-19F dipole coupling as the motionally-averaged couplings
peaks at 107 and 123 ppm in D2 support the 123 ppm assignment become static. This contribution is shown with spin echo
as a CF2 group. experiments which eliminate broadening interactions which are

We also observed a loss of intensity of tho ,eature at around linearly proportional to the z component of spin angular
65 ppm in broad-line free induction decay (FID) NMR spectra momentum, such as the chemical shift anisotropy (CSA). The
of sample D2 comparing spectra taken within days after plasma broadening of the remaining line shape depends on the homo-
treatment and 2 months later (Figure 3). These spectra have nucleardipole coupling, which is bilinear in z angular momentum.
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lgowe . T, inversion recovery of sample Dl at 298 K. The invesion
recvery delay, r, is as follows: (a) 0.001, (b) 0.03, (c) 0.1, (d) 0.4, and
(e) 10.0 s.

TABLE V: Dilhar IOM Streglth of Diamood Sm=las as a
Fm-lasim of Temperatoe

2 150K temp DI M21/2 D2 M21/2 temp DI M2/2 D2 A(2112
.5 (K) (kHz) (kHz) (K) (kHz) (kHz)

298 5.06 5.0' 110 8.0
150 6.6 7.1 100 8.0

Lorentzian truncated at a bandwidth equal to i hwhh (hwhh a half-
,width at half-height).

observed in the CF2 groups of Teflon which are free to move by
9s chain motion.34 Given the magnitude of broadening which can

29 8 K be achieved through changes in the CSA patterns of fluorine
groups, it is possible that a significant portion of the broadening

1 observed in Figure 4ab can be attributed to CSA broadening
-100 upon freezing of motion. This would explain, in particular, the

-50 0 50 100 broadening which occurs between 0 and 50 kHz (roughly 150-

Frequency (kHz) 330 ppm). At room temperature for CF, groups terminating an
Flue 4. Variable-temperature free induction decay 9F NMR spectra ideal diamond surface, we would expect CF3 groups to rotate
of plasma-treated diamond powders. The abscissa is now in frequncy about its C3 axis while CF2 and CF were essentially static. Since
units (kHz) to indicate the extent of broadening as a function of CF3 groups represent only <10% of the total signal, it is
temperature. All peak intenitie have beeoa to one. (,p unreasonable to think that the freezing of CF3 rotation alone
DI; (b, bottoni) D2. could be responsible for this line shape broadening. This would

TableV shows the temperature dependenceof the OF-lFdipoat imply that some motional narrowing of CF2 and/or CF corn-
field strength, M 2

1/2, the root of the dipole coupling second ponents is occurring and, therefore, that fluorocarbon deposition
moment. At room temperature, the spin echo line shapes are is significant during plasma treatment.
best described by Lorentzians which are characteristic of a spin The T, inversion recovery behavior is displayed in Figures 5
system undergoing motion." For a Lorentzian, M1'/ 2 can only and 6 for samples DI and D2, respectively. The signal imme-
be defined over some truncated range of frequency which we diately after inversion is shown in trace (a) of both figures.
define as i-hwhh such that M2/I/ = hwhh)' As samples are Intermediate traces, FiguresSb-dand 6b-,representthespectra
cooled, the spectra behave in a more Gaussian fashion having after various delays are allowed following signal inversion. At
zero intensity in the high-frequency wings of the line shape, long delays, Figures Se and 6f, the equilibrium spectra are
indicating that motion has been frozen. From Van Vleck's observed. The relaxation in both cases is inhomogeneous, which
equation," the values of M2/ 12 for DI and D2 at 150 K are is to say that different components of the line shape relax at
comparable to values calculated for static CF2 and CF3 groups different rates. For example, in Figure 5b, the spectral intensity
which are 6.9 and 9.8 k-z, respectively. However, the increase at 120 ppm is positive while negative intensity, indicating a slower
inhomonudear fluormnedipole conplingcannot completely account spin-lattice relaxation rate, is observed at 165 ppm- This would
for the amount of broadening observed at low temperatures in suggest that components with different relaxation rates are isolated
Figure 4. or only weakly dipole coupled. This dipole structuring can occur

Acmopanyimcrea in the fluorine dipolecouplingstrength through orientation differences of crystal faces and also through
will also be increases in the width of the CSA powder pattern. differences in fluorine segregation on a given crystal surface.
At 273 K, the trifluoromethyl group of CF3COOAg displays an Strong dipole couplings between spins would provide a pathway
axial CSA pattern with an absolute shift range of 21 kHz at a for magnetic spin diffusion and, hence, equilibration of magnetic
magnetic field strength of 281 MHz. At 83 K after the methyl relaxation rates between strongly dipole coupled spins. Sample
rotation is frozen, the CSA pattern asumes an asymmetric shape Dl seems to display three distinct relaxation components at
with an absolute shift range of 38 kI. 33 The static transition roughly 70, 120, and 150 ppm while D2 has two resolvable
occurs at roughly 160 IK Similar CSA broadening has been components at approximately 85 and 150 ppm. TI inversion
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k'im C6 T, invasuiorecouvery fasmple D2 at298IK The invarsion Inversion Recovery Delay (ms)
recovery delay, r, is as folow- (a) 0.01, (b) 0.04, (c) 0.1, (d) 0.15, (e)

0.4 9 and , (1) 4.0 S. (b0

experiments at lower temperatures also show inooeeous
relaxation behavior, however, the number of distinct components !
is completey obscured by line broadenig.

Multiple-pulse lomonuclear dipole deMOpin31-16 is typically -I+
used to resolve CSA powder pattens3 and has pinone useful in+spi-lattice relaxation phenomenaaN by averaging hamonuclear adipole bradening A large external maputic field increases the

NMR signal-to-noise ratio as well as increasin the absolute •]
isotropic chemical shift and CSA powder pattern width. Our
field at 280 MHz for 1oF is not enough to separate and resolve -2.
individual CF, CSA patterns which have inteosity from 50 to

100 kHz (130 to 360 ppm) in width (see Figure 5). The useful
spectral window for multipof-plse d 2auptn2 sequ.ncvs on our
spectrometer is roughly 40 (a) which is limited by zero n0ise
and ether artiac. Hence, we have ealountered disficutie in
implementing a homonuclar dipole decoupling sequence due to -3

limited frequency bandwidths as well as low signal to noise. 0 500 I0D0 1500ue Ftureso 7v a and b, the quantity r lnl( - M,(ar)/Mo)/2v is

plotted versus the inversion recovery delay, 7, for DI and D2, Inversion Recovery Delay (ms)speily. M()isthez-omponeattmatetizationattime 7, FkmvT. Relpeation fbyoae ing(hl - MmoMo)u2e, versus t0e
andMoeis thenquilibring mzlageenmation. For purelday, -, at various temperainrese: 298 K (soltheqires); 150
s ig-natticeornosratim the Blchequas appaidto the n K (open Warts); 100 K (plus). For an expential ]och-type decaya
recover experiment predict such plots will yield straight line this plot should be linen. (a) DI; (B) 132.
Howevl , both samples yield nonlitear plots. Compar ations arise
concerning this relaxtion theory for two reasons. First, the formagnetizationsuchasinteractionswithparamagneticcenters

samples are inhomogeueous in their relaxation behavior. Second, or motional centers or a mechanism invohving both dipole-dipole
10F magnetization in the solid state can relax by a variety of induced spin diffusion and one of these interactioul.3 For a
mechanismr: dipoe-leinteracro, chemicalshiftaniotmy, mechanism invoruing gpalaetic cewieri in the abslnce ofespin
and interactions with paramaneic centers. As the fluorine diffusion, wewouldexpecttherelaxatiofunctionlnj(l-M,(r)/
m is frozen, relaxation via CSA and Larmor frequency dipole Mo)/2 to-belnearonatimescale3012,whereristheinversion
fluctuations caused by motion becoll neglgible. Uponcooing recovery delay.38 However, a t to this sort of a function
to 150 K, the relaxation rate of both samplesndecreases, indicating culd also result due to multitomponent relaxation behavior. The
the loss of the two motion-induced mechanisys. However, directomparinoftheinitial relaxationrateof thetwodiamond
relaxativ is i s rltihe rapid, on a timetizato attime scale 7.tately samples is plotted as a function of the inversion recovery delay

I s. Cooling the sample, D2, further to 100 K does little to alter in Fiqgure 8 at 298 and 150 KL We observe that DI relaxes
the relaxation rate. This behavior would indicate that the somewhat faster than D2 at 298 K while the relaxation rates are
sominant relaxation mechanism in D2 occurs through para- more comparable at 150 IL This world indicate that motion
magnetic centers at temperatures between 100yand 150s g l his pontributes moir to the relaxation of DI than D2 at
mechanism can be relatively temperature insensitive at a given temperature. At temperatures where motion is severlyinhibited,
concentration of centers over a 50 K temperature ransteh paramagnetic relaxation is predominant and relaxation rates are
"Paramagneti relaxation is consistent with relaxation observed comparable between the two samples. The inter of masnitude
for hydrogen on diamond surfaces.c a esnrm ate for the Tl ting p onstant is 500 ms for both Da I osdpD2

Due to the rilmmaxation s nature of the Ts relaxation, no at a temperature of 150 K.
attempt is made to evaluate relaxation data for a value of T d. Sir eeDi on of teF. Ini a final set of experidnts, MQ-
Thin wonld require atming me type of relaxation mechanism NMR is o s o p to evaluate the distribution offluorine on the surface
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a function of the dimensionless preparation time. The dimewinulemio
ilgwa RecolrlzaofveryDleray re covu prprto tim isdfndasM'2 The symbl are deisda

Fl~n I=Wekntfunconb~vxivamteumm rowvy flows- DI(sold up=);CaP2 (open squares); N (opencile)
delay.,, in 3 illisecoids for both samples at various temperature Dl, CsF (open triangles); NaAsF6 (X); hydrogenate diamond powder (solid
291 K (open squares) and 150 K (solid squares); D2, 298 K (open circles circle). Rlooide salt data comes from ref 39. and the hydrogenated
and 150 K (solid circles), diamond powder is from ref 26. All data were take at 291 K. except:

for Dl which was take at 150 K.

in proton MQ studies of adsorbed m~olcules.23 It is not likey to
be the result of faste relaxation of higher MQ order coherenoes
with respect to thetwo-quantum, coherence since this phonomeieon
is not obeerved in the MQ-NMR analysisof hydrogen on diamond

I powder surfaoes.M6 We propose that this type of signal is the
result of the superposition of MQ sinal from relatrielydispersed
fluorine in weak dipolar oonwmanication and aggregated nuclei
in stronger dipolar comtranication. The increased intensity of

n the two-quantumn signal could be attributed to correlation of
disperse fluorine nuclei on the surface of the diamond powder.

Cp Since this MQ intensity distribution did not occur initially, but
only developed after an extended period of excitation time, two-
quantum intensity in mxess of that predicted by a Gaussian fit
to higher-order coherences could evolve from random CF, groups
within a proximity of several angstromns. A weak two-quantumi

o 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 signal, attributed to fluorine correlations between nuclei on two

EVe. MQ( dus different ioeropiay rotatigng etlfluoride nions was observed
in mixtures of triphenylsulonium hexafluoroantimonatte soln-
bdiizd in poly(methyl methacrylate) film)'9 This behavior was
not seen in the hydrogenated diamond powder due to high surface

U DI .c6W coverage which would minimize the presence of isolated hydrogen
- 01PC-6W/02sites. The higher MQ order intensities are indicative of extended

F~w*. M spctra ofsimle I at150(atanecitaionini 7w fluorine dipolar networks involving many nuclei instrong dipolar
- 187.2jes. The bold lineis a Gaussian fittoafllintessitiesofexperimental commun~ication1 analogous to the behavior of aggregates of Phr-
MQ orders (solid squares), while the narrow line is a Gaussian fit to the SSbF6 in poly~a-butyl methacrylate).19
experimental higher MQ orders neglctin the 2-quantumn order- in lFigurec 10, the number of correlated fluorine nuclei, derived

from a Gaussian fit2' to data analogous to that in Figure 10 as
of the treated diamond powders. Only sample Dl was studied a function of 1heQ neglecting the two-quantum signal, is plotted
with MQ-NMR since sample D2 provided insufficient signal. as a function of the excitation time scaled by the dipolar field
Roughly 5 x 1019'fluorine/sample are required for MQ-NMR sbregtltM 2

1/2, in Table Vfor DI at 150 K. The rate of spin
analysis in these types of materials. In Figure 9, the MQ order correlation has been related to the dipolar field strengths-" and
intensitiesareplottedasa function of the MQorderat an excitation the dimensionality of the spin networLUX Scaling the prfep -
time 7M - 187.2 ps for Dl at 150 K. As mentioned in the ration time by the dipolar field strength allows us toevaluate the
Experimental Section, the number of correlated spins is deter- influence of the dimensionality of the spin network on a very
mined from a Gaussian fit to the nonzero orders. Thke bold line small length scale, order 10 A. For comparison, the plasma-
in lFigure 9 represents a Gaussian fit to all even orders up to 10, treated powder, Dl, is plotted along with 3-dimensional fluorine
while thenarrow line is aGaussian fltneglecting the two-quantum lattices, CaF2, NaF, and CsF,re and a surface distribution of
order. The poor fit of the bold line to all orders (R2 - 0.916) hydrogen on diamond powder.26 The spin correlation rate of the
in conjunction with the excellent fit neglecting the two-quantum extended fluorine netwc - Dl indicate a 3-dimesisioeial
Opgal (R-0.994)wouldindicatethatthetwo-quantumintensit distribution on a very s- gth scae (10-20 A).
is not consistent with the higher MQ order intensities. This MQ-NMR experimew. indicate that fluorine exists in
phenomeo is evident at 7W - 62.4 its and increases in severity two environments on the diamond powder surface of sample Dl.
as time progresses. This type of behavior has also been observed Inoneenvironment~fluorineisincloeproximitytootherfluorines,
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forming relatively strong dipole coupled spin networks, while in well. This could explain the additioal signal peak at 123 ppm
the other, fluorine is close to relatively few other fluorines. The insmpleD2.whichdoesnotexistinusmpleDl. NMRsignal
dispersed fluorine phase is consistent with T, inhomogeneous at 106 and 123 ppm were previously assigned to CF2 species.
relaxation behavior, which indicates that not all of the fluorine Atomic fluorine etching of the amorphous fluorocarbon deposit
in the sample isin strong dipolar communication on a given crystal could introduce both saturated and unsaturated CF2 species, for
surface. In both samples DI and D2, fluorine on the diamond example.
surface has some degree of motion as indicated by the broadening Oxygen may also interact directly with the diamond powder.
of the FID line shapes and the slowing of T, relaxation as the Significant chemisorption, near complete surface coverage, was
temperature is lowered. Although no MQ-NMR data exist for obtained with oxygen on diamond powder at 420 *C. Although.
sample D2, it seems likely that fluorine coverage on both samples at 25 OC, the coverage of chemisorbed oxygen on diamond is
is very simila except for the total amount, given the similarity one-fourth that at 420 OCA4 Also, molecular oxygen has been
of static FID, magic-angle-spinning FID, and T, relaxation used to oxidize diamond materials at about 100 A/min at 650
experimental results. *C. However, diamond at roughly 100 "C treated with plasma-

Phasma Chemisury. The plasma chemistry involved in these activated oxygen is etched at only order 10 A/min.4 Adsorption
fluorination treatments is a complex function of many variables of oxygen and etching of diamond by oxygen may compete with
such as pressure, power discharge. geometry, and reactant flow fluorine deposition or remove fluorinated material. The direct
rate, as well as the substrate to be treated. In keeping these interaction ofoxygenwithdiamondinthe98%CF4/2%O 2 plasma
parameters constant in both plasma treatments, the primary issue is, however, most likely insignificant. The amount of oxygen
becomes the influence ofoxygen addition to a CF 4plasma. Much available for direct interaction is probably small owing to gas-
work has beendone to examine CF4 and CF4/0 2 plasma chemistry phase consumption. Furthermore, the diamond powder is
due to the technological applications in etching silicon and silicon unheated, which has been observed to lessen the reactivity of
oxide.40-4 In a typical CF4 plasma, gas-phase neutrals include oxygen on diamond.
F, CF, CF 2, and CF3. Ions will not be considered here as plasma Clearly, further work needs to be done to clarify the roles of
species are required which have a lifetime sufficient for diffusion CF, deposition and atomic fluorine inthe resultant fluorinesurface
into the diamond powder bed and reaction with diamond surfaces. coverage of diamond material. One possibility would be to treat
In this physical situation, CF2 is potentially the only fluorocarbon diamond in plasmas which generate atomic fluorine without the
species stable enough to undergo diffusion into the powder bed."4s production of fluorocarbon species. Thus, one could study the
CF3 undergoes rapid reaction with F to re-form CF4 and with role of atomic fluorine in diamond materials independently from
itself to form C2F6, which is also a minor product of a CF4 fluorine deposited on diamond surfaces through fluorocarbon
plasma.41,4 CF is also only present in levels comparable to CF3  absorption. Potential plasma reactants might be F2, NF3, or
due to its reactivity." Atomic fluorine is also present in relatively SF6. Molecular fluorine is particularly attractive since the only
high concentrations such that it is also a potential reactant with active neutralspecies should be atomic fluorine. Wemightexpect
diamond surfaces 4 .44" Hence, the products of interest which the absorption on the material of interest of SF, or NF. species
could potentially react with the powder are primarily F and CF2. to occur to some extent, although little chemisorbed SF. species

Thus, surface reactions would most likely involve absorption were observed in an XPS study of a single-crystal diamond(I 11)
of fluorocarbon species and atomic fluorine and etching reactions treated in an SF6 plasma.s5 For studies with NMR, SF6 may be
by atomic fluorine. However, in previous work, exposure of the more useful than NF3. NF, species" chemical shifts overlap the

diamocd(100) facetoatomic fluorineyieldsacarbon ionofluoride region of CF, shifts, while the overwhelming majority of SF.
surface layer which is resistant to desorption up to 700 K.13 In chemical shifts occur in the negative range of chemical shifts
addition, since atomic fluorine cannot penetrate the diamond relative to CFCI3.

5'
lattice through the (111) or (100) face, atomic fluorine is not
expected to be a strong diamond etchant at or near room Co.clim
temperature. Hence, CF2 and CF3speciesonthediamond samples Results from "9F NMR experiments can provide information
are probably the result of amorphous fluorocarbon depositio, on the nature of fluorocarbon plasma-treated diamond surfaces.
This would be consistent with motion and aggregation of Fluorine is bonded as CF, (x = 1, 2, or 3) groups with the major
fluorine observed by NMR. component being CF. The isotropic chemical shifts are assigned

The addition of molecular oxygen serves to scavenge carbot as follows: CF, 148 * 1 ppm; CF2, 123 and 106 * I ppm; CF3,
from the plasma chemistry and increase the concentration of 78 :k 1 ppm relative to CFCI3. The CF2 peak at 123 ppm is
fluorine atoms. Fluorocarbon species are bound by the reaction present only in the sample treated with the CF4/0 2 plasma. A
of CF 3 and CF 2 groups with atomic oxygen to form primarily pure CF4 plasma covers the equivalent of approximately half of
COF2, CO2, and CO depending on the percent of 02 added.43  the available surface bond density with fluorine while the addition
The formation of C 2FS, which is a recombination product of CF3, of 2% 02 to the plasma reduces the fluorine coverage by a factor
is minimized by the addition of 02 to CF4 plasmas as a result of of 10. Hence, the type of CF. species deposited by both plasmas
the reaction of CF 3 with atomic oxygen.4" One of the primary is similar, primarilyCF, while the total amount differsdrastically.
ways in which the F concentration is increased is that 0 consumes MQ-NMR analysis ofdianond grit treated in the pure CF4 plasma
species which undergo reaction with F.40 For instance, the has shown that fluorine is not distributed uniformly but appears
consumption of CFj reduces the probability of re-forming CF 4  to be located in two different environments on the surface. In
from CF3 and F. In addition, the reaction of 0 with CF 3 and one environment, fluorine is located in dose proximity to
CF 2 to form COF2, C02, and CO serves to liberate F from these neighboring fluorine, creating a relatively strong, extensive dipolar
fluorocarbon species.' 3 In previous experimental work.42 the network (>40 dipolecoupled 1F) with an apparent 3-dimensional
addition of 5% 02 to a CF4 plasma increased the F concentration structure. In thesecond environment, fluorine is relatively isolated
5-fold while cutting the CF 2 concentration in half. from other fluorine nuclei ('-5 A), indicating the chemisorption

The major difference in fluorine surface coverage between of fluorocarbon species on surfaces with a low density of
samples DI and D2 is a reduction by approximately a factor of chemisorbed fluorine. Variable-temperature T, relaxation studies
10 in the amount of fluorine with the addition of 2% 02 to the have indicated some fluorine on the diamond surfaces undergoes
CF4 plasma. P ;, would seem to emphasize the significance of motion at room temperature, which is almost completely frozen
fluorocarbon deposition in these plasma treatments although out below 150 K. The presence of paramagnetic centers is
atomic fluorine may ctch the amorphous fluorocarbon deposit as indicated by the relatively fast relaxation of fluorine magnetization
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amn after this motion has bean fromen out. The majority of (13) Freedema, A. Stineuprii. C. D. A1W. Pip. Lett. 19W657 (12).
fluorine observed in these samples is probably deposited by 11 i.J .;HaaF 3,Ic%., . ueJ.L;Hg.

fluorocarbon deposition for two reasons. First, th. amount of G.; bkFeely, F. L. Php. RAm. 515K 133(2). 1340&
fluorine deposition decreases with decreasing fluorocarbon con- (15) KnsaiH.;KagmaM.;hMaiwea, T.; 3Ji.&.PipD, AppI.
cantration in the plasma. Second. treatment of the diamond- PAYS. 136, 19. L225.
(100) face with atomic fluorine yields a cabo m nofurid (16) Making; M.Pe piA Wof Hig~mh R indnlNMR uSeilda.2nd ad;

surface' 3 which could not account for the CF. and CF3 spcis (1) sateVin, Now. Yoraki, C96. LTaenTcrqa nMD

observed in these samples. Fluorocarbon deposition would also, Solfda An Intrduction to ThaWY end Pr'actim. Acadinic Press Orlando,
becomistent with the motionand aggregation of fluorine observed FL, 1965.
by NMR. These results may explain differences in the surface (18) Abrameam A. 7Ue Prfncip of Nudaw Magneiatm. Odfard Usi-

leakage current of the diamond Schottky diodes receiving CF. (19) Scrum B.E.; Gleason, IL . MAecronmacl&We 192,25 (7), 1864.
and CF./O, plauma treatments.' Further work is needed to (20 Yen. Y.-&.; Pines. A. J. Chain. Pips. IM6378 (6), 1983.
evaluate the function of atomic fluorine and fluorocarbon species (21) Baumn J.; PVnew A. J. An. Chaew Soc. 19K 10 (24). 7447.
in producig the observed fluorine diamond coverages. This may (22) Bsaum, J.; OWmic.. L. V- PNOW A.; Goarroway, A. N.; Rainser, J. A.

illuinae te mchaismby hic th CF pek a 12 pp is Pip. RAm. Zia. 15M6 56 (13), 1377.
illmintehemchnisbyhictheF~eaktl3ppis (23) Chmbxuk,B. F.; Pmenno.J. G.;LUn, S.3.4;Rytx R; doeWenarvaL

formed in the CF4/O 2 plasmsbut not in the pure CF4 plasma. L C.; Pine, A. J. Phys.ChauLI9, 95 (1). 303.
Finally, the information obtained in this work concerning fluorine (24) Hwu&g S.-I. Kimg T. S4; Gerstein. B. C. Cata. Lett. Mi.1,8, 367.

icalspeciesimo ic alshifts, moton, and segregtion (25) B1a.., J4; lU20witZ, MI.; Gazyoway. A. N.; Fins, A. J. ChUL Pips.
may also serve as a reference for 19F NMR of fluorine-assisted 1905,83 (5), 2015.

CVDdimod snc te smekid o ifomatonisdesied in (26) Levy. D. H.; Glemsc.. L. K. . Pip. Chanm. 1952,96 (20), 6125.
CVD iamod snce he ame indof iforatio 15(27) Scram B. EL; GOhmin., K. L Chem. Pipe. 1592,166.,367.

this cane as well. (28) Cho. 0.; Yeinowski, J. P. Submitted to Chems. Pips. Len.
(29) Satterfield. C. N. iltatrogamour Catalysis in Practica: McGraw-
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At the center of a (100) oriented microwave plasma diamond film, a hydrogen concentration
of 0.120 at. % was measured by solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy.
Somewhat lower contents were found for the central regions hot-filament and dc arc-jet materials,
0.031 and 0.023 at. %,respectively. However, the NMR line shapes are similar in all three cases,
indicating similar bonding environments for the hydrogen. Radial variations in hydrogen content
in the hot-filament and dc arc-jet samples were also observed by NMR. Regions with higher
hydrogen contents also gave rise to increased absorption in the CH stretch region of the IR
spectra and an increased background signal in the Raman spectra. Similarities in hydrogen
content and distribution in these films indicates that a common mechanism for hydrogen
incorporation at the growing diamond surface. Understanding such mechanisms is important
for producing diamond films with uniform properties over large areas.

Introduction surface in situ. Differences observed by ex situ detection,
however, may give some insight into the differences in

The unique properties of diamond, such as its high growth mechanisms in various systems.
thermal conductivity, mechanical characteristics, optical This paper examines the hydrogen content of hot-
transmission, and electronic properties, make it an at- filament, dc arc-jet and microwave plasa CVD diamond
tractive material for many applications." Recent ad- films by solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
vances allowing the production of high-quality diamondfilms have generated substantial interest in research spectroscopy. This extends our early work using'H NMR,

hvget sbai e in h which focused only on hot-filament materials.5. In
laboratories throughout the world. These high-quality addition, variations of hydrogen content as a function otmaterials are produced by a variety of methods including radial position in the sample will be measured for the dc
microwave plasma, hot-filament, and dc arc-jet chemical arc-jet and hot-filament films. Hydrogen content was
vapor deposition (CVD). Although large differences in chosen as a useful indicator of diamond quality because
growth rates exist between these methods, allseem capable it correlates well with IR transmission5- and is also
of producing highly faceted polycrystalline films with little proposed to effectelectrical properties, such as resistivity.7
evidence of non-diamond carbon. In addition, the quantitative NMR measurements will be

The primary difference between most of the CVD related tothe resltsof more commonlyemployed diamond
techniques used to deposit diamond is the method by which characterization technique.
energy is introduced into the gas phase. The reactant
mixture is typically quite similar consisting of dilute Experimental Section
hydrocarbor species (0.5-2.0%) in hydrogen.24 Energy
is introduced in order to dissociate and excite these gases, Three free-standing diamond films were produced from CI4
allowing hydrocarbon fragments and hydrogen atoms to and H2 by microwave plasma (MW), dc arc jet (DC), and hot-
reach the growth surface which is maintained at 800-1000 filament (HF) CVD, respectively. Further details of the MW
*C. Hot-filament and dc discharges have maximum gas- and DC depositions are propriety. The HF CVD sample was
phase temperatures of -2500 K, yielding growth rates on de itedat a rate of 1.87 Am/h from 1% CH4 in H2 onto a thick,

rot, ag, 1-in-diameter silicon wafer substrate at a pressure of
the order of 1 Mm/h. Dc arc-jet plasmas have gas-phase I00 Torn. The tantalum filament was maintained at a temper-
temperatures of 4500 K or more and can yield deposition ature of 2375 K, at a distance of 4 mm from the substrate.
rates of>100 m/h4 The properties of the diamond, from The microwave film was obtained from the center of a >500-
run to run and also spatially within the sample, should be Min-tbick dark film. The dc arc-jet material was -400-•m-thick
effected by the conditions and species which prevail at and also appeared dark. Samples from this film were obtained
the surface of the growing film. Due to the relatively high at0.5-in. intervals acromsthe4.0-in.disk. Finally, the hot-filament
pressure and light emission in diamond growing environ- sample was only -50 gm thick with a gray-white appearance,and samples were obtained at 0.25-in. intervals across the 1.0+
ments, it is difficult to examine the state of the growing in disk.

All of the films were analyzed using Raman spectroscopy,
t Current adrew General Eectric Corporte Research and Devel- infrared (IR) spectroscopy, X-ray diffraction, scanning electron

opment, Schenectady, NY 12301. microscopy (SEM), and solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance
* To whom correspondence should be addressd.
*Abstract published in Advance ACS Abstracts, December 1, 1993.
(1) Gels, M. W4 Angts, J. C. Sci. Am. 1992, 267,84. (5) McNamara, K. '.; Levy, D. H.; Gleason, K. KL; Robinson, C. J.
(2) Angus, J. C.; Hayman, C. C. Science 188, 913, 241. Appl. Phys. Lett. 1991, 60,580.
(3) DeVrie RL C. Annu. Rev. Mater. Sci. 1987,161,161. (6) McNamara, .L ML; Gleason, K. K.; Robinson, C. J. J. Vac. Sci.
(4) Bachman, P. K.; D. Leers, D.; Lydtin, H. Diamond Relat. Mater. Technol. A 1992,10,3143.

199i 1, 1. (7) Landstras, M. L; Ravi, K. V. AppL Phys. Lett. 169, 10, 975.
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Figure 1. X-ray diffraction pattern for the microwave CVD
film, showing predominant orientation in the (100) direction.

(NMR) spectrscopy. Thedcarc-jetand hot-fIlament filmswere ., "
examined for radial variations by these techniques. Since NMR
measures average bulk concentration of the material residing in . .. '" ..*.

the sample probe, ths radial resolutionwas achieved by sctio•k .............
these samples for individual measurements. Thick diamond I
samples were prepared for analysis by la•r cutting, while thinner 0M -,o l00 200

samples could be sectioned by hand. All samples were free Frequency (kHz)
standing ad examined intact without crushing. No polishing
of the interface exposed upon substrate removal was performed.
We cannotdistinguish ifthis region of initial growth has adifferent Hot-Filament Film
hydrogen content from subsequently grown material because
NMR does not provide depth resolution. However, our previous ,
workudoes notshowa strong relationship between film thicknem.
and total hydrogen content, indicating that such an initial region
does not contribute significantly to the overall hydrogen content
messured by NM..

Solid-state 1H NMR spectra were obtained atastatic magnetic
field of 6.7 T, giving a 1H Larmor frequency of 270 MHz, as . .
describedpreviously.' Approximately 1500 signal averages were . N-."

performed at room temperature. A delay of5 s between averages
allows for complete spin-lattice relaxation of the protons. 200 .400 0 o 00

Comparison of the total integrated area under the spectrum Frequency (kHz)
obtained from a diamond film of a given weight with that of a
poly(methylmethacrylate) (PMMA) standardyields quantitative Figure 2. Solid-state 1H NMR spectra from (a) microwave, (b)
hydrogen contents for the samples.$ dc arc-jet, and (c) hot-filament CVD diamond films. All spectra

showsimilar lineshapes Forthedc arc-jetfilm (b), the integrated
intensity of the spectra from the center (R = 0.0) versus that at

Results and Discussion a radius of 1 in. (R = 0.5) of the dc arc-jet film, indicates a
decrease in the hydrogen content by a factor of -2.5. For the

As anticipated based on previous reports,9, 0 SEM hot-filament film (c), the intensity difference between the
micrographs of the microwave film showed a relatively integrated area for the center (R = 0.00) and the outer edge (R
smooth surface with an average grain size of -5 gm, 1.00) indicates an -7-fold increase.
predominantly oriented in the (100) direction, as con-
firmed using X-ray diffraction (Figure 1). The SEM ratio of their hydrogen contents. The same is true for the
micrographs of the hot-filament and dc arc-jet prepared spectra in Figure 2c.
samples show significantly higher surface roughness with Each line shape in Figure 2 contains two components,
average grain sizes of 10-15 lm and - 70 pm, respectively, a narrow Lorentzian and a broad Gaussian, consistent with
The SEM and XRD analysis also show a smaller degree the observations of earlier NMR studies.5 In that work,
of orientation, primarily along the (110) direction. the narrow Lorentzian component of the line shape is

The solid-state 'H NMR spectra of the films deposited associated with motionally averaged hydrogen. The
by each method are shown in Figure 2a-c. For the dc-arc Gaussian component, on the other hand, is attributed to
jet (Figure 2b) and hot-filament films (Figure 2c), spectra static, densely packed hydrogen. Here, as in the earlier
for both the central (R = 0.0) and one of the outer regions investigations, a majority of the hydrogen is associated
(R > 0) are shown. For the microwave sample (Figure 2a), with the broad component (i.e., static hydrogen) and only
only a single spectrum was obtained. To facilitate line- a small fraction is motionally narrowed. Previously,
shape comparison, each of the three parts of Figure 2, has multiple-quantum NMR has shown the static, densely
a different normalization factor. However, within Figure clustered hydrogen to be primarily distributed on two-
2b, the ratio of intensities of the two spectra equals the dimensional surfaces rather than on three-dimensional

lattices." Hydrogen passivation of grain boundary and

(8) Levy, D. IL; Gleason, K K. J. Vac. Se. Technol. A 1993,11,195. growth surfaces in the polycrystalline films could account
(9) Wld,C4Ke•UP.;MWkr-SebtW.;Walchr,H.KohLR.Hernrs for observed hydrogen incorporation levels. Indeed, films

N.; Lchr. IL.; Sa-kWi, I. Diamond Reoat. Mater. 133, 2, 15&
(10) Discblsr, B.; Wild, C4 Muller-Sebert, W.; Koidl, P. Physica B

ISM, 185, 217. (11) Levy, D. H.; Gleason, KY K. J. Phys. Chem. 112, 31, 8125.
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"T""h1. Sunma yef Daial Variaten fer De Are-Jet ....... .
Diemead lqh

umstialsed
red"positdoa R-O.0O R- 0.25 R-0.50 R-0.75 z

at. % H 0.023 U20 0.009 0.026
fwhmo NMR (kIs) 58.4 5&4 57.0 60.1
fwhmL 6.6 8.0 9.6 7.0 -
f/hmum Raman (cm-') 17.3 13.5 9.3 9.3

a

with larger grain boundary areas (i.e., smaller crystallite
sins) have higher hydrogen contents.6 However, hydrogen
decoration of surfaces associated with defects internal to z

the crystallites cannot be ruled out. In films with higher I'd
hydrogen contents (>1 at. %) than those previously
examined by multiple-quantum NMR, additional types R 0.5
of hydrogen incorporation may also exist. It is interesting
that the characteristics of the NMR line shape, and thus 1810 1540 1260 960 700 450
the local hydrogen bonding environment, do not change WAVENUMBER SHIFT (cm" 1)
significantlywith depositiontechnique. Thismayindicate Figure. & aman spectra taken from the dc arc-jet sample at
a common surface process occurs under these different R = 0.00 and R - 0.50. No artificial offset imposed on these
conditions. spectra, indicating a larger background signa at R - 0.00. The

Integration of the NMR line shapes show that the inewidth of the 1332 cm-' peak (Table 1) is also broader at this

hydrogen content of the microwave sample is approxi- -entralposition.

mately an order of magnitude higher (0.120 at. %) than
those observed in the center of the hot-filament (0.031 at.
%) and dc arc-jet (0.023 at. %) samples. Although hot-
filament films with such high hydrogen contents have been
previously observed by NMP, they are not common.5A
For hydrogen contents of >0.1 at. %, the concentrations ! R -0.0
measured by NMR are somewhat lower than calculated
from the CH stretch IR region, although good agreement -2
between the two techniques was found at lower concen-
trations.6 Between 0.4 and 0.9at. % H has been measured z
by IR spectroscopy for (100) textured microwave films,°
in rough agreement, although slightly higher, than the
NmR measurement of the textured microwave sample o R •0.5
usedin thisstudy. Thereareseveralpouibleexplanations, CO
for this relatively high hydrogen concentration of this
sample. First, the surface area available for hydrogen
passivation could be larger. In support of this hypothesis, 2 1
its 5-pm crystallite size is relatively small compared to 2e80 3000
filmspreviouslystudiedbyNMR. In addition, crystallite Wa VENUMBER (cm"t)
size evolves with film thickness.o This evolution may Figure 4. Infrared spectra of samples taken from the dc arc-jet
lead to more grain boundary area in a strongly (100) sample at R -0.00 and R - 0.50. The absorption in the ClH
textured film as compared to the more commonly weakly sretsoh rei . Alsoe r a strong m& 0"00 -2tcnt with th eHnR
(110) textured material. Another possibility is that the in the R - 0.0 spectru2
(100) texture exposes surfaces which allow a higher
hydrogen packing density or that additional locations for indicate that the center piece contains more than twice
hydrogen incorporation exist, such as a non-diamond the amount of hydrogen (0.023 at. %) found in the sample
phase. However, such changes are not apparent in the obtained 1 in. from the center (0.009 at. %). The shape
NMR line width which is determined by the distribution of the NMR line, however, does not change significantly.
of proton spacings. Comparison of the two corresponding Raman spectra

Radial variations in hydrogen content were observed (Figure 3) shows a larger fwhm for the 1332-cm-n peak
for both the hot-filament and dc arc-jetdiamond. Samples (Table I) and an increase in background signal intensity
from the dc arc-jet material were laser cut 5-mm diameter for the central (R = 0.0) region. Note that the offset
disks cut at 0.5-in. intervals along the 2-in, radius of the between the two Ramanspectrain Figure 3 is realand not
film. Labeling from center to edge and normalizing, artificially produced.
samples an taken at R - 0.00, R - 0.25, R - 0.50, and R In addition, the IR spectrum (Figure 4) of the dc arc
=0.75. Note that no sample was obtained from the outer film show an increase in the CH-stretch absorption in the
edge of the film. The hydrogen concentrations obtained center of the film, in agreement with the higher hydrogen
from the total inmtegrated area under the NMR line shape observed by NMR. These IR spectra also shows a strong
are listed in Table I. Also listed are the full-width at half- absorption at 2820 cm-', from the central region of the
maximum (fwhm) of both the Gaussian and Lorentzian film (R-0). This absorption occurs at lower wavenumbers
components of the NMR line. A comparison of the 'H than CH. bonding configurations in polycrystafline dia-
NMR line shapes obtained at the center of the sample (R mond and diamond-like carbon films and has previously
-0.00) and 1.0 in. from the center (R = 0.50) are shown been observed in CVD diamond films.A0 A tentative
in Figure 2b. The integrated area under the line shapes assignment of this mode as monohydride species at
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Tabe. uammy d Radiad Vauiation OwBet-.ilanmat ' ' . , •
Dhinsd Flmmmmds d isadFn

radialposition R-O.00 R-0.50 R-I1.00
at. % H 0.031 0.0=9 0.229
fwhbm NMR (k]Hz) 62.2 69.6 72.9
fwhmL NMR (kHz) 10.5 17.6 8.8
fwhmum Reman (Carl) 6.1 6.1 5.5

dislocations or similar defect sites has been suggested.10

Another possibility is related to IR studies of organic .
molecules where stretching frequencies between 2810- U
2820 and 2805-2870 cm-1 have been cited for A -OCH3 ,
and -NCH 3 groups, respectively.1  The prevnIence of ,
oxygen and nitrogen as impurities or as intentionally R 1.0

introduced components in the gas phase of diamond
deposition environments suggests that -OCH3 or -NCH 3  R -0.0
groups might account for the 2820-cm 1- absorption in 1600 141 1000 I ,oI 60
polycrystalline diamond. Further work is required before WAVENUMBER SHIFT (cm
a definitive assignment of this mode is made and itsrelationship to the diamond growth process is established. FigureS5. Reman spectra taken from the center (R = 0.0) and

reslatinshp for the radialmvaiond grofthpoess h stafiam ent outer edge (R - 1.0) of the hot-filament film. Increased
Results for the radial variation of the hotsfilament CVD b i observed in the R = 1.0 sample, which contains

diamond were obtained from sections broken from the no artificial offset.
sample at 0.25 inch intervals along the 0.5+ inch radius
of the film and are recorded in Table 2. Labeling from -A

center to edge and normalizing, samples are taken at R = I0.00, R = 0.50, and R - 1.00. The variations in the fwhm
of both NMR components and the 1332-=n 1 peak in the
Raman spectra are also recorded in Table 2. A significant
increase in hydrogen content from 0.031 at. % to 0.229 at.
% is observed in the 1H NMR spectra (Figure 2a) obtained
from diamond located nearthe edge (R - 1.00)ascompared z R.0
to the center (R - 0.00) of this sample. Although there
is an increase ofalmost an order of magnitude in hydrogen X
concentration, little variation is observed in either the o
fwhm or the NMR line shapes. 4

The central and edge samples from the hot-filament I _
film have similar 1332 cm-1 peak fwhm in the Raman 2700 2800 2900 3000 3100
spectra (see Table 2). Thus, higher hydrogen contentdoes WAVE NUMBER (cm"I)
not relate to increased broadness ofthe Raman one-phonon Figur 6. IR spectra taken from the hot-filament samples at R
mode, as was seen in the dc arc-jet film (Figure 3). -0.00 andR -1.00. The sharp increase in absorption in the CH
However, the background in the R = 1.0 Raman spectra stretch region at R = 1.00 is consistent with the IH NMR results
of the hot-filament material is larger than for the R - 0.0 (Figure 2c). Strong stretchingmodes from CH2 groups dominate
spectra (note that no artificial offset was introduced in the R = 1.0 spectrum
Figure 5). In boththe dc arc-jet (Figure 3) and hot-filament 0.25
(Figure 5) samples, a larger Raman background was noted
for regions of higher hydrogen content. This observation
may onlybe a coincidence and does notnecessarily indicate % 0.
acause-and-effectrelationship. However,higher hydrogen HF'

contents are expected as grain boundary area and the s 0.15
fraction of non-diamond-bonded phases increases. The m0
two trends could also influence phenomena which might 0.1
give rise to the Raman background signal such as lumi- -

nescence, scattering or absorption of non-diamond phases.
Indeed,apeakat -1500cm- 1isobservedatR = 1.0(Figure - Eo DI
5) indicating the presence of non-diamond carbon in this - - - - -. _ -- a
region of relatively high hydrogen content.13  ...........

The larger CH stretch absorption observed at R = 1.0 0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1
in Figure 6 indicates a significantly higher hydrogen Normalized Radial Distance
content at the edge of the hot-filament film, in agreement Figure 7. Hydrogen content of the dc arc-jet and hot-filament
with the NMR results (Figure 2c). As previously ob- CVD diamond films as a function of normalized radial position.
served,•O the characteristic symmetric and asymmetric mode at - 2820 cm-4 is also apparent in Figure 6, although
stretching modes of CH2 groups at -2850 and -2920 less intense than for the dc arc-jet film (Figure 4).
cm-1 are clearly visible in the R - 1.0 ER spectra. The Figure 7 showsaplotofthevariationinhydrogen content

as a function of normalized radial position for the hot-Chapm1an) Hall LJ.: Londo I 19f , Valo 2. filament and dc arc-jet samples. The material located

(13) Knight, D. &; White, W. B. J. Mater. Res. 19U5, 4, 5878. away from the edges of both samples have surprisingly
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sinsla hydrogen contents, -0.01-0.04at. %, despite the by radiofrequency plasma CVD (-10 to >50 at %).u
difference expected for the growth rates in dc arc-jet and Thus, very little of such a heavily hydrogenated amorphous
hot-filament environment&4 Thus, the similarity in carbon can exist in polycrystaline diamond.
hydrogen content in the twc films may indicate that The distribution of surfaces available for hydrogen
hydrogen incorporation is controlled by surface processes passivation should vary with the texture of a o
which are si-mil in both systems. The results, however, diamond films and thus produce changes in the 1H NMR
ar not identical The hot filament diamond film shows line shape. However, the MW film, which displays (100)
a significant increase in hydrogen with radial position, oriented crystals at the surface, has a similar proton NMR
while the trend in the arc-jet film is unclear. A slight line shape to the DC and HF films which have a weaker
incream is obeerved in the outermost region, but no samples (110) preferred orientation. If only surfaces from the large
were obtained less than 1/2 in. from the edge. There is also oriented crystallites were being observed, the expected
a minimum in the hydrogen content at the position halfway hydrogen content ofthe MW would be quite low. However,
between the center and edge of the sample (R = 0.50). the highly textured MW film has an order of magnitude

The fact that similar hydrogen contents are observed higher hydrogen content than the central regions of the
in the center of the growth region on both samples may DC and HF materials. Thus, other surfaces, such as from
indicate a similar mechanism for diamond formation in smaller crystallites which are covered over during growth
both processes. The variations in hydrogen content, on or from internal void surfaces within crystallites, most
the other hand, may result from fluctuations in the gas- likely dominate the NMR spectra of the MW film.
phase concentrations above the growth surface, nonumn-
formities in surface temperature, orientation of the The CH stretch region of the IR spectra allows obser-

crystallite growth surface, and surface area of these vation of the distribution of covalent bonding environ-

crystallites. The importance of these factors may differ ments for hydrogen in polycrystalline diamond. Clear

between the two growth environments and even between differences are seen between films and spatially within a

different reactors of the same type, which serves to single film. In particular, the CH 2 stretching modes can
highlight the importance of understanding surface chem- be well defined. In addition, some film regions contain a
istry and controlling local reactor conditions in these distinct mode at -2820 cm-1, which lacks a defined

systems in order to control film properties. This becomes assignment. This mode is not observed in hydrogenated
particularly important for large area samples. amorphous carbon films and represents a distinct con-

It is important to consider the effects of these variations figuration of hydrogen in polycrystalline diamond. A one-
in hydrogen content on the properties of diamond films. to-one correspondence exists between the remaining
As an example, it has been demonstrated that hydrogen absorptions in the CH. stretching region of diamond and
content can be quantitatively correlated with absorption those of hydrogenated amorphous carbonfilms." 0 Ifthese
in the CH stretch region in the IR spectrum (see Figures environments represent the growing diamond surface,
6 and 9).54 In addition, there is a qualitative correlation there is a large heterogeneity of surface sites during

between hydrogen content and the film's absorption in polycrystalline film growth.
the 8-10-;&m region. 14 This absorption is particularly Using 'H NMR, significant radial hydrogen concen-
important in the application of CVD diamond for infrared trations variations were observed in the HF film, from
windows. Significant variations in this absorption would 0.031at. % at the center to 0.229 at. % attheedge. Regions
not permit the use of such large area diamond films in with higher hydrogen contents also gave rise to increased
these applications. These nonuniformities also raise background signals Raman spectra, although no cause-
questions about the definition of specifications on diamond and-effect relationship may exist. Thus, despite the high
samples. One mightexpect to see specifications developed diffusivities of gas-phase species HFCVD diamond reactors
which include both the maximum absorbance or other and steps taken to minimized thermal gradients at the
characteristics of interest and the maximum tolerable growth surface (thick substrates and sample rotation),
variation in that parameter. variations in hydrogen contentcanoccur. Suchdifferences

in hydrogen content are known to affect the optical quality
Conclusions of diamond and will likely impact other properties, as well.

Low hydrogen contents, as measured by IH NMR, were Better understanding of the surface kinetics, gas-phase
observed at the centers of three polycrystaline diamond kinetics and mass transport is required to reduce spatial
films deposited by distinctly different processes: micro- variations in film quality, particularly in large area films.
wave plasma (MW, 0.120 at. %), dc arc-jet (DC, 0.023 at.
%) and hot-filament (HF, 0.031 at. %) CVD. This result Acknowledgment. The authors are grateful Dr. Kevin
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ABSTRACT

Zeolites have been used as a potential substrate for CVD diamond deposition. By
saturating the pore channels of a silicalite crystal, which are spaced approximately 10 A apart,
with hydrocarbon seeds to induce and control nucleation, films have been grown in a hot
filament chemical vapor deposition (HFCVD) system under standard deposition conditions,
using acetone as the carbon source. The hydrocarbons used were adamantane, naphthalene,
anthracene, 2,3-benzanthracene, and 1,2:5,6-dibenzanthracene. To enhance nucleation, a high
pressure pre-deposition period was used initially.

Characterization of these films through electron diffraction and Auger electron
spectroscopy indicates that polycrystalline B-SiC imbedded in an amorphous matrix is initially
formed and large, well faceted diamond crystals are subsequently nucleated.

INTRODUCTION

Diamond is a technologically interesting material because of its unusual combination of
extreme mechanical, thermal, and electrical properties. It is the hardest material known (104
kg/ mm2) and has the highest thermal conductivity of any material (20 W/cm-K). In addition,
it has a band-gap of 5.45 eV, a hole mobility of 1600 cm 2/V-s, and an electron mobility of
1900 cm2/V-s, all of which makes diamond a superb candidate for high temperature, high
speed electronic devices. One of the primary barriers which must be now overcome to realize
this technology is the heteroepitaxy of either a single crystal or very high quality, oriented
polycrystalline film.

One approach which has been taken is to control the sites for nucleation of diamond
through the shape modification of the substrate surface. Geis, er al. demonstrated a mosaic film
technique in which a smooth, high-quality film was grown from oriented diamond seeds placed
in 100 .im spaced inverted, square pyramids that had been etched into a silicon wafer'.
Recently, Spitzl, et al. reported on the deposition of micron thick diamond films on porous
silicon substrates of varying porosity2. Depending on the etching conditions used and the
doping of the substrate, the randomly distributed features on porous silicon can have an
interpore spacing of anywhere from 5 nm to 200 nm.

According to Wild et al., (100) textured films can be produced from randomly oriented
nuclei once the film is made sufficiently thick3. Modeling shows that the film thickness
required to generate well-textured films depends on the initial spacing of the nuclei; closely
spaced nuclei allow the formation of a textured film at smaller film thicknesses than do widely
spaced nuclei4. When compared with the mosaic film technique,-growth-onporous-silicon- ...--.
represents a three orders of magnitude decrease in the spacing of the nucleation centers.
Therefore it is expected that films grown on porous silicon would require considerably less
time to achieve a well-formed morphology. Here we have attempted to extend this concept to
yet smaller spacings, employing zeolites as substrates for diamond deposition.

Zeolites

Zeolites, also known as molecular sieves, are a general class of nanoporous, crystalline
materials that are widely used in the chemical industry as catalysts and adsorbents. Most
zeolites are aluminosilicates and have a general composition of HmAlmSim-nO2m. Some also



incorporate low molecular weight, singly charged cations such as sodium and "magnesium. At
the other end of the spectrum, materials such as silicalite are composed solely of Si and 0.
Since zeolites become more thermally stable as their Si/Al ratio increases, silicalite, which is
stable to 1200 "C was selected as a substrate for diamond deposition. Because of their
crystallinity, zeolite surfaces display a distinct, regular structure composed of pore opernings
that range from 2-15 A separated by interpore spacings which range from 5-31 A. In particular,
silicalite, which has a ZSM-5 crystal structure, has pores that are 5.5 A in diameter and are
spaced 12 A to. 20 A apart, depending on the particular direction and crystal face. When.
compared with porous silicon substrates, the nucleation sites on a silicalite crystal are then
potentially two orders of magnitude closer togethe

In this study, the silicalite crystals used
am uniformly 60 x 15 x15 prm in size. Examples
are shown in Figure 1.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

All of the experiments were performed
with a hot filament chemical vapor.deposition
(HFCVD) system using hydrogen and acetone as
the feed gases. The gases were activated with a
planar, S-shaped tantalum filament. The
substrate temperature was monitored by a K-
type thermocouple contacting the back of the
silicon wafer. Typical deposition conditions Figure 1: silicalite crystals
were gas. feeds of 150 sccm of H2, 1.5 sccm of acetone, and a substrate temperature of 780 "C.
The reactor pressure was 100 torr during the first 1 hour of deposition and was changed to 20
torr for the remaining 2 hours. When silicon wafers seeded with 0.5 gim diamond grit were
used as substrates for this process, well facet,.- -7 jim thick polycrystalline diamond films
resulted. Runs without the initial high pressure period resulted in etching of the silicalite
crystals, probably due to the flux of H-atoms.

sR3 Bonded Hydrocarbon Seed

Matsumoto and Matsui have previously suggested that adamantane
(C10H16; see Figure 2) and similar hydrocarbon cage compounds may act as
"embryos" for diamond nucleation5. Working from the hypothesis that some
form of sp3-bonded carbon acts as the nuclei for diamond formation, we used
adamantane as our model compound. In addition, adamantane has an Figure 2
diameter of approximately 4 A which should allow it to diffuse through the
silicalite pores easily. Seeding was accomplished by placing the calcined zeolite powder into a
solution of adamantane in methylene chloride for several days.

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
were used to analyze the post-deposition samples. SEM was performed via a ElectroScan
Environment Scanning Electron Microscope and no special sample preparation was necessary.
TEM films were prepared by subjecting the as-deposited samples to a hydrogen-only feed in
the HFCVD reactor for half an hour, any remaining silicalite crystals or non-diamond carbon
films were etched away. The residual material was then scraped onto a number of carbon film
coated TEM grids for analysis.

22 Bonded Hydrocarbon Seed

It has also been proposed that diamond nucleation begins at the "edges" of sp2 -bonded
carbon compounds. In particular, Angus has reported the growth of diamond particles from the



edges of the basal planes of highly oriented pyrolitic graphite (HOPG) and from perylene
tetracarboxylic acid dianhydride6. To investigate this possibility, a homologous series of linear
polyaromanic hydrocarbons was also used as hydrocarbon seeds. They were naphthalene,
anthracene, 2,3-benzanthracene, and 1,2:5,6-dibenzanthracene (see Figure 3). In addition,
experiments were performed with acetone feeds of 0.0 and 1.0 sccm during the initial high
pressure period to test the hypothesis that the
local C-concentration at the zeolite surface
may have been over high and leading to naphthalene
amorphous C deposition.

The analysis and characterization of aairacene
samples were performed through SEM and Inhrcn
Auger electron spectroscopy (AES). Samples ,
for AES were prepared by manually moving4 2,3-benzanterace
and embedding the zeolite crystals into
indium foil. 1,2:5,6-dibenzanthracene

RESULTS

123 Bonded Hydroarbon Seed Figure 3

The SEM result is displayed in Figure
4 and shows a shattered silicalite shaped shell. This translucent film is also accompanied by
secondary nucleation of diamond on the film and on the silicon wafer.

The TEM image from an approximately 1 I m2 film is shown in Figure 5. Note that it is
composed of crystalline regions of roughly 10 A diameter within an otherwise amorphous
matrix. The electron diffraction pattern is shown in Figure 6a and graphically in Figure 6b; it
identifies the crystalline component as B-SiC.

Figure 4: SEM of film on zeolite Figure 5: TEM of film on zeolite
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Figure 6a: electron diffraction pattern Figure 6b: electron diffraction result
for adamantane seeded experiment for adamantane seeded experiment

SR2 Bonded Hydrocarbon Seed

Figures 7a and b show the SEM results from the anthracene seeded experiments in
which 1.0 sccm of acetone was used initially; Figure 7c shows the result from the 0.0 sccm
experiment. The smooth coating on the zeolite in Figure 7a is most likely an amorphous
carbon coating. Figure 7b is a higher magnification image of one of the point nucleated
diamond particles shown in Figure 7a. Similar nucleation behavior has been observed by Li, et
al. in the case of diamond nucleation on the edges of HOPG7 . Because the SEM images from
the experiments involving 2,3-benzanthracene and 1,2:5,6-dibenzanthracene showed that the
majority of the zeolites were etched, it was concluded that the relatively large size of the seeds
prevented them from diffusing into the zeolite pores and no further analysis was done upon
those samples.

Figure 7a: SEM of zeolite from Figure 7b: higher magnification
anthracene seeded experiment picture of Figure 7a



In addition to
analyzing the experimental
samples via AES, standard
spectra were taken of a free-
standing HFCVD diamond
film and of a crystalline
graphite powder, they are
displayed in Figures 8a and b,
respectively. The
distinguishing features to
note are in the region
immediately preceding the
272 eV C-KLL zransition.
Figure 8c is an AES spectra
of B-SiC from Kaplan8 . In
Figure 9 shows another
silicalite crystal from the
sample shown in Figure 7c.
An AES spectrum was takenfrom the outlined area after Figure 7c: SEM of zeolite from anthracene
sputtering with a 1.5 keV Ar4  seeded experiment; 0.0 sccm initial feed
ion gun at a flux of 9.8x10 18

cr'- 2 and is shown in Figure 8d. Prior to sputtering, the sample exhibited an amorphous carbonspectra characteristic of adventitious carbon contamination. Whiie the buckled film is clearlynot diamond nor graphite, a careful comparison of Figures 8c and 8d indicate that the film is
also not B-SiC.

a
b ........

240 250 260 270 280 290

Binding Energy (eV)
Figure 8: Auger spectroscopy results for: a) HFCVD
film, b) crystalline graphite powder, c) O-SiC from
Kaplan, d) film on zeolite from Fig. 9



CONCLUSIONS .

A novel method for
controlling the nucleation of -. --
CVD diamond films at the -.
molecular level has been -
proposed using zeolites as - -

potential substrates. By
saturating the pore channels
of a silicalite crystal with - ,
hydrocarbon seeds to induce _
and control nucleation, films - 4
were grown in a HFCVD 17
system. The hydrocarbons
used were adamantane,
naphthalene, anthracene,
2,3-benzanthracene, and
1,2:5,6-dibenzanthracene.

Characterization of
the film from the adamantane
seeded silicalites was through Figure 9: zeolite used for Auger spectroscopy; spectra
electron diffraction and was taken by rastering over outlined area
indicated that it was
polycrystalline B-SiC imbedded in an amorphous matrix. Auger electron spectroscopy was
performed on a film from an anthracene seeded silicalite. While a surface carbide layer was
clearly indicated, it was not possible to identify the film as any single phase. Most likely, the
film was again a mixture of crystalline and amorphous phases.

In conclusion, the concept of using a molecular scale patterned substrate to control the
nucleation of a CVD generated diamond film is still potentially interesting process but would
require either a crystalline, nanoporous, non-carbide former as the substrate or the use of a low
temperature deposition process to avoid the carbide formation problem in the zeolites.
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Abstract

Hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen related defects in CVD diamond have

been observed by infrared spectroscopy and found to effect optical absorptions

in spectral regions of commercial interest. The origin of absorptions in the

infrared spectrum at 2820 cm-1 and 2833 cm-1, which have been observed

previously without being understood, have been identified. The presence of

these absorptions and the evidence of oxygen and nitrogen incorporation in CVD

diamond have important implications for both the design of CVD diamo'- I

growth systems and the design of processes involving oxygen addition. In filn ,

which contain high hydrogen concentrations (> 0.2 atomic %), some evidence has

been found indicating the presence of a hydrogen environment, not present in

films with lower hydrogen contents, which may be related to sp2 bonded carbon.

*Author to whom correspondence should be addressed



Introduction

Recent advancements in diamond deposition have made possible the

formation of large area, free standing diamond sheets with optical properties

approaching those of type Ila diamond. The ability to obtain diamond in

dimensions which are not economically or otherwise feasible with natural

diamond or high-pressure high-temperature (HPHT) synthetic stones, suggests a

variety of new applications for this material. Polycrystalline diamond, however,

contains grain boundaries and defects not present in single crystal stones. These

impurities can lead to variations in the properties of the material, including

optical absorption in regic.is of commercial interest, where none are observed in

type Ila diamond. To control the optical properties of CVD (chemical vapor

deposited) diamond, we need a better understanding of the defects which cause

such absorptions and their origin.

A variety of techniques are used to deposit diamond films at an even

wider variety of conditions.1-3 A majority of CVD processes use a dilute mixture

of some hydrocarbon (typically methane) in hydrogen. In addition, some

processes use oxygen, added separately or as a constituent of the carbon

source.4,5 The effects of oxygen on growth rate and film quality, as defined by

Raman spectroscopy, have been noted throughout the literature.6,7 The effects of

oxygen addition on film properties, however, has not been extensively explored. 5

This study addresses the fate of oxygen, as well as other impurities, introduced

intentionally or otherwise, in CVD diamond growth.

Infrared (IR) spectroscopy has been used previously 8 - 12 to study

hydrogen in CVD diamond. Here, it is used, in combination with other



techniques including nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), x-ray photoelectron

spectroscopy (XPS), and x-ray diffraction, to elucidate information not only about

hydrogen and its bonding environment, but also about other impurities, such as

nitrogen and oxygen. We will demonstrate that each of these impurities can

have substantial effects on the optical absorption of diamond in areas of

potential interest, including the 8-12 gm wavelength region of the infrared

spectrum.. In addition, we identify the origin of two peaks which have been

observed previously in the CH-stretch region (2750-3300) of the IR spectra of

CVD diamond,8"11 but have not been understood until the present work.

Experimental

The majority of the diamond films discussed in this work were made by a

proprietary microwave CVD process under a variety of conditions. Conditions

were chosen to produce material with a range of optical properties in order to

observe the changes in defect content with increasing film quality. Other

materials discussed here were produced by hot-filament CVD and DC arc-jet

CVD. The conditions for the production of these materials have been discussed

elsewhere. 10 In all cases, substrates were removed to yield free-standing

diamond films ranging in thickness from 100 pm to > 500 pm. This substrate

removal process, by dissolution in acid or other proprietary methods, does not

alter or remove any portion of the diamond film. The films varied in visible

transparency from opaque to water-clear. By comparing films of varying

thickness which were produced under the same conditions, the variation in

optical quality was determined to be primarily a function of process conditions

rather than thickness. An example of the infrared transmission spectrum of a

highly transparent CVD diamond film is shown in Figure 1. Note the



transmission in the 8-12 pn region is - 70%, approaching the that of the best

natural diamond.

Infrared spectra were obtained on a Nicolet FTIR spectrometer. Films

were examined as grown without polishing. Contributions due to surface and

internal scattering processes were estimated using an appropriate polynomial

baseline fit. The measured transmittance, T, is then converted to absorbance, A:

A = ln(To/T) (1)

where To refers to the polynomial fit. Spectra were obtained over a frequency

range of 900 to 3500 cm"1. All diamond shows an intrinsic absorption in the

two-phonon range between 1333 and 2666 cm- 1. However, diamonds

containing defects often show additional absorption in the symmetry forbidden

one-phonon region below 1333 cm- 1 and in the region between 2750 and 3300

cm-1, known as the CH-stretch region. CH-stretch absorptions are particularly

prevalent in CVD diamond.

In this study, nuclear magnetic resonance techniques have also been used

to obtain quantitative information on hydrogen contents in CVD diamond films

as well as some insight into the distribution and local environment of this

hydrogen. Each hydrogen nucleus gives rise to the same signal intensity,

regardless of its bonding environment, allowing the calculation of quantitative

hydrogen contents by comparison to a known standard of known hydrogen

content. Here, the standard is a polymethyl-methacrylate film deposited on a

highly resistive silicon wafer. The hydrogen NMR lineshape from polymethyl-

methacrylate is a Lorentzian with a full width at half-maximum (FWHM) equal

to roughly 30 kHz. It is desirable to have a standard linewidth comparable to



that of the unknown so that the variations due to the influence of signal

processing parameters is minimized.

Solid-state proton NMR spectra were obtained on a home-built 6.3 Tesla

spectrometer. Spectra were obtained following a 900 pulse, where n/2 = 1.5 Ps.

Between 5 x 103 and 5 x 104 transients were acquired to achieve the desired

signal-to-noise ratio. A recycle delay of 5 s was chosen to allow the system to

return to equilibrium with the static magnetic field between acquisitions. A spin-

lattice relaxation time of < 1 s was determined previously for CVD diamond

films of similar hydrogen content 9, and is defined by the Bloch equation 13:

M(t) - Me = exp(-t/Ti) (2)
M0 - Meq

where M(t) is the net magnetization parallel to the external magnetic field at

time, t; Meq is the equilibrium magnetization; and MO is the initial

magnetization at time, t = 0. Spectra were acquired approximately 15 kHz off-

resonance to avoid distortion of the Lorentzian component of the lineshape by

zero frequency (DC) noise.

Diamond samples were obtained from intact free-standing films, laser-cut

to dimensions suitable for the NMR probe coil which was 7 mm in diameter and

25 mm long. Samples were acid washed for one hour in a boiling solution of

equal parts: deionized water, 96% sulfuric acid, and 70% nitirc acid to eliminate

any amorphous carbon generated in the laser cutting process. The detection limit

for hydrogen in the spectrometer is 1017 protons, which corresponds to - 4 mg

for a sample with a hydrogen content of 0.05 atomic %.



Other techniques used to examine the diamond samples discussed here

include scanning electron microscopy (SEM), x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy,

and x-ray diffraction. SEMs provide information about grain size and surface

morphology, while x-ray diffraction reveals crystal orientation data. XPS was

used to identify or confirm impurities incorporated in the films including

nitrogen, oxygen, and a number of metallic impurities. This is primarily a

surface technique with the capability of probing several hundred angstroms into

the film when combined with argon sputtering.

Results and Discussion

A total of 16 diamond films were made by microwave CVD for this study.

The infrared spectra of a representative film is shown in Figure 2. It shows

absorptions in the one, two, and three phonon regions, as do all of the films

studied here. As mentioned earlier, the two phonon absorption between 1333

and 2666 cm-1 is intrinsic to pure diamond. Thus, it can be used to normalize

spectra from samples of varying thickness. It is the absorptions outside of this

region which yield information about the impurities and defects in diamond.

While varying in intensity with respect to the two phonon absorption, these one

and three phonon absorptions appear at the same characteristic frequencies in all

of the spectra discussed here.

The CH-stretch region (2750-3300 cm" 1) contains information about

hydrogen bonded to carbon and other atoms, present as impurities, in diamond

films. In this frequency range, we see the stretching vibrations of carbon-

hydrogen bonds. The frequency of the bond vibration is shifted slightly for

bonds in different local environments, allowing us to differentiate CHx

groups.15,16 For example, the CH-stretch signatures of hydrogen bonded to sp 2



bonded carbon appear above 2950 cm"1, while those associated with sp 3 bonded

carbon appear below 3000 cm-1.15,16 Thus, IR spectroscopy yields information

about the carbon bonding environment as well as that of hydrogen. Figure 3

shows the CH-stretch region of two typical diamond films.

Upon closer examination of the CH-stretch region in Figure 3, it is evident

that some diamond films contain hydrogen bonded to sp 2 carbon, while in other

films, it is below the detection limit. Films containing sp 2 bonded CH groups

generally show higher overall hydrogen contents (see below) than those showing

only absorptions below 3000 cm-1. The number of hydrogen atoms bonded to a

single carbon will also cause variation in the frequency of the stretch vibration.

Typical wavenumbers for CHx stretch vibrations observed in diamonds are listed

in Table 1.9,11 Using these approximate frequencies, we can perform a least

squares fit to the experimentally measured CH-stretch absorption to determine

the species present. However, there are still a large number of fitted parameters.

It is possible to decrease the number of fitted parameters by setting the

maximum peak widths as well. This is done by using an average of widths

observed in this work and those observed in the literature. 9 ,11,16 The ratio of

peak intensities for the symmetric and asymmetric line pairs were not set,

however, since the diamond environment is ill-defined, and it is possible for this

ratio to vary considerably. A common example of such behavior is observed in

the infrared spectra of straight chain hydrocarbons such as tetradecane. 2 1

The fits for two of the diamond films studied are also shown in Figure 3.

The first film shows no sp 2 bonded CH-stretch absorptions (>2950 cm' 1 ), while

the second shows an absorption at 3025 cm- 1, indicative of an sp2 bonded CH



group. SEMs of the samples show a decline in the morphology of the second

film, which is also consistent with an increase in sp2 bonded material. The

dominant absorptions in both spectra appear near 2850 cm- 1 and 2920 cm-1 and

are indicative of the symmetric and asymmetric stretching of CH2 groups,

respectively, where the carbon is sp 3 bonded. Both of these spectra clearly

demonstrate the inequality in absorption intensity for the symmetric and

asymmetric absorptions of sp 3 bonded CH2 groups in the diamond

environment. This inequality, where the intensity of the asymmetric line is

greater than that of the symmetric was observed in the majority of the films

studied here, and is also observed in long-chain hydrocarbons. 2 1 About one-

third of the films demonstrated equal intensities or slightly greater intensity in

the symmetric line. The somewhat less intense absorptions present in the

spectrum at 2880 cm"1 and 2960 cm-1 are similarly related to the symmetric and

asymmetric stretching vibrations of sp 3 bonded CH3 groups. These absorptions

have been identified previously in CVD diamond as well,8- 11 and also

demonstrate unequal absorption intensities. In addition, there is an absorption at

- 3025 cm"1 in the second spectrum which is related to sp 2 bonded CH groups

and is not observed in CVD diamond which demonstrates high optical

transmission and/or high thermal conductivity.

Two other absorptions have also been observed in CVD diamond, both

here and in earlier studies, but their origin has remained unidentified. 8- 11 These

absorptions appear at frequencies below those normally observed for CH

stretching vibrations in alkanes and amorphous carbon and are present to some

extent in all of the samples studied here. They have been observed in films

produced by microwave, hot-filament, and DC arc-jet deposition. One

possibility which has been suggested, relates the peak at 2820 cm"1 to the



hydrogen terminated <111> surface of diamond. 11 Here, we suggest that the

absorptions at 2820 cm-1 and 2833 cm-1 can be attributed to nitrogen and oxygen

related defects. They are the CH stretch vibrations of the carbon-hydrogen bond

in an N-CH3 and O-CH3 group, respectively. Observation of these groups is

well documented in the organic chemistry literature and is considered positive

identification of such a group, as no other characteristic CH-stretch absorptions

appear at such low frequencies. 13-15 Table II summarizes the CH stretch

absorptions of all 16 films studied. Although areas for individual peaks are

given, they are not intended to be quantitative. Even with the peak linewidths

and central frequencies specified, the large number of remaining adjustable

parameters and poor resolution of some spectral features leads to large

uncertainties in the area of specific peaks. It is important to note, however, that

some features of the spectra, specifically the relatively narrow peaks at 2820 cm- 1

and 2833 cm-1, are well resolved in all cases and show remarkable consistency in

peak position.

The presence of oxygen and nitrogen is important in CVD diamond

because these impurities are known to cause absorptions in the 8-12 AIm

wavelength region, where transparency is critical for many applications.

Additional evidence of both oxygen and nitrogen incorporation in the films can

be obtained on examination of this normally symmetry-disallowed one-phonon

region. An expansion of the IR spectra shown in Figure 2, between 900 cm"1 and

1800 cm-1, is shown in Figure 4. There are a number of absorptions present,

many of which can be related to oxygen and nitrogen containing groups,

including O-CH3 and N-CH3 specifically. These identifications are found in

Table 111.14-16 In addition to the O-CH3 and N-CH3 groups, oxygen and

nitrogen can be present in other forms, as well. For example, absorptions at 1130



and 1350 cm-1 may be related to substitutional nitrogen defects 12, and the peaks

at 1740, 2700 and 2730 cm- 1 (see Figure 2) are suggestive of aldehyde groups.16

The presence of substitutional nitrogen in the film discussed above was also

confirmed by photoluminescence. Finally, XPS combined with sputtering was

used to confirm the presence of both oxygen and nitrogen in several films,

produced over the full range of process conditions, at depths of up to 750 A.

Evidence of carbon-oxygen bonding was observed in the Ols XPS spectra of all

films, and evidence of C=O was observed in for several of those films

demonstrating the three characteristic aldehyde peaks.

As mentioned above, evidence of N-CH3 and O-CH3 groups has been

observed in the IR spectra of diamonds produced by a variety of techniques,

including microwave, hot-filament, and DC-arc jet CVD, and in processes which

intentionally added oxygen as well as those that did not.8 "11 This indicates that

air leaks in diamond CVD reactors are sufficient to cause incorporation of both

nitrogen and oxygen to levels which are detectable in the IR and cause optical

absorptions in regions of commercial interest. This has important implications

for the design of diamond growth systems, which are not generally of ultra-high

vacuum quality at the px-esent time. In addition, there are serious implications

for the production of high optical quality CVD diamond in processes which

require oxygen addition.

Additional information about the bonding environment of hydrogen in

CVD diamond can be obtained from the IR data when combined with

information obtained from solid-state NMR spectroscopy. This technique allows

us to quantify the amount of hydrogen in all bonding configurations in the



sample. Figure 5 shows the 1H NMR spectrum of a typical diamond film. The

spectra contains two components, a broad Gaussian and a narrow Lorentzian.

The integrated area under the two peaks is directly proportional to the number of

hydrogen nuclei in the sample. By comparison of the total signal intensity with

that of a known standard, we can obtain quantitative hydrogen contents for the

diamond films. These contents are listed in Table II.

The Lorentzian component makes up a relatively small fraction of the total

NMR signal. This component has a narrow lineshape at 298 K which broadens

significantly as the temperature is reduced to 100 K. Thus a small fraction of the

hydrogen is mobile at room temperature. Hole burning studies indicate that the

hydrogen related to the Lorentzian and Gaussian components are strongly dipole

coupled, corresponding to a proton-proton separation of < 6A. The mobile

hydrogen could arise from a small molecule trapped at a void or grain boundary

or from a mobile group attached to the surface. While trapped H2 has been

identified in amorphous silicon, its motion would not be expected to cease at or

above 100 K, making its presence in polycrystalline diamond unlikely.

However, mobile surface species such as methyl groups must also be considered.

The IR spectroscopy results discussed above suggest that a number of types of

surface methyl groups: CH3, O-CH3, and N-CH3. The CH3 group bonded

directly to a diamond surface can rotate only about its C3 axis, which would

allow insufficient motion to account for the narrowness typically observed in the

Lorentzian component. However, methyl groups found at steps and growth

ledges and those attached to heteroatom would have additional motional degrees

of freedom and may account for the narrow Lorentzian lineshape. This is not

unreasonable since such groups generally make up a very small fraction (- 1%),

as does the Lorentzian component, of the hydrogen found in these samples.



The majority of the hydrogen in these samples contributes to the signal of

the Gaussian component of the NMR lineshape. This component is related to

static closely spaced hydrogen with an average interproton spacing of - 2 A.

This value is calculated from the van Vleck equation which relates the

experimentally observed full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of a Gaussian

lineshape to the interproton spacing.18 A simplified version of that equation is:

FWHMG = 189.6(l rin' 6)1 / 2  A3 kHz (3)

The calculated interproton spacing is significantly smaller than would be

observed if static hydrogen atoms were uniformly distributed throughout the

bulk, indicating instead regions of high local density. In addition, the presence of

a dense, two-dimensional hydrogen phase in CVD diamond was been confirmed

by multiple quantum NMR in an earlier study. 19 Both results are consistent with

the interpretation of hydrogen terminated grain boundaries.

The correlation of the total hydrogen content with the normalized

integrated intensity in the CH stretch region of the IR spectra indicates that most

of the hydrogen found in these diamond films is covalently bonded to carbon. A

plot of the normalized CH stretch area as a function of hydrogen content is

shown in Figure 6. There is a linear relationship between the two for films with

hydrogen contents below 0.2 atomic %. This is consistent with earlier results,

which examined films with hydrogen contents of 0.1 atomic % or lower. 8 At

hydrogen contents above 0.2 atomic %, this linear correlation no longer holds.

Figure 6 suggests a different slope for these high hydrogen content films,

however, there is insufficient data to draw conclusions about functionality. This

type of behavior may be indicative of a different hydrogen containing phase,



present at higher hydrogen contents, which exhibits a different absorption

coefficient from that found in films with lower hydrogen concentrations.

It is reasonable, then, to ask if the measured hydrogen contents are

consistent with grain boundary coverage. Figure 7 shows SEM's of two of the

films discussed in this work. It demonstrates the large disparity in grain size

between and among individual films, as well as the difficulty in obtaining

accurate grain size estimates for some of the materials. Variations in grain size as

a function of film thickness interfere with the accurate estimate of grain

boundary area, as well.20 If we assume, for the sake of argument, that the grain

sizes vary between 0.5 and 100 gm with a surface coverage of 3 x10 15 H/cm2

(which is within the range of values for various crystal planes of diamond), the

highest hydrogen content which can be accounted for by grain boundary

coverage (that is, a film with an average crystal size of 0.5 gm) is - 0.2 atomic %.

However, values as high as 0.5 atomic % have been observed in this work,

indicating that some other form of hydrogen may exist.

It is interesting that the correlation between total hydrogen content and

the absorption in the CH stretch region of the IR spectrum may indicate a change

in absorption characteristics at 0.2 atomic % as well. This would support the

model of hydrogen terminated grain boundaries in diamond films with low

hydrogen content, while suggesting the presence a different hydrogen

environment or combination of environments in films with hydrogen contents

greater than 0.2 atomic %. Since each of these high hydrogen content films show

evidence of sp 2 bonded carbon in both the IR and Raman spectra, the presence of

a different phase of hydrogen is not unreasonable.



Conclusions

Infrared spectroscopy has been used to identify defects giving rise to

optical absorptions in CVD diamond. These results have demonstrated the

incorporation of hydrogen, nitrogen, and oxygen in CVD diamond films, each

having some effect on the optical absorption in regions of commercial interest.

This has important implications for processes which require oxygen addition to

the growth environment as well as for the design of CVD diamond systems, since

small air leaks are sufficient to cause observable oxygen and nitrogen

incorporation. Absorptions due to nitrogen and oxygen groups which have not

been previously understood in CVD diamond have been identified. In films

which show some sp 2 bonding and high hydrogen incorporation, evidence

indicates that a different form of hydrogen, other than that found terminating the

diamond surface at the grain boundaries, may be present.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. Infrared transmission spectrum of a CVD diamond film demonstrating

high optical transparency. Spectrum of natural diamond shown for comparison.

Figure 2. IR absorbtion spectrum of a CVD diamond film demonstrating

significant absorbtions in the one, two, and three phonon regions. The y-axis is

absorbance in arbitrary units.

Figure 3. Least-squares fit of characteristic peaks in the CH-stretch region of the

IR spectra for two CVD diamond films, a) No sp 2 related absorbtions. b)

Absorbtions related to sp 2 carbon. The y-axis is absorbance in arbitrary units.

Figure 4. Absorbtion in the one-phonon region of the IR spectrum of a typical

CVD diamond sample. The y-axis is absorbance in arbitrary units.

Figure 5. Solid-state hydrogen NMR spectrum of a typical CVD diamond film,

demonstrating characteristic Lorentzian and Gaussian lineshapes.

Figure 6. Correlation of the normalized absorbtion in the CH-stretch region of

the RI spectra with the total hydrogen content, as measured by NMR, for 16 CVD

diamond samples.

Figure 7. Scanning electron micro graphs (SEM) of two CVD diamond films

demonstrating the variations in grain size between films and within individual

samples.



Table I. Characteristic CH Stretching Vibration Frequencies

Frequency (cm"1) Characteristic Group

2850 sym. sp 3-CH2
2880 sym. sp3- CH3
2920 asym. sp3-CH2
2960 asym. sp 3-CH3
2980 sym. sp2-CH2
3025 sp2-CH
3080 asym. sp 2-CH2



Table II. Areas of IR Absorptions Observed in the CH Stretch Region and
Hydrogen Contents

Frequency: 2820 2833 2850 2880 2920 2960 3025 H-content
(cm-1) Relative Percentage of CH Stretch Area (%)

Sample:
1 8.1 3.2 21.9 24.5 26.9 15.4 -- 0.045
2 9.3 6.5 16.7 21.1 28.9 12.8 4.7 0..320
3* 5.5 1.8 42.1 -- 38.4 12.2 --- 0.490
4 7.0 0.7 33.6 9.1 31.6 18.0 --- 0.085
5 13.2 0.5 24.2 16.2 29.7 16.2 --- N/D
6* 17.7 0.8 27.4 18.4 17.9 17.8 --- 0.027
7* 10.3 2.7 33.0 2.9 37.5 13.6 -- 0.180
8 14.3 1.9 18.8 16.7 26.4 18.3 3.6 0.043
9 16.5 0.5 20.1 14.6 26.1 19.0 3.2 0.020
10 16.2 1.0 17.0 19.0 24.3 19.4 --- 0.045
11* 10.4 0.8 23.0 21.5 23.8 17.2 3.1 0.092
12 9.9 1.8 20.0 20.3 27.1 17.3 3.3 0.150
13 18.0 1.0 12.1 21.6 26.4 20.9 --- 0.039
14* 16.3 0.3 25.4 14.7 22.3 17.6 3.4 0.085
15* 14.4 1.9 9.6 26.3 21.1 26.7 --- 0.027
16* 14.7 0.3 20.5 22.2 18.7 20.6 3.0 0.016

*Indicates that these samples also show peaks at - 2700 cm-1 and/or 2730 cm-1.
N/D indicates no data available.



Table III. IR Absorptions Observed Below 1800 cm-1

Frequency Functional Group

1740 C=O, stretch
1610 C=C, stretch, isolated
1500's C=C, aromatic stretch
1450 O-CH3, N-CH3, deformation

sp3 -CH2, scissor
1375 N-CH3, scissor

sp3 -CH3, deformation
1350 substitutional N
1332 disallowed one-phonon mode
1250 C-N

nitrogen-vacancy pair
1220 C-N, stretch

1130-1150 O-CH3, N-CH3, rock
substitutional N

1030 O-CH3, deformation
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